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Abstract

Systems in critical applications employ various hardware and software fault-tolerance

techniques to ensure high dependability. Stochastic models are often used to analyze

the dependability of these systems and assess the effectiveness of the fault-tolerance

techniques employed. Measures like performance and performability of systems are

also analyzed using stochastic models. These models take into account randomness

in various events in the system (known as aleatory uncertainty) and are solved at

fixed parameter values to obtain the measures of interest. However, in real life,

the parameters of the stochastic models themselves are uncertain as they are derived

from a finite (limited) number of observations or are simply based on expert opinions.

Solving the stochastic models at fixed values of the model input parameters result

in estimates of model output metrics which do not take into account the uncertainty

in model input parameters (known as epistemic uncertainty).

In this research work, we address the computation of uncertainty in output met-

rics of stochastic models due to epistemic uncertainty in model input parameters,

with a focus on dependability and performance models of current computer and com-

munication systems. We develop an approach for propagation of epistemic uncer-

tainty in input parameters through stochastic dependability and performance models

of varying complexity, to compute the uncertainty in the model output measures.

The uncertainty propagation method can be applied to a wide range of stochastic

model types with different model output measures.
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For simple analytic stochastic dependability models, we present a closed-form

analytic method for epistemic uncertainty propagation, where we derive closed-form

expressions for the expectation, distribution and variance of the model output metrics

due to the epistemic uncertainty in the model input parameters. We analyze the

results thus obtained and study their limiting behavior. For slightly more complex

analytic stochastic models, where the closed-form expressions for the expectation,

distribution and variance of the model output cannot be easily obtained, we present

a numerical integration based method. For large and complex stochastic models,

we develop a sampling based epistemic uncertainty propagation method which also

considers dependencies in the input parameter values and is an improvement over

previous sampling based uncertainty propagation approaches. The sampling based

epistemic uncertainty propagation method explained in this dissertation acts as a

wrapper to existing models and their solution types (hence the wide applicability)

and provides more robust estimates of uncertainty in the model output metrics than

previous sampling based methods.

We demonstrate the applicability of the uncertainty propagation approach by ap-

plying it to analytic stochastic dependability and performance models of computer

systems, ranging from simple non-state-space models with a few input parameters

to large state-space models and even hierarchical models with more than fifty input

parameters. We further apply the uncertainty propagation approach to stochas-

tic models with not only analytic or analytic-numeric solutions but also those with

simulative solutions. We also consider a wide range of model output metrics includ-

ing reliability and availability of computer systems, response time of a web service,

capacity oriented availability of a communication system, security (probability of

successful attack) of a network routing session, expected number of jobs in a queue-

ing system with breakdown and repair of servers and call handoff probability of a

cellular wireless communication cell.
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1

Introduction

A number of fault tolerance techniques are employed to ensure high dependability

of systems in critical applications. Concepts of hardware and software redundancy,

automatic fault detection, multiple (escalated) levels of recovery, preventive main-

tenance, non-disruptive failover etc. are employed to handle both transient and

permanent failures [82, 85, 43, 79, 36, 46]. Analytic models are often constructed

to assess the dependability of these systems, analyze the effectiveness of the fault

tolerance techniques being used and evaluate what-if scenarios.

These stochastic models capture the natural randomness in the system. Ran-

domness in events of interest like times to failure/recovery of components, ability to

detect failures, ability to perform recovery action, time to arrival, service time, etc.

are taken into account by means of their distributions. This inherent randomness

in the system or its environment, taken into account by stochastic models, is called

aleatory uncertainty (also known as variability, stochastic uncertainty or irreducible

uncertainty). These stochastic or aleatory models are mostly solved assuming fixed

values for the model input parameters.

In real life, the parameters of the aleatory model may be determined from lifetime
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experiments, field failure data, maintenance logs or other sources of observed data.

These data sources will provide a finite number of observations, leading to uncertainty

in the estimates of model input parameters computed using the observed data. In

many cases, the values of parameters may not be even based on observed data,

but on expert guesses or theoretical arguments (other sources of uncertainty). This

uncertainty due to lack of complete information about the parameter values, is known

as epistemic uncertainty (also known as reducible uncertainty) [83, 59].

The input parameters of analytic models have been considered as unknowable

and hence the computation of availability or reliability by solving models at specific

parameter values, not very useful, by Singpurwalla [80]. Due to the epistemic uncer-

tainties, the availability or reliability computed using point estimates of parameter

values obtained from measurements is considered to be conditional upon the values

of the parameters. Singpurwalla coins the term survivability to denote the uncon-

ditional value of reliability after the uncertainty in parameter values are taken into

account.

Parametric or epistemic uncertainty introduces uncertainty in the model output.

To compute the uncertainty in model output value, the epistemic uncertainties in

each of the model input parameters need to be propagated through the stochastic

model. The uncertainty in the model output due to the epistemic uncertainty in the

input parameters, can then be summarized in the form of distribution, variance or

confidence intervals of the model output values.

1.1 Epistemic Uncertainty Propagation

Methods of epistemic uncertainty propagation can be broadly classified into intru-

sive and non-intrusive methods. Intrusive methods manipulate the aleatory model

to perform the uncertainty propagation. While intrusive epistemic uncertainty prop-

agation can be easily performed through aleatory models with simulative solutions,

2



they are harder to perform through analytic aleatory models. Perturbation methods,

which formulate and solve a version of the original model with the model parame-

ters incorporating the epistemic uncertainty, are examples of intrusive methods of

epistemic uncertainty propagation through analytic aleatory models [65]. On the

other hand, non-intrusive methods use repeated solutions of the existing model with

different parameter values. In case of an aleatory model with simulative solution,

uncertainty propagation can be performed in both intrusive and non-intrusive way.

In the non-intrusive method, epistemic uncertainty propagation becomes a two-phase

simulation, where the first phase takes into account the epistemic uncertainty while

the second phase accounts for aleatory uncertainty [66, 57, 91]. The intrusive method

involves only a single phase simulation where both epistemic and aleatory uncertainty

is considered together. During the execution of the simulation model, each realiza-

tion from the aleatory distribution accounts for both the aleatory as well as epistemic

uncertainty. The single distribution of model output thus obtained upon performing

the simulation incorporates both the epistemic as well as the aleatory uncertainty

[57].

Intrusive methods of epistemic uncertainty propagation seem to be suitable only

for small models with a small number of input parameters. For most real-life systems

with more complex models and several input parameters, they are hard to implement

and are computationally intensive. Non-intrusive methods of uncertainty propaga-

tion rely on multiple solutions of the already existing model. They do not modify

or perform any manipulation to the model or the model output and use the exist-

ing model as such. While intrusive methods are difficult to implement for complex

analytic aleatory models, intrusive uncertainty propagation through aleatory models

with simulative solutions can be performed with an effort comparable to that needed

for non-intrusive uncertainty propagation. Several non-intrusive analytic methods,

which perform manipulations on the aleatory model output, exist.

3



Analytic methods for parametric epistemic uncertainty propagation, in terms of

computing the confidence interval for system reliability of simple systems have been

researched. Madansky et. al. [47] estimate the approximate confidence interval for

reliability of series and parallel systems, when the reliability of individual compo-

nents as well as the number of successes and total number of trials used in estimating

the reliability of each of the components is known. The method assumes independent

failures of components and the reliability of the components to be the parameters

of Bernoulli aleatory distribution. It makes use of the result that a multiple of

the natural logarithm of the likelihood ratio test statistic of reliability follows a chi-

square distribution with 1 degree of freedom. Again assuming independent failures of

components and the reliability of components to be parameter of Bernoulli aleatory

distribution, Easterling et. al. [19] compute the approximate confidence interval of

reliability of series and parallel systems using the reliability test data of the compo-

nents. This method treats the overall reliability of the system to be a parameter of

a Bernoulli aleatory distribution with the parameter of this distribution obtained by

matching the variance of the reliability computed by the maximum likelihood esti-

mation (MLE) method to that computed under the Bernoulli assumption. It then

uses the incomplete beta function to estimate the confidence interval for reliability.

Sarkar [74] and Lieberman et. al. [42] provide methods to calculate the exact con-

fidence interval (lower bound) of reliability of a series system, with time to failure

of each component following an exponential distribution (aleatory). This method

makes use of the chi-square statistic to compute the confidence interval of the overall

system reliability. To understand the method explained by Sarkar in [74], assume

X1
(i) < X2

(i) < . . . < Xr
(i) be the order statistics of r observed values of times to

failure of ith component in a series system with k components. The time to failure of

ith component is assumed to follow an exponential distribution with parameter λi,

4



i = 1, 2, . . . , k. Consider the following expressions:

D1
(i) = X1

(i),

Dj
(i) = Xj

(i) −Xj−1
(i), j = 2, . . . , r,

∆j
(i) = (r − j + 1)Dj

(i), j = 2, . . . , r,

Zj = min
i=1,...,k

∆j
(i), j = 2, . . . , r

V =
r∑

j=1

Zj (1.1)

Making use of the result that 2rV (λ1+λ2+ . . .+λk) follows a chi-square distribution

with 2r degrees of freedom, the lower limit of 100(1 − α)% confidence interval of

reliability of series system is given in [74] by e−tχ2
2r(α)/2V . where, χ2r

2(α) is a critical

value from chi-square distribution with 2r degrees of freedom.

Mawaziny and Buehler [49] provide a large-sample approximation to the confi-

dence interval for the reliability of a series system when the times to failure of the

components are exponentially distributed (aleatory).

Most of the above methods are very limited in their range of application. These

methods can be applied only to simple series-parallel systems. They rely on the fact

that the model output is a closed-form expression of the input variables and and hence

the output distribution can be derived from input distributions. However, deriving

the confidence interval or distribution of the model output becomes intractable for

larger number of input parameters or models more complex than simple series or

series-parallel systems.

Analytic methods of Coit [16] provide a way of estimating the confidence interval

of reliability for more complex non-state-space models exploiting the linearity prop-

erty of expectation, linear transformations of variance and independence of failures

of the components. This method works for any series-parallel system and hence is

5



more widely applicable than the methods discussed so far. It takes the variance of

the reliability of individual components, as its input, to estimate variance of overall

system reliability. If Ri is the reliability of the ith component of a series system with

N components, assuming component reliabilities to be statistically independent, the

reliability of the system is given by:

Rseries = R1.R2. . . . .RN (1.2)

The variance of Rseries can be computed as:

V ar[Rseries] = V ar[R1.R2. . . . .RN ]

= E[(R1.R2. . . . .RN)
2]− (E[R1.R2. . . . .RN ])

2

= E[R1
2].E[R2

2]. . . . .E[RN
2]− (E[R1].E[R2]. . . . .E[RN ])

2

= E[R1
2].E[R2

2]. . . . .E[RN
2]− µ1

2.µ2
2. . . . .µN

2

= (
N∏
i=1

(σi
2 + µi

2))− µ1
2.µ2

2. . . . .µN
2 (1.3)

where, µi and σi
2 are the estimates of mean and standard deviation of reliability of

ith component of the system, computed from observed lifetime data.

The reliability of a parallel system with N components is given by:

Rparallel = 1− (1−R1)(1−R2) . . . (1−RN) (1.4)

The variance of parallel system reliability is given by:

V ar[Rparallel] = V ar[1− (1−R1)(1−R2) . . . (1−RN)]

= V ar[(1−R1)(1−R2) . . . (1−RN)] (1.5)

Substituting Yi = 1−Ri, V ar[(1−R1)(1−R2) . . . (1−RN)] reduces to

V ar[Y1.Y2. . . . .YN ] which is of the same form as the expression for variance of relia-

bility of a series system and performing similar manipulations, the variance can be
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obtained as:

V ar[Rparallel] = V ar[Y1.Y2. . . . .YN ]

= E[(Y1.Y2. . . . .YN)
2]− (E[Y1.Y2. . . . .YN ])

2

= E[Y1
2].E[Y2

2]. . . . .E[YN
2]− (E[Y1].E[Y2]. . . . .E[YN ])

2

= E[Y1
2].E[Y2

2]. . . . .E[YN
2]− µ1

2.µ2
2. . . . .µN

2

= (
N∏
i=1

(σi
2 + (1− µi)

2))−
N∏
i=1

(1− µi)
2 (1.6)

The method explained by Coit in [16] partitions the system into blocks where each

block consists of components either entirely in series or entirely in parallel. Then

it uses the variances computed using Equations 1.3 and 1.6 to compute the overall

variance. It also computes the lower limit of confidence interval of system reliability,

assuming the system reliability to follow a lognormal distribution with parameters

computed using the mean system reliability and variance of system reliability (as

computed using Equations 1.3 and 1.6). This method is applicable only to non-

state-space models. Among non-state-space models, it can be applied only to those

which have a series-parallel structure (and is not applicable to bridge configurations)

Another method that uses the moments of the model output and the input param-

eters has been discussed by Yin et. al. in [93]. It first gets a Taylor series expansion

of the model output, discards higher order terms, makes use of the properties of

variance and expectation and then computes the variance of overall reliability. As-

sume that the expression for reliability of a system, given by R(t), is a function of m

parameters {λi, i = 1, . . . ,m}. The reliability R(t) can be written as a second order

Taylor series (ignoring higher order terms):

R(t) ≈ R(t)|µ +
∑m

i=1(λi − µi)
∂R(t)
∂λi

∣∣∣
µ
+
∑m

i=1
(λi−µi)

2

2

∂2R(t)

∂λ2
i

∣∣∣
µ
+
∑m

i=1

∑i−1
j=1(λi − µi)(λj − µj)

∂2R(t)
∂λi∂λj

∣∣∣
µ
.

(1.7)
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where, R(t)|µ is the reliability of the system evaluated at the mean of the input

parameters of the reliability model (µ = µ1, µ2, . . . , µm), where µi is the mean of the

parameter λi). Similarly, ∂R(t)
∂λi

∣∣∣
µ
, ∂2R(t)

∂λ2
i

∣∣∣
µ
and ∂2R(t)

∂λi∂λj

∣∣∣
µ
are the partial derivatives of

reliability, evaluated at µ. The expected reliability, E[R(t)], is given by:

E[R(t)] ≈ R(t)|µ +
m∑
i=1

σ2
i

2

∂2R(t)

∂λ2
i

∣∣∣∣
µ

(1.8)

and the variance, V ar[R(t)], is given by

V ar[R(t)] ≈
∑m

i=1 σ
2
i

(
∂R(t)
∂λi

)2∣∣∣∣
µ

+ 1
2

∑m
i=1 σ

4
i

(
∂2R(t)

∂λ2
i

)2∣∣∣∣
µ

+
∑m

i=1

∑i−1
j=1 σ

2
i σ

2
j

(
∂2R(t)
∂λi∂λj

)2∣∣∣∣
µ

(1.9)

Obtaining the derivatives of the expression for model output is computationally

intensive and so the method discussed in [93] can be applied only to simple models.

In case the uncertainty in input parameters is given as deterministic bounds

rather than confidence intervals, computing bounds on the model output due to the

perturbations in the input parameters is appropriate. Ramesh et. al. derive analytic

bounds for model output for variations (perturbations) in value of a single parameter

or values of multiple parameters [65] for Markov reliability models, with the help of

differential equations based on the transient solution of state probabilities (obtained

by solving the Kolmogorov differential equations) [86].

Parametric sensitivity analysis via derivatives of the output measure with respect

to input parameters has also been used frequently in this context. Sensitivity analysis

helps identify how the variability in the model output is connected to any of the model

input parameters and hence rank input parameters in order of their contribution to

model output [75, 93, 5].
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Some other methods of propagation of epistemic uncertainty (although discussed

in the context of deterministic models and not stochastic models), like response sur-

face methodology (RSM), Fourier amplitude sensitivity test (FAST) and fast prob-

ability integration (FPI) have been reviewed in [30]. The FPI and FAST methods

are computationally complex (more so with larger number of input parameters) and

require the model output to be closed-form expressions of the inputs.

In the RSM method, based on experimental design, values from input parameters

are selected depending on their range (say a low, mid and high value) and the model is

evaluated at the set of chosen parameter values. A response surface is constructed out

of the model output values, thus obtained. This response surface maybe constructed

by fitting a regression model to the set of output values obtained. Uncertainty

propagation is then carried out on this response surface (using any of the methods

like Taylor series expansion or sampling based method), in place of the original model.

This method is also called method of reduced order model or surrogates, as it is based

on a simplification of the original mathematical problem. The RSM method requires

knowledge of experimental design to select the inputs. The uncertainty analysis in

RSM method is not carried out directly on the model but on a response surface

approximation to the model, which itself can be difficult to construct with high

fidelity.

Polynomial Chaos Expansion method is an analytical method for non-intrusive

propagation of epistemic uncertainty. It entails obtaining an expansion of the model

output based on a suitable choice of orthogonal polynomial and its associated stochas-

tic process to represent the epistemic uncertainty in input parameters. The variance

and expectation of the output metric is computed from the coefficients of the expan-

sion. The method involves computing the coefficients of the expansion. Obtaining

the coefficients of expansion accurately is computationally expensive, more so when

the number of parameters is large. Since the expansions result in infinite series,
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they need to be truncated at some suitable order, which introduces errors. There-

fore this method not only has computational complexity with larger models or more

parameters, accuracy of this method is also an issue [17].

Sampling based uncertainty propagation is a popular method of epistemic un-

certainty propagation because of its wide range of applicability and feasibility even

with large number of input parameters or large complex models, even though it may

be computationally more intensive than analytic methods for simpler models with

fewer parameters where uncertainty propagation via analytic methods may be pos-

sible [30, 28]. It also enables consideration of correlation between input parameters

more easily than the analytical methods [30, 35].

Haverkort et. al. [28] compute the mean and variance of the model outputs by the

method of parametric sensitivity analysis as well as the quantiles of the distribution

of model output (along with mean and variance) by propagating the uncertainty

through the model using Monte Carlo sampling. They also consider some degree of

dependence between the parameters.

1.2 Contribution of this Dissertation

In this dissertation we address the computation of uncertainty in output metrics of

stochastic models due to epistemic uncertainty in model input parameters, with a

focus on dependability and performance models of current computer and communi-

cation systems.

Due to epistemic uncertainties, the output of dependability or performance mod-

els computed using fixed parameter values (e.g., point estimates of parameter values

obtained from measurements) can be considered to be conditional upon the values

of the input parameters used. By unconditioning the model output with respect to

the model input parameter values (considering the epistemic uncertainty), the un-

certainty in the model output metric can be estimated. This unconditioning can be
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done by means of a multi-dimensional integration.

Depending on the aleatory model type and complexity of its output, different

methods need to be applied to perform this unconditioning integration. Simple ana-

lytic aleatory models may be solved analytically to get the model output as closed-

form expressions of model input parameters. For example, in case of a simple tripe

modular redundancy (TMR) system, assuming all components of the system follow

independent and identically distributed exponential failure law, with parameter λ,

the reliability model has one input parameter λ and the model output metric (relia-

bility) can be expressed as R(t) = 3e−2λt−2e−3λt, which is a closed-form expression of

R(t), in terms of the model input parameter λ [86]. On the other hand, for complex

models such as the availability model of an IBM SIP SLEE server, as shown in [85],

analytic closed-form expressions of output metrics are not possible and the model

can only be solved analytic-numerically using tools like SHARPE [87] or SPNP [32].

Alternatively, the aleatory model may be solved via a simulation. Different methods

of propagating epistemic uncertainty need to be employed for each of these cases.

For analytic models which have simple closed-form model outputs, unconditioning

by direct analytic integration may be possible. For more complex analytic models

with closed form solutions, the expression for model output may not be amenable

to analytic integration (complex expression and/or too many parameters) and nu-

merical integration maybe needed. Sampling based uncertainty propagation [18, 55]

can be applied to complex analytic models (can be used when the model can be

solved either analytically or analytic-numerically), as well as models with simulative

solutions. Table 1.1 summarizes the applicability of various methods of epistemic

uncertainty propagation, for different types of aleatory models.

In this dissertation, we present an approach for propagation of parametric epis-

temic uncertainty through stochastic aleatory models of varying complexity. Un-

certainty propagation is carried through a wide range of model types (ranging from
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Table 1.1: Epistemic Uncertainty Propagation for different Aleatory Model types

Epistemic Uncertainty Propagation Method
Analytic
Closed-
Form Inte-
gration

Numerical
Integration

Sampling
Based

Analytic
Model :
Closed-Form
solution

Applicable
(simple ex-
pressions)

Applicable Applicable

Analytic
Model :
Numerical
Solution

Not Applica-
ble

Applicable Applicable

Analytic
Model :
Simulative
Solution

Not Applica-
ble

Applicable Applicable

simple models with closed-form expression of model output to large complex hierar-

chical models where only analytic-numeric solution is possible and even models with

simulative solution), with different model output metrics. For simple aleatory mod-

els (with closed form expression of model output) the expressions for expectation,

variance and distribution of model output metric due to the epistemic uncertainties,

are derived and analyzed to understand their limiting behavior.

The contributions of this dissertation can be summarized as:

• An approach for epistemic uncertainty propagation is developed and applied to

a wide range of stochastic dependability and performance models for computer

systems. These models range from simple non-state-space models with a few

input parameters to large state space models or even hierarchical models with

more than fifty input parameters. Some of the model output metrics consid-

ered are reliability and availability of computer systems, response time of a

web service, capacity oriented availability of a communication system, security

(probability of successful attack) of a network routing session, expected num-

ber of jobs in a queueing system with breakdown and repair of servers and call
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handoff probability of a cellular wireless communication cell.

• For analytic models where the model output can be obtained as simple closed

form expression of model input parameters, exact expressions for distribution,

expectation and variance of the model output are derived and analyzed to gain

insight into the uncertainty in model output, due to the epistemic uncertainty

in model input parameters. Limiting behavior of metrics of uncertainty in

model output, is also studied. Expressions for distribution, expectation and

variance of the model output are derived for reliability models of several simple

non-repairable systems and also for availability of a simple systems.

• A sampling based non-intrusive approach for epistemic uncertainty propagation

through large and complex aleatory models is presented. This method is more

widely applicable than existing analytic methods (as discussed in Section 1.1).

This method can be applied when observed lifetime data about system and its

components is directly available to the modeler, as well as when only processed

information about epistemic uncertainty is available, in the form of confidence

intervals of the input parameters. The form and parameters of the epistemic

distributions are not arbitrarily assumed (as is done in other sampling based

methods as discussed in Section 1.1, for example [28]), but derived based on

the aleatory distribution and the provided confidence intervals. The method of

obtaining the form and parameters of epistemic distribution is also presented.

The sampling method used in this approach is more robust (demonstrated in

the illustrative examples considered) and more likely to cover the entire dis-

tribution range of the input parameter. The confidence interval of reliability

(and other model output metrics) is obtained using a non-parametric method,

obviating any need for assuming or fitting any distribution to the model out-

puts.
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• The sampling based epistemic uncertainty method is successfully applied for

uncertainty propagation through several dependability and performance models

of computer systems, including rather large hierarchical models with a large

number of model input parameters.

• The sampling based method, also enables considering correlation in the model

input parameter values (epistemic dependence), even without sampling from

the joint distribution function of correlated parameters. Uncertainty propaga-

tion considering epistemic dependence between input parameters is also applied

to some of the dependability and performance models considered.

• The entire uncertainty propagation approach is shown to be independent of

model solution tool or technique as it is applied to non-state-space, state-space,

hierarchical, simulative and fixed-point iterative models solved using SHARPE,

SPNP and Mathematica software packages [87, 32, 2]

1.3 Outline of the Dissertation

This dissertation is organized as follows:

In Chapter 2, we provide the background on analytic aleatory models used for

dependability and performance analysis of computing and communication systems.

We also introduce some basic concepts and derive results which are used throughout

the dissertation.

In Chapter 3, we present the closed-form approach for epistemic uncertainty prop-

agation through analytic aleatory models. We explain the method in detail, derive

closed-form expressions for distribution, mean and variance of model output, due

epistemic uncertainty and analyze the results to understand their limiting behavior.

We illustrate the method with the help of several examples and analyze the results.

In Chapter 4, we present a numerical integration based approach for epistemic
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uncertainty propagation through analytic aleatory models. As the analytic models

become more complex, closed-form approach for epistemic uncertainty propagation

may no longer be possible and in such cases, a numerical integration based approach

may be needed. We explain this approach and illustrate it with the help of several

examples.

In Chapter 5, a sampling based epistemic uncertainty propagation method which

can be applied to a wide range of analytic aleatory model types, from simple non-

state space models to complex hierarchical models is presented. This method acts

as a wrapper to existing models and their solution types. The method is illustrated

with the help of several real-world examples.

In Chapter 6, we improve upon the sampling based epistemic uncertainty prop-

agation explained in Chapter 5 by using the latin hypercube sampling method in

place of random sampling. We illustrate this uncertainty propagation method with

several real-world examples and demonstrate that this method provides more robust

estimates as compared to the one presented in Chapter 5.

In Chapter 7, we relax the assumption of epistemic independence between the in-

put parameters of the aleatory model, considered in Chapters 3 through 6 and present

a method to incorporate correlations between the aleatory model input parameters as

random variables into the sampling based uncertainty propagation method explained

in Chapter 6. We illustrate the sampling based method for epistemic uncertainty

propagation in case of correlated input parameters, with the help of examples.

In Chapter 8, the sampling based uncertainty propagation method is applied to an

aleatory model with simulative solution. We illustrate this with the help of a simple

simulation model and discuss ways of interpreting the two levels of uncertainty in

model output due to epistemic as well as aleatory uncertainty.

In Chapter 9, we provide the summary of this dissertation.
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2

Background

In this dissertation, we perform uncertainty propagation through dependability and

performance models of current computer and communication systems. Therefore, in

this chapter, we first provide a brief overview of the analytic modeling techniques used

by the dependability and performance models in this dissertation. We then introduce

some basic concepts and derive results that are used throughout the dissertation.

We perform derivations for the epistemic distributions for parameters of exponential

and Bernoulli aleatory distribution and explain the difference between aleatory and

epistemic dependence.

2.1 Analytic Aleatory Model Types

Depending on the level of detailed system behavior to be represented by the aleatory

model, the output measures and dependencies between events in the system (aleatory

dependence), state space, non-state space or hierarchical modeling techniques can be

applied.
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2.1.1 Non State Space Models

Non state-space models represent the system operational state (UP or DOWN) based

on the operational state of individual components in the system. They rely on the

basic assumption of statistical independence of each component’s failure and repair.

They are most often used for reliability analysis of non-repairable systems. They can

also be used for availability analysis for repairable systems, in which each component

in the system has statistically independent failure and repair. The operational state

of a system, modeled by a non state space model, can be represented with help of a

structure function which is defined as follows [86]:

Definition Let X = x1, x2, . . . , xn be a state vector of the system with n compo-

nents, such that

xi =

{
1 if component i is up

0 if component i is down

The structure function ϕ(X) is defined by:

ϕ(X) =

{
1 if system is up

0 if system is down

In the remainder of this section we provide a brief overview of some of the non state

space analytic model types.

Reliability Block Diagram

In a reliability block diagram, each component of the system is represented as a block

and these blocks are then connected in series/parallel or k−out−of−n combinations

based on operational dependencies.

For a system that needs each of its components to be operational, the blocks need

to be connected in series. The structure function of an n-component series system is
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given by:

ϕseries(X) = x1 ∩ x2 ∩ . . . ∩ xn

When the system is operational if at least one of the components is operational, the

blocks are connected in parallel. The structure function of an n-component parallel

system is given by:

ϕparallel(X) = x1 ∪ x2 ∪ . . . ∪ xn

If the system is operational as long as at least k out of the total n components in

the system are operational, the blocks are connected in a k−out−of−n combination.

The structure function of an k − out− of − n system is given by:

ϕkofn(X) = ∪|J |=k(∩j∈Jxj)

A system can be modeled with components in combinations of series, parallel or

k − out− of − n configurations.

Fault Trees

While the reliability block diagrams represent the conditions under which a system

will be operational, fault trees represent conditions under which a system will fail.

A fault tree is a representation of the combination of events that can cause a system

failure. The root or top-level of the tree represents system failure. An event at any

level is reduced to a combination of lower- level events by means of logic gates until

a basic event is reached. The types of gates are and gate, or gate, not gate and

k− out− of −n gate. Each gate can have more than one input but only one output.

Inputs to a gate can be either the primary event or outputs from other gates. The

output of each gate is determined by boolean logic (output of an and gate is logic 1

iff all its inputs are logic 1; output of an or gate is a logic 1 if any of the inputs is a

logic 1; output of a k− out− of − n gate is a logic 1 if at least k of the n inputs are

logic 1).
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Several algorithms for dependability analysis using non-state-space models ex-

ist. The most commonly used algorithms include state enumeration [10], factoring

[76], inclusion/exclusion [77], sum of disjoint products (SDP) [64], and binary de-

cision diagrams (BDD) [11]. Compared to other methods, BDD-based algorithms

are more powerful and efficient in dependability evaluation because of their concise

representation of Boolean functions and the ease of BDD manipulations [89].

2.1.2 State Space Models

The non-state-space models cannot easily handle dependencies in failure/repair of

components or shared repair facilities. Complex inter-component interaction is also

difficult to model using the non-state space models. In such complex cases, state

space models are required. State-space models use stochastic process to model the

states and state transitions of a system as it progresses in time.

State space models like Markov chains [61, 86], stochastic Petri nets, stochastic

reward nets [34], semi-Markov processes [78] and Markov Regenerative Processes

[45, 44] have been widely used to model not only dependability of complex computer

systems, but also for performance and performability analysis of systems [43].

Markov Chains

A Markov process is the underlying stochastic process of Markov chain models. A

Markov process is a stochastic process where the probability distributions for its

future development depends only on the current state and not how the process arrived

to that state [86]. A Markov process with a discrete state space is known as a Markov

chain. If the state change in a Markov chain can happen only at discrete time points,

the Markov chain is known as a discrete time Markov chain (DTMC). If the state

change can happen at any time, it is called a continuous time Markov chain (CTMC).

The models used for uncertainty propagation in this dissertation are CMTCs.
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The discrete space continuous time stochastic process X(t)|t ≥ 0 is called a con-

tinuous time Markov chain if:

P (X(t) = x|X(tn) = xn, X(tn−1) = xn−1, . . . , X(t0) = x0) = P (X(t) = x|X(tn) = xn)

(2.1)

where, t0 < t1 < t2 < . . . < tn . . . < t In other words, the probability of being in the

state x at time t depends only on the fact that the process is in state xn at time tn

and not where it was before that. If Equation 2.1 holds for any start time tn and

depends only on time t− tn, the CTMC is called a homogeneous Markov chain. It is

important to note that the sojourn time in each state, as well as the transition time

from one state to another in a CTMC, is exponentially distributed.

The transient behavior of a CTMC is described by the Kolmogorov differential

equation as [86]:

dπ(t)

dt
= π(t)Q (2.2)

where, π(t) = π1(t), π2(t), . . . , πn(t) is the state probability vector (probability of

being in any of the n states of the CTMC, at time t) and Q = [qij]n×n is known as

the infinitesimal generator matrix with qij being the rate of transition from state i to

state j and qii = −
∑

i ̸=j qij. In steady state (i.e. as t → ∞), Equation 2.2 reduces

to:

πQ = 0 (2.3)

where π = π1, π2, . . . , πn is the steady state probability vector.

The state probability vectors for transient or steady state analysis of CTMCs are

obtained by solving Equations 2.2 and 2.3, respectively.

For the dependability analysis of systems, the Markov chain is drawn as state

transition diagram and the arcs representing transition from one state to another

are labeled by the rate corresponding to the exponentially distributed time of the
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transition. Markov chain models can be extended by assigning reward rates to the

states to obtain Markov reward models. A reward rate vector r is defined over

the states of the CTMC with a reward rate ri assigned to state i. By defining

specific reward structure and using the measures expected instantaneous reward rate

EIR = rTπ(t) and expected accumulated reward rate EAR =
∑n

i=1 ri
∫ t

0
πi(t),

various measures like reliability, availability, performance and performability can be

obtained (e.g. a reward rate of 1 for the “up” states and 0 for the “down” states

to obtain reliability or availability) [65]. Solutions to Markov chain models and the

reward rate computations can be performed by hand for small Markov chain models

for larger Markov chain models software packages like SHARPE [87] can be used.

Stochastic Reward Nets

When the number of states of a Markov chain becomes prohibitively large, automated

generation of the state space is needed. A stochastic Petri net (SPN) can be used to

automatically generate the state space. It is a directed graph with two disjoint types

of nodes: places and transitions with directed arcs connecting places to transitions.

A positive integer called multiplicity can be associated with each arc. Each place

may contain zero or more tokens. A transition is enabled when each of its input

places has at least as many tokens as the multiplicity of the corresponding input arc.

After a transition is enabled, it might fire after a certain amount of time has elapsed

which is exponentially distributed with a rate known as its firing rate. Upon firing,

a number of tokens equal to the multiplicity of the input arc is removed from each of

the input places and a number of tokens equal to the multiplicity of the output arc

are deposited at each of its output places. The number of tokens at the places at any

instance is known as the marking and it is the state of the system at that instant.

Keeping track of the number of tokens in all the places generates the underlying

CTMC (the marking process). Thus SPN provides a way of concise representation
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of CTMCs. A stochastic reward net (SRN) is an extension of the SPN with notions

of reward functions and several marking dependent features that greatly simplify the

graphical representation of the model [15, 86].

A large variety of reward-based measures can be calculated with the help of

SRN to perform dependability, performance and performability analysis of systems

[48, 43].

Semi-Markov and Markov Regenerative Process Models

Markov chain models assume the time to the next state transition is exponentially

distributed. Similarly stochastic Petri nets and stochastic reward nets also assume

the firing times of transitions to be exponentially distributed. In cases where times

to transition or firing times are not exponentially distribution, semi-Markov process

(SMP) and Markov regenerative process (MRGP) models may be used. These mod-

els are based on the concepts of Markov renewal theory [39]. Markov regenerative

stochastic Petri net (MRSPN) [14] is a concise way of representing an MRGP. MRGP

and MRSPNs have been used in availability modeling [20, 78, 45, 44, 92]. Solution

techniques for MRGPs and MRSPNs have been discussed in [14, 39, 62]. Solving

MRGP and SMP models by hand might often be time consuming. Software packages

like SHARPE [87] can be used for obtaining steady state solutions.

2.1.3 Hierarchical Models

A hierarchical model consists of multiple levels of models, where the lower-level

models capture the detailed behavior of subsystems and the topmost level is the

system-level model. Hierarchical availability models can be constructed for cases

where failures and repairs in subsystems are independent of each other.

Modeling of large systems in a one composite model might lead to state space

explosion even with concise state representation like SRNs or SPNs. Hierarchical
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models scale better with the number of subsystems and subsystem components than

does a composite model and thus help avoid largeness in the state space of models

[6]. Besides, large difference in magnitudes of parameter values can lead to stiffness

in the overall model [33]. A multilevel model helps avoid this problem. In many

cases it is also more convenient and intuitive to model parts of the system(sub-

systems) individually rather than the whole system at once and then have a model

on top of these sub-system models to account for the interactions between these lower

level models. Using a combinatorial model on the top level reduces the number of

states considerably [6]. The ability of tools like SHARPE [87] to combine results

from different kinds of models makes it possible to use state-space methods for those

parts of a system that require them, and use non-state-space methods for other parts.

Hierarchical models are widely used for dependability analysis of complex com-

puter systems [85, 13, 82].

2.2 Bayes’ Theorem

In statistical inference, conclusions are drawn about the characteristics of the popu-

lation from observed numerical data. Estimates of the parameters of the distribution

of the population are computed from observed data. Assume that X1, X2, . . . , Xr are

the independent and identically distributed random variables denoting the r observed

values from population with distribution parameter θ. The continuous form of Bayes’

theorem provides the probability density function of the parameter of distribution

(as random variable) Θ, conditioned on the observed data x1, x2, . . . , xn, as:

fΘ|X1,X2,...,Xn(θ|x1, x2, . . . , xn) =
fΘ|X1, X2, . . . , Xn(θ, x1, x2, . . . , xn)∫
fΘ(θ)fX1,X2,...,Xn|Θ(x1, x2, . . . , xn|θ)dθ

(2.4)

Where, fΘ,X1,X2,...,Xn(θ, x1, x2, . . . , xn) is the joint probability density function of Θ

and the observed data. Using rules of conditional probability, this joint probability
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density function can be written as:

fΘ,X1,X2,...,Xn(θ, x1, x2, . . . , xn) = fΘ(θ)fX1,X2,...,Xn|Θ(x1, x2, . . . , xn|θ)

Hence the above equation (Equation 2.4) can then be re-written as the continuous

form of Bayes’ equation:

fΘ|X1,X2,...,Xn(θ|x1, x2, . . . , xn) =
fΘ(θ)fX1,X2,...,Xn|Θ(x1, x2, . . . , xn|θ)∫
fΘ(θ)fX1,X2,...,Xn|Θ(x1, x2, . . . , xn|θ)dθ

(2.5)

fX1,X2,...,Xn|Θ(x1, x2, . . . , xn|θ) is the called the likelihood function and is the proba-

bility density function for occurrence of the observed sample, given the parameter of

distribution.

fΘ(θ) is called the prior density function and can be thought of as the way

to express uncertainty about the distributional parameter θ, before observing the

data. While fΘ|X1,X2,...,Xn(θ|x1, x2, . . . , xn) is called the posterior density function,

the density function for the parameter as random variable Θ, incorporating the

knowledge of observed data [23]. A prior density function (or simply prior) can be

chosen based on several criteria, as discussed next.

2.2.1 Choice of Priors

Prior density function can be chosen based on observed data or the assessment of

experts. Such subjective priors are called informative priors. In conjunction with

the observed data (via the likelihood function), they influence the posterior density

function as obtained by Bayes’ rule in Equation 2.5. As more data becomes available,

the posterior obtained earlier can be used as the prior to obtain a more accurate

posterior density function, in light of the new data.

In many cases (especially when there is no data or information available to con-

struct a prior density function), it is desirable to have a prior density which plays

minimal role in determining the posterior distribution. Such priors are called flat
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or non-informative priors. The most common way of obtaining a non-informative

prior is by the principle of insufficient reason, where in absence of any information

about the parameter, equal probabilities are assigned to all possible values of the

parameter.

Another criterion for choosing a prior is computational complexity. To reduce

computational complexity, often times priors are chosen in such a way that the

resulting posterior density function is also of the same distributional family as the

prior density. The parameters of posterior density function can be directly computed

from the prior and the observed data by simple computations. Such priors are called

conjugate priors [23].

Jeffreys compiled a collection of rules attempting to formalize a method for choos-

ing prior for different scenarios [80, 38]. In case of a finite parameter space, where

the parameter can take n values, Jeffreys used the principle of insufficient reason

and assigned equal probability of 1/n to each value of the parameter, thus the prior

probability mass function was chosen as pΘ(θ) = 1/n. Implying, in absence of

any additional information, each of the parameter values are equally likely (hence

a non-informative prior). In case of bounded continuous intervals (say [a, b]) for

the parameter space, the prior density function is considered to be uniform density

function over [a, b] (again a non-informative prior). For the parameter of Bernoulli

distribution, where the parameter space is [0, 1], the prior according to Jeffrey’s rule

is the non-informative uniform prior fΘ(θ) = 1.

For parameter space (−∞,+∞), (e.g., in case of mean for normal distribution),

he proposes to use a flat prior of a constant value, again keeping in mind the in-

sufficient reason (though in this case, the prior will be an improper prior as it will

not integrate to 1). For parameters with parameter space [0,+∞) (e.g., the scale

parameter of exponential and Weibull distributions), Jeffreys proposed a prior den-

sity function fΘ(θ) ∝ 1/θ. Invariance of the prior under power transformation of the
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scale parameter θ, was cited as the reason for this prior. The guiding principle was

that if there is a transformation of the parameter (random variable), the resulting

prior should also express the same belief towards the transformed random variable as

the original prior did towards untransformed random variable. In other words, any

rule for determining the prior density should yield an equivalent result if applied to

the transformed parameter. For example, if Λ = Θ2, then with fΘ(θ) ∝ 1/θ, fλ(λ)

is still ∝ 1/λ.

2.3 Epistemic Distributions

The parameters of a stochastic dependability model may be determined from lifetime

experiments, field failure data, maintenance logs or other sources of observed data.

These data sources will provide a finite number of observations, leading to epistemic

uncertainty in the estimates of model input parameters computed using the observed

data. In many cases, the values of parameters may not even be based on observed

data, but on expert guesses (another source of uncertainty).

To propagate the epistemic uncertainty in the input parameters of the stochastic

aleatory model, the epistemic distribution (type and its parameters) of the model

input parameter needs to be known. If the modeling expert constructing the stochas-

tic dependability model has access to lifetime data, the type and parameters of the

epistemic distribution of aleatory model input parameters as random variables, needs

to be derived directly from that data. If the observed data is not directly accessible,

the only information about epistemic uncertainty available to the modeler may be

in the form of bounds or the confidence interval of the parameter value, from manu-

facturer datasheet or from literature summarizing lifetime studies. In such cases, we

first derive the number of observations that would have been used to compute the

point estimate or confidence intervals of the model input parameter as shown in Sec-

tion 5.1.1, by inverting the relation between the confidence interval, point estimate
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and number of observations that would have been used to compute them. In this

section, we derive the type and parameters of epistemic distribution of parameters

of aleatory distribution, assuming that the number of observations used to compute

their estimates is known (or can be computed).

2.3.1 Determining Epistemic Distributions

Let us say ri observed values of time to failure, X, of a component, were used to

compute the point and interval estimates of parameter of its time to failure distribu-

tion (aleatory), Θi (which is the ith input parameter of the reliability model). The

epistemic distribution of Θi can be obtained based on the knowledge of the aleatory

distribution and the observed values of times to failure from the aleatory distribution,

using the continuous form of Bayes’ theorem [23].

IfX1, X2, . . . , Xri be the independent and identically distributed random variables

denoting the ri observed values of X, then the probability of these observations,

given Θi = θi (likelihood), is given by fX1,X2,...,Xri |Θi
(x1, x2, . . . , xri|θi). Applying the

continuous form of Bayes’ theorem, the epistemic density function for Θi, given the

set of observed values, can be obtained by:

fΘi|X1,X2,...,Xri
(θi|x1, x2, . . . , xri) =

fΘi
(θi)fX1,X2,...,Xri |Θi

(x1, x2, . . . , xri|θi)∫
fΘi

(θi)fX1,X2,...,Xri |Θi
(x1, x2, . . . , xri|θi)dθi

(2.6)

In the above equation, fΘi
(θi) is known as the prior density function [23]. The random

deviates generated from the epistemic density derived in Equation 2.6 are used in our

uncertainty propagation method as values of the parameters of the aleatory model.

It is clear from Equation 2.6 that the epistemic density thus derived depends on the

aleatory density and will be different for different aleatory densities. In the examples

discussed in this dissertation, exponential aleatory distribution (for times to failure

and times taken by different recovery actions, job inter-arrival and service completion
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times, response times etc.) and Bernoulli aleatory distribution (for ability to detect

or provide coverage of faults) are assumed. The form and parameters of epistemic

distributions for parameters of exponential and Bernoulli aleatory distribution are

derived next.

2.3.2 Epistemic Distribution: Exponential Aleatory Distribution

If the time to failure, X, is exponentially distributed with rate parameter Θi, the

ith parameter in the reliability model of a system, then the random variable S, such

that S =
∑ri

i=1Xi, will have an ri − stage Erlang distribution with parameter θi.

Therefore, the probability density function of S, given Θi = θi, is:

fS|Θi
(s|θi) =

θi
risri−1e−θis

(ri − 1)!
(2.7)

Then, applying Bayes’ theorem as in Equation 2.6, the pdf of Θi, given S = s, will

be given by:

fΘi|S(θi|s) =
fΘi

(θi)
θi

risri−1e−θis

(ri−1)!∫∞
0

fΘi
(θi)

θi
risri−1e−θis

(ri−1)!
dθi

(2.8)

Assuming, Jeffreys’ prior of Θi, as fΘi
(θi) = s/θi [80], the above equation can be

written as:

fΘi|S(θi|s) =

s
θ
θi

risri−1e−θis

(ri−1)!∫∞
0

s
θ
θi

risri−1e−θis

(ri−1)!
dθi

=
sriθri−1e−θs

r−1
sr

(r−1)!

∫∞
0

θr−1e−θsdθ
(2.9)

Using the result
∫∞
0

xne−axdx = (n!)/an+1, where n is a non-negative integer and

a > 0, it can be seen in Equation 2.10 that the pdf fΘi|S(θi|s) results in the pdf of
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ri − stage Erlang distribution with rate parameter s.

fΘi|S(θi|s) =

srθr−1e−θs

(r−1)!

sr

(r−1)!
(r−1)!
sr

=
θi

ri−1srie−θis

(ri − 1)!
= Erlang pdf(ri; s) (2.10)

This provides the epistemic probability density function for the rate parameter

Θi, when the aleatory distribution is exponential.

Extending Equations 2.7 and 2.10 to determine the epistemic distribution for the

rate parameter of Erlang aleatory distribution will be trivial as the sum of Erlang

distributed random variables (S =
∑r

i=1Xi) will still be Erlang distributed. An ap-

proximate epistemic pdf for the parameters of Weibull aleatory distribution has been

provided in [80], however it is not easy to sample from. If the epistemic distribution

cannot be easily derived, a normal epistemic distribution may be assumed, based on

the Central Limit Theorem, as an approximation.

2.3.3 Epistemic Distribution: Bernoulli Aleatory Distribution

Assume that the jth parameter θj, of the reliability model, is a coverage parameter

(say, the probability of successfully handling a fault) derived from a fault injection

experiment, introducing rj faults. Given the probability of successfully covering a

fault being θj, the random variable Yj denoting the number of successfully covered

faults out of rj faults injected, will have a binomial distribution with the probability

mass function (pmf) given by Equation 2.11.

pYj |Θj
(yj|θj) =

(
rj
yj

)
θj

yj(1− θj)
rj−yj (2.11)

Then, based on Equation 2.6, the pdf , fΘj |Yj
(θj|yj) can be derived as:
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fΘj |Yj
(θj|yj) =

fΘj
(θj)

(
rj
yj

)
θj

yj(1− θj)
rj−yj∫∞

0
fΘj

(θj)
(
rj
yj

)
θj

yj(1− θj)
rj−yjdθj

(2.12)

Choosing a non-informative prior (which is also Jeffreys’ prior in this case [80])

of fΘj
(θj) = 1, the above equation can be written as:

fΘj |Yj
(θj|yj) =

(
rj
yj

)
θj

yj(1− θj)
rj−yj∫∞

0

(
rj
yj

)
θj

yj(1− θj)
rj−yjdθj

=
θj

yj(1− θj)
rj−yj∫ 1

0
θj

yj(1− θj)
rj−yjdθj

(2.13)

Using the result that for x > 0, y > 0, the integral

∫ 1

0

tx−1(1− t)y−1dt = Γ(x)Γ(y)/Γ(x+ y)

the beta function B(x, y), the integral in the denominator of Equation 2.13,
∫ 1

0
θj

yj(1− θj)
rj−yjdθj

results in the beta function

B(yj + 1, rj − yj + 1) = Γ(yj + 1)Γ(rj − yj + 1)/Γ(rj + 2)

The pdf fΘj |Yj
(θj|yj) then results in the beta density function with parameters yj +1

and rj − yj + 1 as shown below:

fΘj |Yj
(θj|yj) =

θj
yj(1− θj)

rj−yj∫ 1

0
θj

yj(1− θj)
rj−yjdθj

=
θj

yj(1− θj)
rj−yj

Γ(yj+1)Γ(rj−yj+1)

Γ(rj+2)

=
Γ(rj + 2)

Γ(yj + 1)Γ(rj − yj + 1)
θj

yj(1− θj)
rj−yj︸ ︷︷ ︸

beta pdf(yj+1;rj−yj+1)

(2.14)
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2.4 Aleatory Vs. Epistemic Independence

As seen in Section 2.1, the aleatory dependability models can range from simple

non-state-space models which assume independence between events in the aleatory

model (e.g. independence of component failures and repairs) to more complex state

space models like Markov chains, semi-Markov and Markov regenerative processes

which capture dependency between events or stochastic Petri nets to capture large

state space [8, 56, 24, 4, 86, 31].

These models are solved at fixed values of the input parameters, however, in

this dissertation, we consider the input parameters of the aleatory model to be ran-

dom variables and propagate the uncertainty in the input parameters through the

aleatory model. These epistemic random variables are often assumed to be inde-

pendent for ease of uncertainty propagation by using marginal pdf s of the input

parameters as random variables, in place of joint pdf s. In real life, there may be

dependencies between them, originating from the fact that they may be obtained

from a common data or information source. In other words, some input parameters

of the model may be correlated. Ignoring correlations between parameters can lead

to errors and biases in the output metrics, depending on the degree of correlation

and the parameters which are correlated. If the correlation is not very strong or if

the model output is not very sensitive to the correlated parameters, the distribution

of the model output may not be affected in a significant way [81, 12]. It has been

argued that the dependency between model parameters arising out of commonality

in the data or information source can be more intuitively captured by rank corre-

lations rather than direct correlation between parameters [28, 35, 30]. Widely used

distribution free methods of imposing rank correlation between parameter values,

like the one proposed by Iman and Conover [35] can be used to take into account

the epistemic dependence between model input parameters. It should be noted that
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assuming epistemic independence between the model input parameters as random

variables, does not rule out considering dependency of any kind between events in

the aleatory model (e.g., dependency between failure or repair events of components

or dependency between failure modes of components). Dependence can always be

allowed in the aleatory model via Markov chains, stochastic Petri nets or other state

space models [56, 8, 4, 86], even when independence is assumed among the epistemic

variables. Table 2.1 summarizes the differences between dependence in the aleatory

model and the epistemic dependence between model input parameters as random

variables.

Table 2.1: Epistemic Dependence Vs. Dependence in Aleatory Model

Epistemic Dependence Dependence in Aleatory
model

Dependence
Between

Model input parameters as
random variables

Events in the aleatory
model of the system

Reason for
Depen-
dence

Common source of data
used to compute parame-
ter values; Parameter values
guessed at by the same ex-
pert

Failure or repair events of
components dependent on
each other or on the state of
the system; Failure modes
of components dependent
on each other or on state of
the system

Accounting
for Depen-
dence

Use joint pdf of all model
input parameters; Employ
methods like Iman-Conover
method [35] to introduce
correlation between sam-
pled values from marginals

Use state-space models like
Markov chains, stochas-
tic Petri nets/stochastic
reward nets. Hierarchical
models may also be used
[56, 8, 4, 86]
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3

Closed-form Approach for Epistemic Uncertainty
Propagation

In this chapter, we present a closed-form approach for propagation of epistemic

uncertainty through aleatory models with closed-form expressions of model output.

Method for deriving closed form expressions of CDF, expected value and variance

of reliability, due to epistemic uncertainty in input parameter values, is discussed.

Closed-form expressions for the distribution function, expected value and variance

of reliability, are derived for several systems for a range of model output metrics.

Limiting behavior of the CDF, expected value and variance of model output metric,

is also studied1.

3.1 Uncertainty Propagation

Due to the epistemic uncertainties, the input parameters of a stochastic model can

be considered a random vector. Therefore, the model output metric, can be consid-

ered a random variable that is a function of these input random variables. If ran-

dom variables {Θi, i = 1, 2, . . . , l} are the set of l input parameters of the aleatory

1 Adapted from [53]
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model as random variables, the output measure M , can be viewed as a random

variable (function) g of the l input parameters as M = g(Θ1,Θ2, . . . ,Θl). Due

to the uncertainty associated with the model parameters, computing the reliabil-

ity at specific parameter values can be seen as computing the conditional reliability

M(Θ1 = θ1,Θ2 = θ2, . . . ,Θl = θl) (denoted by M(.) in Equation 3.1). Applying the

theorem of total probability [86], this can be unconditioned to compute the distribu-

tion of reliability via the joint epistemic density fΘ1,Θ2,...,Θl
(θ1, θ2, . . . , θl) of the input

parameters as random variables (denoted by f(.) in Equation 3.1).

FM(m) =

∫
. . .

∫
I(M ≤ m)f(.)dθ1 . . . dθl (3.1)

where I(ξ) is the indicator variable of the event ξ. The unconditional expected value

of model output M , can be computed as:

E[M ] =

∫
. . .

∫
M(.)f(.)dθ1 . . . dθl (3.2)

Similarly, the second moment of M , E[M2] can be computed, as:

E[M2] =

∫
. . .

∫
(M(.))2f(.)dθ1 . . . dθl (3.3)

With the second moment and the expected value, the variance of model output

metric, V ar[M ], can be computed using the relation V ar[Y ] = E[Y 2] − (E[Y ])2,

where Y is a random variable [86]. When the aleatory model output is the relia-

bility of a system at time t, R(t), the unconditional expected value of the model

output metric, as computed in Equation 3.2, has been termed as survivability, by

Singpurwalla [80].

For simple aleatory models which can be solved analytically, a closed form ex-

pression of model output in terms of the model input parameters, can be obtained

. In such cases, the above integrations can theoretically, be directly performed on
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the expression of model output, to propagate the epistemic uncertainty. For simpler

expressions of the model output, the integration can be performed analytically, while

for more complex expressions of reliability, numerical integration [63] may be per-

formed. However, the task of evaluating these integrals quickly becomes intractable

for complex expressions of model output or for larger number of model input pa-

rameters. Apart from the computational problem, the joint epistemic density of all

the aleatory model input parameters as random variables, also needs to be specified.

The problem becomes somewhat simpler if the epistemic random variables can be

assumed to be independent, as the joint probability density functions can then be

factored into the product of marginals. It should be noted that assuming epistemic

independence between model parameters as random variables does not preclude con-

sidering dependency of all kinds between events in the aleatory reliability model,

as explained in Section 2.4 (state-space models [86] can still be used to capture

dependency between events, as usual).

In this chapter, propagation of parametric epistemic uncertainty through analytic

integration of closed-form expression of the aleatory model output is considered. In

the examples discussed here, the model parameters are considered to be independent.

Clearly, for this approach, the epistemic distributions of each of the parameters

need to be determined or known first. Determination of epistemic distribution of

aleatory model input parameters as random variables, from observed data and the

knowledge of aleatory distributions, is discussed in Section 2.3.1 and is reproduced

here for ease of reference in the later parts of this chapter.

The epistemic pdf for the rate parameter of exponential aleatory distribution as

random variable, Θi, is given by:

fΘi|S(θi|s) =
θi

ri−1srie−θis

(ri − 1)!
= Erlang pdf(ri; s) (3.4)

where, s is the value of total time on test random variable S and ri is the number of
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observations used to compute the point estimate of θi.

The epistemic pdf of the probability parameter of Bernoulli aleatory distribution

as random variable, Θj, is given by:

fΘj |Yj
(θj|yj) =

(
rj
yj

)
θj

yj(1− θj)
rj−yj∫∞

0

(
rj
yj

)
θj

yj(1− θj)
rj−yjdθj

=
Γ(rj + 2)

Γ(yj + 1)Γ(rj − yj + 1)
θj

yj(1− θj)
rj−yj︸ ︷︷ ︸

beta pdf(yj+1;rj−yj+1)

(3.5)

where, rj is the number of faults injected in the fault injection experiment used to

derive the point estimate of θj and the random variable Yj denotes the number of

successfully covered faults out of rj faults injected.

Using the pdfs in Equations 3.4 and 3.5, we perform closed-form epistemic un-

certainty propagation through several aleatory models, next.

3.2 Reliability of a Single Component System

Reliability of a single component system at time t, when the time to failure of

the component follows the exponential distribution with parameter λ, is given by,

R(t) = e−λt [86]. In this section, we discuss obtaining the distribution, expectation

and variance of reliability of such a single component system.

3.2.1 Distribution of Reliability

Due to the epistemic uncertainty in parameter λ, the reliability R(t), computed at

a fixed value of λ, can be seen to be conditioned on the value of λ used. If the point

estimate λ̂ of parameter λ, were computed from r observations of times to failure,

then applying the theorem of total probability and using Equations 3.1 and 3.4, the
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cumulative distribution function (CDF) of reliability at time t can be computed as

shown below.

FR(t)(p) =

∫ ∞

0

I(R(t) ≤ p)
λr−1sre−λs

(r − 1)!
dλ (3.6)

As I(.) is the indicator function, the above integral is non-zero only for values of

λ for which R(t) ≤ p. Since R(t) = e−λt, it can be shown that the integral will

be non-zero for λ ≥ λa, such that λa = − ln p/t. Using the expression for CDF of

an Erlang distributed random variable [86] and knowing that s = r/λ̂, the above

equation reduces to:

FR(t)(p) =

∫ ∞

λa

λr−1sre−λs

(r − 1)!
dλ = 1−

∫ λa

0

λr−1sre−λs

(r − 1)!
dλ︸ ︷︷ ︸

Erlang CDF

=
r−1∑
i=0

e−sλa
(sλa)

i

i!

=
r−1∑
i=0

e
r ln p

λ̂t

(−r ln p

λ̂t
)
i

i!
(3.7)

At any t the reliability R(t) of the system will have a distribution given by

Equation 3.7 and hence will have an expected value, a variance and a confidence

interval. Figure 3.1, shows the distribution of reliability, FR(t)(p), at different values

of t. As t increases, the CDF shifts to the left (i.e., the reliability tends to 0, as

t increases, as expected). In this figure, the value of λ̂ is chosen to be 5.7078 ×

10−5 per hr., corresponding to an MTTF of 17, 520 hrs., used for failure of software

in [82] and number of observations, r, is chosen to be 10.

Next we discuss the limiting behavior of this distribution as r is varied. As

provided by the Central Limit Theorem (CLT) [86], for very large values of r, the

Erlang distribution for Λ as derived in Equation 3.4 will tend to a normal distribution

with mean µNormal = n/s = λ̂ and standard deviation σ =
√
r/s = λ̂/

√
r. As
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Figure 3.1: CDF of Reliability of a single-component system, for r = 10

r → ∞, σ → 0 and the normal pdf tends to Dirac-delta function [60]. Hence the

CDF of Λ tends to Heaviside step function (or unit step function) H[λ− λ̂] [60], such

that, for λ ≥ λ̂, the CDF evaluates to 1 and for all other values of λ, it evaluates

to 0. In other words, the only possible value of λ as r → ∞ is λ̂, which being an

unbiased estimate, is the true value of λ. Therefore, the only value of R(t) possible

as r → ∞ is e−λ̂t and the CDF of reliability, FR(t)(p) tends to Heaviside step function

H[p − e−λ̂t]. Figure 3.2 shows the CDF of reliability, R(t), at time t = 5000 hours,

as the number of observations r, is varied from 10 to 1000. It can be seen clearly

that as r increases, the CDF tends to the step function. The value of λ̂ is chosen as

earlier to be 5.7078× 10−5 per hr.

3.2.2 Expected Reliability

If the point estimate λ̂ of parameter λ, were computed from r observations of times

to failure, then using Equations 3.2 and 3.4, the unconditional expected reliability
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Figure 3.2: CDF of reliability of a single-component system at t = 5000 hours

at time t can be computed as:

E[R(t)] =

∫ ∞

0

e−λt.
λr−1sre−λs

(r − 1)!︸ ︷︷ ︸
Erlang pdf

dλ

=

(
s

s+ t

)r

=

(
1

1 + λ̂t/r

)r

(3.8)

The expression (s/(s + t))r in Equation 3.8 is of the form of complementary CDF

of Pareto distribution with scale parameter s and shape parameter r. The above

equation makes use of the expression λ̂ = r/s, used to calculate the Maximum

Likelihood Estimate (MLE) of λ. Using the identity limh→∞(1 + 1/h)h = e [86], the

limiting value of unconditional expectation of reliability at time t, can be shown in

Equation 3.9 to be e−λ̂t.

lim
r→∞

E[R(t)] =
1

limr→∞

(
1 + λ̂t

r

)r = e−λ̂t (3.9)

Since λ̂ is an unbiased estimate, it tends to the true value of λ, as r → ∞. Figure

3.3 plots the expected value of R(t), at t = 1000, as a function of r. The value of
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λ̂ is chosen to be 5.7078× 10−5 per hr., corresponding to an MTTF of 17, 520 hrs.,

used for failure of software in [82]. It can be seen that E[R(t)] tends to e−λ̂t, as r

increases.

E[R(t)]

e
-Λ
`

t

200 400 600 800 1000
Number of observations r

0.75175

0.75180

0.75185

0.75190

Reliability at t=1000

Figure 3.3: Expected Reliability of a single-component system at t=1000 hours

3.2.3 Variance of Reliability

The relation V ar[Y ] = E[Y 2]− (E[Y ])2, where Y is a random variable, can be used

to derive the variance of reliability at time t, V ar[R(t)]. E[(R(t))2] can be derived in

a similar fashion as E[R(t)] has been derived in Equation 3.8. Variance of reliability

of a singe component system, at time t, is shown in Equation 3.10.

V ar[R(t)] =

(
s

s+ 2t

)r

︸ ︷︷ ︸
E[(R(t))2]

−
(

s

s+ t

)2r

︸ ︷︷ ︸
E[R(t)]2

=

(
1

1 + 2λ̂t/r

)r

−

(
1

1 + λ̂t/r

)2r

(3.10)

It follows from Equation 3.10 that V ar[R(t)] → 0 as r → ∞. Using the same

value of λ̂ as in Section 3.2.2, Figure 3.4 shows the variance of reliability at time

t = 1000 hours. It is clear from the figure that V ar[R(t)] tends to 0 as r increases.
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Figure 3.4: Variance of Reliability of a single-component system at t=1000 hours

3.3 Series System Reliability

For a system with n identical components, each with independent and identically

distributed times to failure, following the exponential distribution with parameter

λ, the reliability R(t) is given by R(t) = e−nλt. Building upon the distribution and

expressions for the expected value and variance of reliability derived for a single

component case in Section 3.2, expressions for the same can be derived for the n-

component series system. Extending Equation 3.7, the distribution of reliability of

an n-component series system can be derived as:

FR(t)(p) =

∫ ∞

λan

λr−1sre−λs

(r − 1)!
dλ = 1−

∫ λan

0

λr−1sre−λs

(r − 1)!
dλ

= 1−
∫ − ln p

nt

0

λr−1sre−λs

(r − 1)!
dλ︸ ︷︷ ︸

gamma CDF or Incomplete gamma function

(3.11)

where, λan is the value of λ, such that the reliability of an n-component series system

R(t) = e−nλt ≥ p. The limiting behavior of distribution as r → ∞, seen in Section

3.2.1 will apply to the n-component series system as well, with the distribution

tending to a Heaviside step function H[R(t)− e−nλ̂t], as r → ∞.
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The expected reliability for the series system can be derived as shown below:

E[Rnseries(t)] =

(
s

s+ nt

)r

=

(
1

1 + nλ̂t/r

)r

(3.12)

It can be shown, similar to Equation 3.9, that as the number of observations, r, used

to compute the rate parameter λ, tends to ∞, the expected value of reliability on

n-component system will tend to e−nλ̂t.

The variance of reliability, due to the epistemic uncertainty in parameter λ can be

derived using the relation, V ar[Y ] = E[Y 2]− (E[y])2, where Y is a random variable.

The variance of reliability of an n-component series system is :

V ar[Rnseries(t)] =

(
s

s+ 2nt

)r

−
(

s

s+ nt

)2r

=

(
1

1 + 2nλ̂t/r

)r

−

(
1

1 + nλ̂t/r

)2r

(3.13)

The limiting behavior of the variance, as r → ∞ can be computed making use of

the identity limh→+infty(1 + 1/h)h = e. I can be seen that as r → ∞, V ar[R(t)] →

e−2nλ̂t − e−2nλ̂t = 0.

3.3.1 Comparing Confidence Interval

We compare the confidence interval of reliability of a series system obtained by

using the value of reliability at appropriate percentile points from the distribution

computed as in Equation 3.11, to the confidence interval of reliability of series system

computed as explained by Sarkar in [74] and discussed in Equation 1.1.

Consider a series system with n = 10 components, each with an exponentially

distributed time to failure, with a failure rate λ and the point estimate λ̂ to be

5.7078 × 10−5 per hr. (corresponding to an MTTF of 17, 520 hrs., used for failure

of software in [82]). If the number of observed times to failure, used to compute the
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point estimate of failure rate were r = 50, then the lower limit of 95% upper one-

sided confidence interval of reliability of the series system, at time t = 1000 hrs., is

given by e−tnλ̂χ2
2r(0.05)/(2r) as shown by Sarkar in [74], and is computed to be 0.4918.

Using Equation 3.11, the CDF of reliability of the series system is first generated

and the value of reliability at the 5th percentile point, 0.4925, is chosen as the lower

limit of 95% upper one-sided confidence interval of reliability of the series system,

at time t = 1000 hrs.. Thus both the method by Sarkar in [74] as well as the

method explained in this chapter, provide almost the same values for the limits of

the confidence interval.

However, the confidence interval of reliability of a series system can be obtained

directly by the method explained by Sarkar in [74] whereas in the closed-form analytic

method explained in this chapter, the confidence interval has to be obtained by first

computing the distribution and then choosing the value of reliability from appropriate

percentile points of the distribution. On the other hand, the method explained in [74]

can only be used to compute the confidence intervals for reliability of a series system,

while the method explained in this chapter can be used to obtain the distribution,

expectation and variance of the aleatory model output for a wider range of systems.

3.4 Reliability of a TMR System

A triple modular redundant (TMR) system is considered to be operational as long

two of its three components are operational [86]. The reliability of a TMR system, at

time t, where all the three components have independent and identically distributed

times to failure, following the exponential distribution with parameter λ, is given by:

R(t) = 3e−2λt − 2e−3λt (3.14)
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3.4.1 Distribution of Reliability : TMR System

The distribution of reliability of a TMR system due to the epistemic uncertainty in

parameter λ can be derived using Equations 3.1 and 3.4, as shown in Section 3.2.1.

Equation 3.15 gives the CDF of reliability of a TMR system.

FR(t)(p) =

∫ ∞

0

I(R(t) ≤ p)
λr−1sre−λs

(r − 1)!
dλ (3.15)

The above integral is non-zero only for values of λ for which R(t) ≤ p. The inequality

3e−2λt − 2e−3λt − p ≤ 0 is solved to obtain λatmr such that, for λ ≥ λatmr, I(R(t) ≤

p) = 1. Using the CDF of an Erlang distributed random variable, Equation 3.15

then reduces to:

FR(t)(p) =

∫ ∞

0

I(R(t) ≤ p)
λr−1sre−λs

(r − 1)!
dλ

=

∫ ∞

λatmr

λr−1sre−λs

(r − 1)!
dλ = 1−

∫ λatmr

0

λr−1sre−λs

(r − 1)!
dλ︸ ︷︷ ︸

Erlang CDF

=
r−1∑
i=0

e−sλatmr
(sλatmr)

i

i!
=

r−1∑
i=0

e
−rλatmr

λ̂

(
rλatmr

λ̂

)i
i!

(3.16)

As discussed in Section 3.2.1, as the number of observations of times to failure,

r, tends to ∞, λ̂ tends to the true value of λ and hence the distribution of Λ is a

Heaviside step function. It follows that the CDF of reliability of a TMR system,

FR(t)(p), as r → ∞, tends to a Heaviside step function, H[p− (3e−2λ̂t−2e−3λ̂t)], with

the step at 3e−2λ̂t−2e−3λ̂t. Figure 3.5 shows the CDF of reliability of a TMR system,

R(t), at time t = 5000 hours, as the number of observations r, is varied from 10 to

1000. It can be seen clearly that as r increases, the CDF tends to the step function.

The value of λ̂ is chosen as earlier to be 5.7078× 10−5 per hr..
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Figure 3.5: CDF of reliability of a TMR system at t = 5000 hours.

3.4.2 Expected Reliability : TMR System

Based on Equations 3.8 and 3.12, the unconditional expected reliability of a TMR

system, at time t can be computed as:

E[R(t)] =

∫ ∞

0

(
3e−2λt − 2e−3λt

)
.
λr−1sre−λs

(r − 1)!︸ ︷︷ ︸
Erlang pdf

dλ

= 3

(
s

s+ 2t

)r

− 2

(
s

s+ 3t

)r

= 3

(
1

1 + 2λ̂t/r

)r

− 2

(
1

1 + 3λ̂t/r

)r

(3.17)

Using the identity limh→∞(1 + 1/h)h = e, similar to Equation 3.9, it can be shown

that as the number of observations r → ∞, the value of unconditional expectation

of reliability at time t tends to 3e−2λ̂t − 2e−3λ̂t. Figure 3.6 plots the expected value

of R(t), at t = 1000, as a function of r. The value of λ̂ is chosen to be 5.7078 ×

10−5 per hr., as earlier. It can be seen that E[R(t)] tends to 3e−2λ̂t − 2e−3λ̂t, as r

increases.
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Figure 3.6: Expected Reliability of a TMR system at t=1000 hours

3.4.3 Variance of Reliability : TMR System

Variance of reliability of a TMR system at time t, due to the epistemic uncertainty

in the rate of component failure rate parameter λ, is derived by extending Equations

3.10 and 3.13, as:

V ar[R(t)] = 9

(
s

s+ 4t

)r

− 12

(
s

s+ 5t

)r

+ 4

(
s

s+ 6t

)r

︸ ︷︷ ︸
E[(R(t))2]

(3.18)

−
(
3

(
s

s+ 2t

)r

− 2

(
s

s+ 3t

)r)2

︸ ︷︷ ︸
E[R(t)]2

= 9

(
1

1 + 4λ̂t/r

)r

− 12

(
1

1 + 5λ̂t/r

)r

+ 4

(
1

1 + 6λ̂t/r

)r

−

(
3

(
1

1 + 2λ̂t/r

)r

− 2

(
1

1 + 3λ̂t/r

)r)2

(3.19)

It follows from Equation 3.19 that V ar[R(t)] → 0 as r → +∞. Using the same

value of λ̂ as in Section 3.2.1, Figure 3.7 shows the variance of reliability at time

t = 1000 hours. It is clear from the figure that V ar[R(t)] tends to 0 as r increases.
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Figure 3.7: Variance of Reliability of a TMR system at t=1000 hours

3.5 Reliability of a k-out-of-n System

A k − out − of − n system is considered to be operational as long as at least k of

the total n components in the system are operational [86]. Consider a k − out −

of − n system, where each of the n components has an independent and identically

distributed time to failure, following the exponential distribution with parameter λ.

The reliability R(t) of such a system is given by:

R(t) =
n∑

i=k

(
n

i

)(
i− 1

k − 1

)
(−1)i−ke−iλt (3.20)

Since e−iλt is the same expression as the reliability of an i-component series

system, using the linearity property of expectation [86], the expected reliability of a

k − out − of − n system can be derived based on Equation 3.12. As in the earlier

sections, assume that the number of observations of times to failure of a component,

used to compute the point estimate λ̂, is r and that the value of random variable

S, denoting the sum of observed times to failure, is s. Equation 3.21 provides the

expression for the expected reliability, E[R(t)], of a k− out− of −n system with all
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components having independent and identically distributed times to failure.

E[R(t)] =
n∑

i=k

(
n

i

)(
i− 1

k − 1

)
(−1)i−k

(
s

s+ it

)r

=
n∑

i=k

(
n

i

)(
i− 1

k − 1

)
(−1)i−k

(
1

1 + iλ̂t/r

)r

(3.21)

The limiting value of expected reliability of a k−out−of−n system, as r → +∞

can easily be shown to be tending to the value of R(t), (Equation 3.20), computed at

point estimate λ̂, which, being an unbiased estimate, is also equal to the true value,

as r → ∞.

Since the components have independent failures, from Equation 3.20 it follows

that the variance of reliability of a k − out− of − n system, can be derived as:

V ar[Rkofn(t)] =
n∑

i=k

((
n

i

)(
i− 1

k − 1

)
(−1)i−k

)2

V ar[e−iλt]

=
n∑

i=k

((
n

i

)(
i− 1

k − 1

))2

( 1

1 + 2iλ̂t/r

)r

−

(
1

1 + iλ̂t/r

)2r
 (3.22)

The variance of the k−out−of −n system can be be shown to tend to 0, as r → ∞,

as each of the terms in the summation in Equation 3.22 tend to 0, when r → ∞.

The distribution of reliability of a k − out− of − n system, due to the epistemic

uncertainty in parameter λ can be derived using Equations 3.1 and 3.4, as shown in
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Section 3.2. The CDF of reliability of a k − out− of − n system is given by:

FRkofn(t)(p) =

∫ ∞

0

I(Rkofn(t) ≤ p)
λr−1sre−λs

(r − 1)!
dλ

=

∫ ∞

λakofn

λr−1sre−λs

(r − 1)!
dλ

= 1−
∫ λakofn

0

λr−1sre−λs

(r − 1)!
dλ︸ ︷︷ ︸

Erlang CDF

=
r−1∑
i=0

e−sλakofn
(sλakofn)

i

i!
(3.23)

where λakofn is the value of λ for which Rkofn(t)− p ≤ 0.

Using different values for k and n, the above expressions can be used to compute

the expected reliability and variance of reliability, due to epistemic uncertainty in fail-

ure rate parameter, for different series, parallel or k-out-of-n (also called N-modular

redundant (NMR) [58]) systems.

3.5.1 Variance of Parallel System Reliability

We compare the variance of reliability of a parallel system computed by the method

of closed-form analytic solution of the unconditioning integral 3.3, as discussed in

this chapter to that obtained by the method explained by Coit in [16], which uses the

linearity property of expectation and linear transformations of variance (assuming

independent failures of the components). Based on Equation 3.22, the expression for

variance of an n component parallel system, where each component has an indepen-

dent and identically distributed time to failure following the exponential distribution
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with parameter λ, is given by:

V ar[Rparallel(t)] =
n∑

i=1

((
n

i

)
(−1)i−1

)2

V ar[e−iλt]

=
n∑

i=1

((
n

i

))2

( 1

1 + 2iλ̂t/r

)r

−

(
1

1 + iλ̂t/r

)2r
 (3.24)

The method explained in [16] computes the reliability of an n component parallel

system, with independent and identically distributed times to failure as:

V ar[Rparallel(t)] = (
n∏

i=1

(σ2 + (1− µ)2))−
n∏

i=1

(1− µ)2 (3.25)

where, σ2 is the variance of the reliability of a component and µ is the mean of the

reliability of a component.

It should be noted that while Equation 3.24 (based on the closed-form analytic

method explained in this chapter) uses the point estimate of parameter of time to

failure distribution (aleatory) and the number of observations used to compute it (and

these can be easily obtained from the observed failure data), Equation 3.25 (based on

Coit’s method [16]), requires the mean and variance of reliability of the component

(which is not as straightforward to obtain). However, Equation 3.24 can be applied

only when the time to failure of each component is exponentially distributed, while

Equation 3.25 (from Coit’s method) can be applied to any distribution of failure

times of components. On the other hand the method explained in this chapter can

be applied to compute the distribution, expectation and variance of the aleatory

model output due to the epistemic uncertainties in the input parameters, for a much

wider range of models (as can be seen in the examples in this chapter) than reliability
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models of just series-parallel systems (as possible with Coit’s method explained in

[16]).

3.6 Duplex System with a Spare

Consider a duplex system with a spare, where 2 components are initially in opera-

tion (active) and a third component is a warm spare (de-energized standby). Each

active component has an exponentially distributed time to failure with parameter λ

(independent and identically distributed), while the standby component has an expo-

nentially distributed time to failure with parameter µ (where, µ is usually expected

to be less than λ). Upon failure of an active component, the standby component is

brought into active operation and then follows the exponential failure law with pa-

rameter λ. The system is considered to be operational as long as 2 of the components

are in active operation [86]. The reliability R(t) of such a system is:

R(t) =

(
2
λ

µ
+ 1

)
e−2λt − 2

λ

µ
e(−2λ+µ)t (3.26)

While the epistemic random variables (Λ and M) are assumed to be independent for

uncertainty propagation purposes, the aleatory model takes into account different

failure rates of components in different states (active or standby).

3.6.1 Expected Reliability : Duplex System with a Spare

The expected reliability of a duplex system with a spare, taking into account the

epistemic uncertainties in parameters λ and µ, can be derived based on Equation

3.2. Assume that the point estimate λ̂ is computed using r observations of times

to failure and that the value of random variable representing sum of observed times

to failure S, is s, while the point estimate µ̂ (of random variable M corresponding

to failure rate in standby mode) is derived using u observations of times to failure
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of component in standby mode, with the value of sum of observed times to failure

random variable B, being b. The expected reliability derived, is shown below in 3.27.

E[R(t)] =

∫ ∞

0

∫ ∞

0

((
2
λ

µ
+ 1

)
e−2λt − 2

λ

µ
e(−2λ+µ)t

)
λr−1sre−λs

(r − 1)!︸ ︷︷ ︸
pdf of Λ

µu−1bue−µb

(u− 1)!︸ ︷︷ ︸
pdf of M

dλdµ

=

[(
s

s+ 2t

)r
1

s+ 2t

(
b

b+ t

)u−1
(−2)b× r

u− 1

]

+

[(
s

s+ 2t

)r
1

s+ 2t

2b× r

u− 1

]
+

(
s

s+ 2t

)r

(3.27)

Using the number of observations r and the point estimate λ̂, the value s, of

sum of observed times to failure random variable, S can be expressed as, s = r/λ̂.

Similarly, b can be expressed as b = u/µ̂. Equation 3.27 can then be re-written as:

E[R(t)] =

[(
1

1 + 2λ̂t/r

)r
1

r/λ̂+ 2t

(
1

1 + µ̂t/u

)u−1
(−2)u× r

µ̂(u− 1)

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

I

+

[(
1

1 + 2λ̂t/r

)r
1

r/λ̂+ 2t

2u× r

µ̂(u− 1)

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

II

+

(
1

1 + 2λ̂t/r

)r

︸ ︷︷ ︸
III

(3.28)

It can be shown, similar to Equation 3.9, that as r → ∞ and u → ∞, the term in

Equation 3.28 marked by I, tends to −2e−(2λ̂+µ̂)tλ̂/µ̂, term II tends to 2e−2λ̂tλ̂/µ̂

and term marked by III tends to e−2λ̂t. Thus in the limiting case, the expected

reliability of a duplex system with a spare, tends to the reliability evaluated at λ̂

and µ̂ (which being unbiased estimates, are also the true values of λ and µ as r and

u tend to ∞, respectively).
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Figure 3.8 plots the expected reliability, E[R(t)] of a duplex system with one

spare, at time t = 1000 hours. The value for λ̂ is chosen to be 5.7078× 10−5 per hr.,

corresponding to an MTTF of 17, 520 hours and µ̂ is chosen to be half of λ̂. While

Equation 3.28 allows different values for r and u, in Figure 3.8, the number of ob-

servations, r and u are kept equal at each point, for ease of illustration. It can be

seen that as r and u increase, the expected reliability E[R(t)], tends to the value of

reliability computed at point estimates λ̂ and µ̂ (which are the true values for λ and

µ, as r and u tend to ∞).
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Figure 3.8: Expected Reliability: Duplex System with one Spare

3.6.2 Variance of reliability : Duplex System with a Spare

For a duplex system with one spare, the variance of reliability, due to epistemic

uncertainty in the rate parameters of times to failure distribution for components in

active and standby mode, can be computed using the expected reliability E[R(t)]

and the second moment of reliability, E[(R(t))2]. While E[R(t)] has already been
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derived in Equation 3.28, E[(R(t))2] is derived below:

E[(R(t))2] =

(
s

s+ 4t

)r (
1

s+ 4t

)[
4b2r(r + 1)

(u− 1)(u− 2)

(
1

s+ 4t

)

− 8r(r + 1)b2

(u− 1)(u− 2)

(
b

b+ t

)u−2(
1

s+ 4t

)

+
4r(r + 1)b2

(u− 1)(u− 2)

(
b

b+ 2t

)u−2(
1

s+ 4t

)
+

4b× r

u− 1

− 4r × b

u− 1

(
b

b+ t

)u−1
]
+

(
s

s+ 4t

)r

=

(
1

1 + 4λ̂t/r

)r(
1
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+
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(3.29)

The variance V ar[R(t)] can be derived next from Equations 3.28 and 3.29, simply

using the relation V ar[R(t)] = E[(R(t))2] − (E[R(t)])2. It can also be shown that

as the number of observations used to compute the estimates of parameters λ and µ

tend to ∞, the variance of reliability tends to 0, as expected. Figure 3.9 shows the

variance of reliability of this system (at t = 1000 hours), as r and u are varied. It is

clear that the variance tends to 0 as r and u increase.
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Figure 3.9: Variance of Reliability: Duplex System with one Spare

3.7 Reliability of Recovery Block Architecture

Consider a slightly more complex model of a recovery block architecture (RB) imple-

mented with hot standby hardware [41]. The system is able to tolerate one hardware

fault (due to one hot standby hardware server also running RB software) and one

software fault. The reliability model considers imperfect coverage of hardware faults

(coverage parameter) and different failure rates of different components (hardware

and software). The Markov chain reliability model of the system is reproduced below

in Figure 3.10. In Figure 3.10, states 1 and 2 are UP states while states SF and UF

(safe failure and unsafe failure state, respectively)are DOWN states. For details of

the reliability model, the reader is referred to [41]. The reliability of this system is

given by:

RRB(t) = 2ce−(λH+λSD+λSU )t − (2c− 1)e−(2λH+λSD+λSU )t (3.30)

where, λH is the hardware component failure rate, λSD and λSU are the rates for

detected and undetected failures and c is probability of coverage for hardware failure.

Using the epistemic density functions for rate parameters as shown in Equation

3.4 and for the coverage parameter as shown in Equation 3.5, the expected reliability
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Figure 3.10: Reliability Model of a Recovery Block Architecture

of the RB system, due to epistemic uncertainties in the parameters is obtained as:

E[RRB(t)] =

∫ ∞

0

∫ ∞

0

∫ 1

0

RRB(t)fΛH
(λH)fΛSD

(λSD)

fΛSU
(λSU)fC(c)dλHdλSDdλSUdc (3.31)

Evaluating the integral in Equation 3.31, the expected reliability of the recovery

block architecture, at time t, can be obtained as:

E[RRB(t)] =

(
s1

s1 + t

)r1 ( s2
s2 + t

)r2

((
s

s+ 2t

)r (
rinj − 2y

rinj + 2

)
+ 2

(
s

s+ t

)r (
1 + y

rinj + 2

))

=

(
1

1 + λ̂SDt/r1

)r1 (
1

1 + λ̂SU t
r2

)r2

((
1

1 + 2λ̂H t
r

)r(
1− 2ĉ

1 + 2
rinj

)
+ 2

(
1

1 + λ̂H t
r

)r(
ĉ+ 1

1 + 2
rinj

))

(3.32)
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where, r is the number of observed failures used to compute the point estimate λ̂H

and s is the value of random variable S, denoting the sum of observed times to

failure of the hardware. Similarly, r1 and r2 are the number of observations used to

compute the point estimates λ̂SD and λ̂SU , respectively and s1 and s2 are the values

of random variable S1 and S2 denoting the sum of observed times to failure used to

compute λ̂SD and λ̂SU , respectively. y is the value of number of successfully covered

hardware faults random variable, Y , out of rinj faults injected in the fault injection

experiment to compute the point estimate of hardware fault coverage, ĉ.

Using the identity limh→∞(1 + 1/h)h = e, it can be seen that as the number

of observations/fault injections (i.e., r1, r2 and rinj) used to compute the point

estimates of the model parameters increases (tends to ∞), the expected reliability

of RB, E[RRB(t)], tends to R(t) computed at the point estimates of the parameter

values (which are the true values at infinite sample size).

Based on Equations 3.2 and 3.3, as shown in Sections 3.2 and 3.5, the variance of

reliability of RB architecture at time t, V ar[RRB(t)] due to epistemic uncertainties

in the input parameters of the reliability model, is derived as:

V ar[RRB(t)] = 4

(
1

6 + 5rinj + rinj2

)(
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s1 + 2t

)r1 ( s2
s2 + 2t

)r2

×
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+
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) ]

−
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1

(2 + rinj)
2

)(
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)2r1 ( s2
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)2r2

((
s

s+ 2t

)2r

(rinj − 2y)2 + 4

(
s

s+ t

)2r

(1 + y)2

)
(3.33)
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Using the relation between point estimates, number of observations used to com-

pute them and the values of sum of observed times to failure random variable for

the rate parameters, as s = r/λ̂H , s1 = r1/λ̂SD and s2 = r2/λ̂SU as well as the

relation ĉ = y/rinj, for the coverage probability of hardware fault, Equation 3.33 can

be re-written as:

V ar[RRB(t)] = 4

(
1

6
rinj2

+ 5
rinj

+ 1

)(
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 1(
2
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( 1
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1 + λ̂SUt
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( 1

1 + 2λ̂H t
r

)2r

(1− 2ĉ)2 + 4
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(1 + ĉ)2

 (3.34)

Again, using the identity limh→∞(1+1/h)h = e, it can be shown that as the num-

ber of observations used to compute point estimates of each of the parameters tend

to ∞, the variance of reliability, due to epistemic uncertainties in the parameters,

tends to 0.

3.8 Reliability of Composite Web Service

We perform uncertainty propagation through the service reliability and performance

model of a composite web service called Travel-Agent which was discussed in [75].
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A composite web service combines several different web services to provide a new

service to its users. It uses high level languages such as BPEL (Business Process Ex-

ecution Language) [3] to quickly combine the existing web services into new services.

The web service Travel-Agent, interacts with different services to make airlines and

hotel reservations for customers. Each of the individual interactions (web services)

may have complex interactions within themselves and have their own mean response

time and reliability. When initialized, it first looks up for vacancy, fare and other

information from two different airlines, in parallel. Upon getting the response from

both, it chooses one of them, based on some requirements (e.g., fare, schedule, etc.).

If only one of them responds, it chooses the only response. Then it continues to make

airlines reservation for the chosen airlines. After making airline reservation, it makes

hotel reservation and notifies the user. Each of these operations may fail and can

be retried/restarted. The entire process is considered successful only if a successful

airline and hotel reservation is made and a reply is sent back to the user. The look

up for vacancy in airlines happens concurrently on both airlines. While the details

of the service can be obtained from [75], the BPEL representation of the service, has

been reproduced in Figure 5.12, for ease of reference. A CTMC model is formulated

to study the overall reliability and response time of the entire composite web service.

The response time of each of these services is assumed to follow an exponential dis-

tribution. The reliability of each of the individual services is computed as the ratio

of number of successful executions of the service to the total number of executions

of the service attempted and so is the parameter of Bernoulli aleatory distribution.

The CTMC considers concurrent execution of the two airlines services, failure of any

of the services and restarts/retries of services to attempt recovery from failure of a

service. It also considers overhead of time spent in restarts (assuming this overhead

time to follow an exponential distribution) as well as imperfect coverage of restarts

of services. While the details of the CTMC model can be seen at [75], it has been
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Figure 3.11: BPEL representation of Travel-Agent Process

reproduced in Figure 5.13, for ease of reference. In the CTMC in Figure 5.13, the

“Initialization” has mean response time of mrspi and reliability Ri. Upon failure

of this state, it is restarted with mean overhead time mri (from state RIni). The

restart can be successful with a coverage parameter Ci. The concurrent airline se-

lection process has been broken down into 5 states. “A1|A2” depicts the state when

both airlines selection processes are ongoing. Rest of the four states depict one of

the airlines selection process ongoing while the other has either finished or failed.

Retry is not considered for airlines selection process. The mean response times for

airline selection process are mrspa1 and mrspa2 and reliabilities are Ra1 and Ra2,

for airlines 1 and 2, respectively. Restart and imperfect coverage of restart is con-

sidered for the states airline reservation “A resv”, hotel reservation “HT resv” and

“Reply to customer”.
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Figure 3.12: CTMC Model of Composite Web Service

A closed-form expression for reliability of the composite web service was derived

in [75] as:

Rsys =

(
Ri

1− Ci (1−Ri)

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

(i)

(
(Ra1 +Ra2 −Ra1 ×Ra2)Rai

1− Cai (1−Rai)

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

(ii)(
Rht

1− Cht (1−Rht)

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

(iii)

(
Rrep

1− Crep (1−Rrep)

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

(iv)

(3.35)

While the expression for reliability of the composite web service is difficult to analyt-

ically integrate (several variables and complex expression of reliability), the expres-

sions for lower and upper bounds of reliability, obtained by assuming no coverage
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(coverage probabilities = 0) and perfect coverage, respectively are simpler expres-

sions, where closed form propagation of epistemic uncertainty can be performed and

the expected reliability as well as the variance of reliability thus obtained can be an-

alyzed. The expression for lower bound of reliability (obtained by assuming Ci = 1

and all other coverage probabilities = 0) of the composite web service is reproduced:

Rsys−lb = (Ra1 +Ra2 −Ra1 ×Ra2)×Rai ×Rht ×Rrep (3.36)

In the reliability model of the composite web service, since the input parameters of the

model are all parameters of Bernoulli aleatory distribution (probability of successful

completion of a service and coverage probabilities), the epistemic distribution of each

of the parameters is a beta distribution, as derived in Equation 3.5. Therefore using

the epistemic distribution as derived in Equation 3.5, based on Equation 3.2 the

expected reliability lower bound of the composite web service is derived as:

E[Rsys−lb] =

(
1
r1
+ 1

r2
+ 3

r1r2
+ R̂a1 +

R̂a1

r2
+ R̂a2 +

R̂a2

r1
− R̂a1R̂a2

)
(
1 + 2

r1

)(
1 + 2

r2

)

×

(
1
r3
+ R̂ai

)(
1
r4
+ R̂ht

)(
1
r5
+ R̂rep

)
(
1 + 2

r3

)(
1 + 2

r4

)(
1 + 2

r5

) (3.37)

Using simple algebraic manipulations, it can be shown that as the number of at-

tempted executions (r1, r2, r3, r4 and r5) of the individual services to compute the

point estimates (R̂a1, R̂a2, R̂ai, R̂ht and R̂rep, respectively), tend to ∞, the expected

value of lower bound of the overall reliability of the composite web service tends to

the reliability Rsys−lb computed at point estimates of the parameters.

Similarly, based on Equations and 3.2 and 3.3, the variance of the lower bound

of reliability of composite web service, due to epistemic uncertainties in the input
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parameters of the reliability model, is obtained as:

V ar[Rsys−lb] =

[(
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2 (3.38)

Using simple algebraic manipulations, it can be shown that as the number of at-

tempted executions of the individual services tend to ∞, the variance of lower bound

of the overall reliability of the composite web service, due to the epistemic uncer-

tainties in the parameter values, tends to 0.

3.8.1 Comparison of Variance and Expectation of Reliability

We compare the expectation and variance of the reliability of the composite web

service computed by the closed-form analytic integration method discussed in this

chapter to that obtained by the method of performing manipulations on the Taylor

series expansion of the expression of reliability, discussed by Yin and Trivedi in [93].

Based on the method in [93], using Equation 1.8, the expected value of lower bound

of reliability of the composite web service Rsys−lb (Equation 3.36), is given by:

E[Rsys−lb] ≈ (Ra1+Ra2−Ra1×Ra2)×Rai×Rht×Rrep|µRa1
,µRa2

,µRai
,µRht

,µRrep
(3.39)
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where µY is the mean of the input parameter as random variable Y . In other words

the expression for reliability evaluated at the mean of the parameters. As it can

be seen here, the expression for expected value of Rsys−lb is different from the one

obtained by the method explained in this chapter in Equation 3.37. While the

expected reliability computed by the method described by Yin and Trivedi in [93] in

Equation 3.39 is approximate, the method in this chapter (Equation 3.37) provides

the exact value for E[Rsys−lb]. Equation 3.39 requires the mean of the aleatory

model input parameters to compute the expected value of the aleatory model output,

whereas Equation 3.37 takes the point estimate of input parameters and the number

of observations used to compute the point estimate, as its input.

Similarly, based on Equation 1.9, the variance of the lower bound of reliability of

the composite web service Rsys−lb, due to the epistemic uncertainties in the model

input parameters, is given by:

V ar[Rsys−lb] ≈ (1−Ra2)
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+
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+
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+
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∣∣∣
µRa1

,µRa2
,µRai
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(3.40)

The variance of the lower bound of reliability of the composite web service Rsys−lb

computed as in Equation 3.40, provides an approximate value of reliability. How-

ever, Equation 3.38 provides an expression for the exact value of variance of the
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lower bound of reliability of the composite web service. Equation 3.40 (based on the

method used by Yin and Trivedi [93]) requires the variance and mean of each of the

model input parameters as its input, whereas the method explained in this chapter

(resulting in Equation 3.38) does not require computation of variance and mean of

each of the input parameter, but uses the point estimates of the aleatory model input

parameters and the number of observations used to compute them. The method of

manipulating the Taylor series expansion of the model output provides only the ap-

proximate expressions for expected value and variance of the model output, whereas

the method discussed in this chapter provides the exact expression for the expected

value and variance as well as the distribution of the aleatory model output, due to

the epistemic uncertainties in the aleatory model input parameters.

3.9 Interval Availability: Cumulative Downtime Distribution Method

Fricks et. al. [21] propose a method for computing interval availability of systems,

from failure data. In this method, the interval availability of system, AI(T ), over

the time interval T is obtained by:

AI(T ) = 1−
∑n

i=1 di
n× T

(3.41)

where, dis are the values of n independent and identically distributed random vari-

ables Dis, following exponential distribution (aleatory) with parameter µ and denot-

ing the n down times of the system observed during the period T . In this method

of interval availability calculation, there is only one epistemic random variable, M .

Using S =
∑n

i=1Di, the total observed down time random variable S with value s,

and n/S = M , Equation 3.41 can be written as:

AI(T ) = 1− 1

µT
(3.42)
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Since the down time of the system is assumed to follow an exponential aleatory distri-

bution, then as shown in Equation 3.4, epistemic pdf of µ will be n-stage Erlang with

parameter s. Performing the unconditioning integrals as explained in Section 3.1,

using this epistemic distribution, the distribution, expectation and variance of inter-

val availability computed by the cumulative downtime distribution (CDD) method,

due to the epistemic uncertainty in repair rate, have been derived next.

3.9.1 Distribution of Interval Availability

The distribution of interval availability of a system calculated by CDD method,due

to the epistemic uncertainty in parameter µ can be derived using Equations 3.1 and

3.4, as shown in Section 3.2.1. Equation 3.15 gives the CDF of reliability of a TMR

system.

FAI(T )(a) =

∫ ∞

0

I(AI(T ) ≤ a)
µn−1sre−µs

(n− 1)!
dµ (3.43)

The above integral is non-zero only for values of µ for which AI(T ) ≤ a. Since

AI(T ) = 1− 1/(µT ), it can be shown that the integral will be non-zero for µ ≤ µa,

such that µa = 1/(T (1 − a)). Using the CDF of an Erlang distributed random

variable, Equation 3.43 then reduces to:

FAI(T )(a) =

∫ ∞

0

I(AI(T ) ≤ a)
µn−1sre−µs

(n− 1)!
dµ

=

∫ µa

0

µn−1sne−µs

(n− 1)!
dµ︸ ︷︷ ︸

Erlang CDF

= 1−
n−1∑
i=0

e−sµa
(sµa)

i

i!

(3.44)

As discussed in Section 3.2.1, as the number of observations of down time, n,
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tends to ∞, µ̂ tends to the true value of µ and hence the distribution of M is a

Heaviside step function (Erlang distribution with infinite stages) with step at µ =

µ̂. It follows that the CDF of interval availability of a system calculated by CDD

method, FAI(T )(a), as n → ∞, tends to a Heaviside step function, H[a−(1−1/(µ̂T ))],

with the step at 1− 1/(µ̂T ). Figure 3.13 shows the CDF of interval availability of a

system calculated by CDD method, AI(T ), as the number of observed downtimes n,

is varied from 10 to 500. It can be seen clearly that as n increases, the CDF tends to

the step function. The value of µ̂ is chosen to be 0.01 per hr. and interval availability

is computed over T = 1000 hrs..
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Figure 3.13: CDF of Interval Availability by CDD Method

3.9.2 Expected Interval Availability

Based on Equation 3.2, the unconditional expected interval availability of a system

computed by the CDD method, for the interval T , can be computed as:

E[AI(T )] =

∫ ∞

0

(
1− 1

µT

)
.
µn−1sne−µs

(n− 1)!︸ ︷︷ ︸
Erlang pdf

dµ

= 1− s

T (n− 1)
= 1− 1

T µ̂(1− 1/n)
(3.45)
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As the number of downtimes observed in the period T tends to ∞, the expected

interval availability tends to 1− 1/(µ̂T ), which is the true value.

Figure 3.14 plots the expected value of AI(T ) over T = 1000 hrs., as a function

of n. The value of µ̂ is chosen to be 0.01 per hr., as earlier. It can be seen that

E[AI(T )] tends to 1− 1/(µ̂T ), as n increases.
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Figure 3.14: Expected Interval Availability

3.9.3 Variance of Interval Availability

Based on the Equations 3.3 and 3.45 and using the relation V ar[Y ] = E[Y 2] −

(E[Y ])2, where Y is a random variable, variance of interval availability of a system
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over a period T , due to the epistemic uncertainty in the repair rate µ, is obtained as:

V ar[AI(T )] =

∫ ∞

0

(
1− 1

µT

)2

.
µn−1sne−µs

(n− 1)!︸ ︷︷ ︸
Erlang pdf

dµ

︸ ︷︷ ︸
E[(AI(T ))2]

(3.46)

−
(
1− 1

T µ̂(1− 1/n)

)2

︸ ︷︷ ︸
(E[AI(T )])2

=
s2

T 2(n− 1)2(n− 2)
=

1

T 2(1− 1
n
)2(n− 2)

(3.47)

It follows from Equation 3.47 that V ar[AI(T )] → 0 as n → +∞.
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4

Numerical Integration Approach for Uncertainty
Propagation

As the expression for the output of the aleatory model gets more complex, analytical

integration of the closed-form expression of aleatory model output, as shown is Equa-

tions 3.1 through 3.3, to propagate the epistemic uncertainty in input parameters

of the aleatory model, may not always be possible. Integrating the expression may

become intractable due to its complexity or number of variables (number of dimen-

sions), or it may not be possible to express the integration in finite terms of familiar

elementary functions (it may be difficult or impossible to find an antiderivative which

is an elementary function). In such cases, numerical integration techniques may be

used to perform the unconditioning integrations in Equations 3.1 through 3.3. In

many cases, performing a numerical integration (though approximate), may be eas-

ier and faster than an analytic one. Unconditioning the model output via numerical

integration may also be performed when closed-form solutions of model output do

not exist. As demonstrated in examples towards the end of Chapter 3, analytic inte-

gration of expressions of aleatory model output becomes intractable for even simple
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expressions of model outputs. In this chapter we perform epistemic uncertainty prop-

agation through numerical integration of closed-form expressions for aleatory model

output of some example systems, with different output metrics (reliability, attack

probability and average number of jobs in the system). Epistemic independence of

the input parameters of the aleatory is assumed and the models considered in this

chapter have output expressions more complex than those in Chapter 31.

4.1 Reliability of a Composite Web Service

In Chapter 3, analytical closed-form uncertainty propagation was performed on the

expression for the lower bound of reliability of a composite web service (discussed

in [75]) and a brief overview of the example was provided. The reliability of a com-

posite web service as shown in Equation 3.35 has a complex expression for which

the unconditioning integrations become intractable due to the large number of vari-

ables (dimensions of integration), computational complexity and an expression not

amenable to analytic integration. The expression for reliability of the composite web

service is reproduced below for ease of reference in this chapter:

Rsys =

(
Ri

1− Ci (1−Ri)

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

(i)

(
(Ra1 +Ra2 −Ra1 ×Ra2)Rai

1− Cai (1−Rai)

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

(ii)(
Rht

1− Cht (1−Rht)

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

(iii)

(
Rrep

1− Crep (1−Rrep)

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

(iv)

(4.1)

In this chapter we use the full expression for reliability of the composite web service

as shown in Equation 4.1(and not just the simplified expression for the lower or up-

per bounds of it) to perform epistemic uncertainty propagation by analytic-numerical

method. Assumption of epistemic independence between parameters allows for nu-

1 Adapted from [53]
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merical integration of the independent factors ((i), (ii), (iii) and (iv) in Equation

4.1) of the expression for reliability, thus simplifying the unconditioning integra-

tions. The coverage probabilities in the model, Ci, Cai, Cht and Crep are parameters

of a Bernoulli aleatory distribution. Since the reliabilities of each of the individual

web service Ri, Rai, Ra1, Ra2 and Rht are computed in [75] as the ratio of successful

invocations of the web service to the total number of invocations of that web service,

they too are parameters of Bernoulli aleatory distribution. As explained in Section

2.3.3, the form of epistemic distribution of these reliability and coverage parameters

is beta.

Using a beta epistemic distribution as derived in Equation 2.14, for each of the

reliability and coverage parameters in Equation 4.1, based on Equation 3.2, the

expected reliability of the composite web service is computed using the Global Adap-

tive method of numerical integration (a built-in method, supported by NIntegrate

function in Mathematica [2]). The independent factors ((i), (ii), (iii) and (iv) in

Equation 3.35) are numerically integrated using the Global Adaptive method, using

the point estimates of reliability as well as coverage parameters, provided in [75].

Figure 4.1 shows the expected reliability of the composite web service. It can be

seen that as the number of invocations of each individual service (to compute the re-

liability of each of the services) is increased, the expected reliability of the composite

web service tends to the point estimate of reliability, R̂sys (which tends to the true

value of reliability as the number of invocations of each individual service tends to

∞). In Figure 4.1, we have assumed the number of invocations of each service to be

the same, for ease of illustration (the method however, allows for different number

of invocations used to compute the reliability of different services).

Similarly, based on Equations 3.2 and 3.3, the variance of reliability of the com-

posite web service can be obtained. The variance thus computed will tend to 0 as

the number of invocations of each service tends to ∞ (indicating ˆRsys approaching
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Figure 4.1: Expected Reliability of Composite Web Service

.

the true value).

4.2 M/M/1 Queue with Server Breakdown and Repair

We use the M/M/1 queuing system with server breakdown and repair, explained

in [7], as another example to illustrate analytic-numeric epistemic uncertainty prop-

agation. In [7], an approximate expression for the average number of jobs in the

system, is derived for an M/M/1 system with breakdown and repair of the server,

using an aggregation technique developed to handle the stiffness in the model due

to orders of magnitude of difference in parameter values (rate of job arrival and ser-

vice being much faster than the rate of server breakdown and repair). The Markov

chain used to model the system in [7] has been reproduced in Figure 4.2, for ease of

reference (while the figure in [7] is for an M/M/1/m system with server breakdown

and repair, here, we have modified the figure by setting m to ∞, for it to model an

M/M/1 system with server breakdown and repair). The states of the Markov chain

are denoted by (l, k), where l is the number of customers/jobs in the system and k is

the number of non-failed servers. λ and µ are the customer arrival and service rates,
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respectively, while γ and τ are the server failure and repair rates, respectively.

Figure 4.2: CTMC model of M/M/1 system with server breakdown and repair

An approximate expression for expected number of customers in the system, is

derived in [7] as:

N̄ =
ρ

1− ρ
+

λγ

τ(γ + τ)(1− ρ)
(4.2)

where, ρ = λ/µ, λ and µ are the customer arrival and service rates, respectively,

while γ and τ are the server failure and repair rates, respectively.

Performing the unconditioning integrations (as shown in Equations 3.1 through

3.3) analytically is difficult, as the expression for N̄ involves ratios of random vari-

ables with gamma distributions and a closed-form antiderivative for it is hard to

obtain. Therefore, the unconditioning integrations have to be performed numeri-

cally.

Since the parameters in Equation 4.2, are all rate parameters of exponential

aleatory distribution, the epistemic density function of each parameter is beta and

its parameters can be derived as shown in Equation 3.4. The expected value and

variance due to the epistemic uncertainties in the model input parameters, for the
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expected number of customers in the system are obtained by computing the integra-

tions shown in Equations 3.2 and 3.3, numerically using the Global Adaptive method

of numerical integration (a built-in method, supported by NIntegrate function in

Mathematica [2]). To simplify the computations, we exploit the linearity property

of expectation property of expectation of product of independent random variables.

Figure 4.3 shows the expectation of N̄ , as the number of observations used to compute

the point estimates of the parameters is increased. As in the other examples in this

chapter, when the number of observations, r, used to compute the point estimates of

the parameters increases, the expectation tends to expected number of customers N̄ ,

computed at point estimates of the parameters (which tends to the true value as the

number of observations is increased). While the uncertainty propagation method al-

lows different number of observations for different parameters, same value of r is used

for all the parameters, at each point in Figure 4.3, for ease of illustration. Similarly,

Figure 4.3: Expected value of Expected Number of Customers in the system

based on Equations 3.2 and 3.3, the variance of expected number of customers in

the system, due to the epistemic uncertainty in model input parameters, is obtained.

The computation of variance also requires using linearity property of variance of in-

dependent random variables (V ar[A + B] = V ar[A] + V ar[B], where A and B are
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independent random variables) and properties of variance of product of two indepen-

dent random variables (V ar[AB] = (E[A])2V ar[B]+(E[B])2V ar[A]−V ar[A]V ar[B],

where A and B are two independent random variables). The variance thus computed

(shown in Figure 4.4) tends to 0 as the number of observations used to compute the

point estimate of N̄ increases (indicating the point estimate of N̄ approaching the

true value).

Figure 4.4: Variance of Expected Number of Customers in the system

4.3 Probability of a Successful Attack

We perform epistemic uncertainty propagation through an attack countermeasure

tree (ACT) model, discussed in [71], as another illustration of analytic-numeric epis-

temic uncertainty propagation. An attack countermeasure tree is a new attack tree

paradigm to analyze security of systems and evaluate measures of importance like

return on investment for security countermeasures or a return on attack (the benefit

to the attacker from a particular attack). The ACT takes into account both the

attacks as well as the countermeasures (the attack detection and mitigation events).

We consider the ACT model of the attack event of resetting a Border Gateway Pro-

tocol (BGP) routing session, described in [71]. The ACT model discussed in [71] is
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reproduced below in Figure 4.5 for ease of reference. The probability of occurrence of

Figure 4.5: An ACT for resetting a BGP session

the top level event in the ACT gives the probability of a successful attack. Various

detection and their corresponding mitigation events (countermeasures) have been

considered in this model, as shown in Figure 4.5. Probability of successful attack,

Pgoal, is given by:

Pgoal = (pA111 + pA1121 + pA1122 + pA1123)× (pA12 × pD12 × pM12)

×pD1 × pM1 + pA2 × pD2 × pM2 (4.3)

where, pAi
is the probability of an attack event Ai, while pDi

and pMi
are probabili-

ties of the corresponding detection and mitigation events, respectively. We compute

the expectation and variance of probability of a successful attack (resetting a BGP

session), in presence of imperfect detection and mitigation of attacks. Based on Equa-

tion 3.2 and using the beta density from Equation 2.14, as the epistemic density of

each of the input parameters, expectation and variance of Pgoal due to the epistemic
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uncertainties in the probabilities of various attack, detection and mitigation events,

are computed using the Global Adaptive method of numerical integration and NInte-

grate function of Mathematica [2]. Figure 4.6 shows the expectation of Pgoal, as the

number of observations that would have been used to compute the point estimates

of the model input parameters, r, is increased. As seen in earlier examples, the ex-

pected probability of successful attack, E[Pgoal], tends to the point estimate P̂goal, as

the number of observations increase.

Figure 4.6: Expected Probability of Successful Attack, E[Pgoal]
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5

Sampling Based Uncertainty Propagation

Epistemic uncertainty propagation via unconditioning integrations as shown in Sec-

tion 3.1, becomes difficult for complex aleatory models. Integration (analytical or

numerical) of the aleatory model output expression quickly becomes intractable for

complex models or models with several input parameters, as it becomes obvious in

the examples shown in Chapters 3 and 4.

In this chapter, we present a sampling based method for epistemic uncertainty

propagation through stochastic models to compute uncertainty in model output met-

rics. This method is more widely applicable than existing analytic methods. This

method does not require the output of the model to be a closed-form expression of

input parameters and is easier to use for more complex models as it does not have

to manipulate the model output. It is a sampling based unobtrusive method which

acts as a wrapper to already existing stochastic models and their solution methods.

Since this uncertainty propagation method does not require the model output to be

a closed-form expression of the input parameters, it can be applied to model types

ranging from simple non-state-space models (reliability block diagrams, fault trees

etc. [87]) which assume independence of component failures and repairs, to more
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complex state space models like Markov chains, semi-Markov and Markov regenera-

tive processes which capture dependence between events or stochastic Petri nets to

capture large state space [8, 56, 24, 4, 86, 31]. This method will also work with large

hierarchical models [72] and fixed-point iterative models [87, 84].

The confidence interval of the aleatory model output metrics is obtained using a

non-parametric method, obviating any need for assuming or fitting any distribution

to the model outputs. The form and parameters of the epistemic distributions are

not arbitrarily assumed (as is done in other sampling based methods as discussed in

[28]), but derived based on the aleatory distribution and information about uncer-

tainty in model input parameters (confidence intervals of the parameters or number

of observation used to compute the estimates of the parameter) provided confidence

intervals. The method of obtaining the form and parameters of epistemic distri-

bution is also discussed. The details of this method and its illustration with the

help of uncertainty analysis of dependability of some complex computer systems are

discussed in the rest of this chapter1.

5.1 Overview of the Method

Considering the aleatory model output M to be a function g(Θ1,Θ2, . . . ,Θk) of the

k model input parameters as epistemic random variables {Θi, i = 1, 2, . . . , k}, the

computation of distribution, expectation and second moment (hence variance) by

unconditioning integrations have been shown in Equations 3.1 through 3.3.

Although these integrals can be formally evaluated as shown in Chapters 3 and

4, they quickly become intractable for complex expressions of model output or for

a large number of input parameters. As it was clear in examples towards the end

of Chapters 3 and 4, integration (analytical or numerical) of expressions of aleatory

model output was already getting intractable for even simple expressions of model

1 Adapted from [18, 55]
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outputs. Apart from the computational problem, the joint epistemic density of all

the model parameters, also needs to be specified. In this chapter we assume that

these epistemic random variables are independent and hence the joint density can be

factored into the product of the marginals. Then, we employ a simple Monte Carlo

approach to computing this integral. We later relax the assumption of independence

by considering rank correlation between parameters in Chapter 7. It should be noted

that dependence can always be allowed in the aleatory model (e.g., dependence

between failure and repair events in a system) by using state-space models, even

when independence is assumed among the epistemic random variables (model input

parameters), as explained in Section 2.4.

Evaluating M(θ1, θ2, . . . , θk) at samples drawn from the joint probability distri-

bution of all the input parameters, FΘ1,Θ2,...,Θk
(θ1, θ2, . . . , θk), would yield a sample of

values of the (conditional) model output metric. Under the assumption of indepen-

dence among the parametric random variables, samples can be drawn independently

from the probability distribution of individual parameters (marginal distributions).

The sample of values of the model output metric thus obtained, can be analyzed to

infer its distribution and hence the confidence interval.

Figure 5.1 summarizes the steps in the uncertainty propagation method.

We first determine the epistemic distribution and the parameters of epistemic

distribution for each of the aleatory model input parameters. In the determination

of epistemic distributions, we make use of the aleatory distribution and the number

of observations (failures, repairs, recoveries etc.) that would have been used to

estimate the parameters of the aleatory distribution. The number of samples to be

drawn from the epistemic distributions is then computed and samples are drawn

from the epistemic distribution of each of the aleatory model parameters. The set

of output values obtained by solving the model at each set of sampled parameter

values is finally analyzed to obtain the confidence interval of the model output metric
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Start

i = 1

Determine the epistemic distribution of input parameter Θi

i++

i ≤ k

Determine the sample size n for the model output

j = 1

Generate random deviate from each epistemic distribution.
Generate input parameter vector vj = [θ1j , θ2j , . . . θkj ]

Solve stochastic analytic model to get Mj = g(vj)

j ++

j ≤ n

Analyze model output
Construct empirical CDF of M from values {M1,M2, . . . ,Mn}

Infer the confidence interval of output measure from the CDF

End

Y
es

No

Y
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No

Figure 5.1: Flow Chart of Uncertainty Propagation Method

(unconditional availability). In this chapter, we discuss each of these steps in detail

and then implement this method for parametric epistemic uncertainty propagation

to compute the uncertainty in outputs of a dependability or a performance model of

computer systems to illustrate its applicability.
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5.1.1 Determining Epistemic Distributions

Since this method is based on sampling from the epistemic distributions of the model

parameters, we first need to determine the epistemic distribution (types and their

parameters) of the model input parameters, from the uncertainty in the input pa-

rameter value and the aleatory distribution type. If the lifetime data is available,

we determine epistemic distributions (types and their parameters) from the observed

data.

As shown in Section 2.3, the posterior distribution obtained by applying Bayes’

theorem to the likelihood of input parameters (based on the aleatory distributions)

and an appropriate prior [23], provides the epistemic distribution of parameters of

the aleatory distribution [83].

The random deviates generated from the epistemic density derived in Equation

2.6 are used in our uncertainty propagation method as values of the parameters of

the aleatory model. It is clear from Equation 2.6 that the epistemic density thus de-

rived depends on the aleatory distribution and will be different for different aleatory

distributions. In the examples discussed in this chapter, the exponential aleatory dis-

tribution (for times to failure and times taken by different recovery actions, response

times etc.) and the Bernoulli aleatory distribution (for ability to detect or provide

coverage of faults) are assumed. The form and parameters of epistemic distribu-

tions for parameters of exponential and Bernoulli aleatory distribution are derived

in Sections 2.3.2 and 2.3.3, respectively and are reproduced here for ease of reference.

The epistemic pdf of the rate parameter (as random variable) of the exponential

aleatory distribution, Θi (i
th parameter of the aleatory model, say rate of failure), is

given by:

fΘi
(θi) =

θi
ri−1srie−θis

(ri − 1)!
= Erlang pdf(ri; s) (5.1)
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where, s is the value of the sum of observed times to failure random variable S

and ri is the number of observed failures, used to compute the point estimate of θi.

Equation 5.1 has been obtained using Jeffrey’s prior of Θi, as fΘi
(θi) = s/θi [80].

With a uniform prior, the epistemic pdf of parameter of exponential distribution

comes out to be Erlang pdf(ri + 1; s). In the examples in this chapter we use

Erlang pdf(ri; s) as the epistemic pdf for the rate parameter of exponential aleatory

distribution.

If the jth parameter θj, of the reliability model, is a coverage parameter (say, the

probability of successfully handling a fault) derived from a fault injection experiment,

introducing rj faults. The epistemic pdf of Θj, fΘj
(θj) is derived in Section 2.3.3

and is reproduced below for ease of reference in this chapter :

fΘj
(θj) =

(
rj
yj

)
θj

yj(1− θj)
rj−yj∫∞

0

(
rj
yj

)
θj

yj(1− θj)
rj−yjdθj

=
Γ(rj + 2)

Γ(yj + 1)Γ(rj − yj + 1)
θj

yj(1− θj)
rj−yj︸ ︷︷ ︸

beta pdf(yj+1;rj−yj+1)

(5.2)

where, the random variable Yj denotes the number of successfully covered faults out

of rj faults injected,

If the lifetime data or data from fault injection experiments, used to compute the

input parameter values, is directly available, it can be used to obtain the parameters

of the above epistemic distributions (ri and estimate for s for Equation 5.1; rj and

yj for Equation 5.2 can be obtained/computed directly from the observed data). If

the modeling expert does not have direct access to observed data and the epistemic

uncertainty of parameters is available only in the form of confidence intervals of

parameters (which is the case assumed in the illustrative examples in this chapter),

this method of determining the epistemic distribution requires knowledge of the

aleatory distribution type and the number of observations that would have been

used to infer the confidence interval of the parameter.
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In this section, we first discuss computing the number of observations, ri, that

would have been used to compute the point estimate and confidence interval of

the ith model parameter, θi (i = 1, 2, . . . , k) (when observed data is not directly

available). Aleatory distributions for the times to failure (exponential) or the ability

to successfully detect or recover from failures (Bernoulli) have been considered. Using

the computed ri and the point estimate of the parameter, the epistemic distributions

for each of the model parameters are determined based on Equations 2.10 and 2.14.

In the rest of the chapter we will consider ri, (i = 1, 2, . . . , k), to be the number of

observations that would have been used to compute the point estimate and confidence

interval of the model input parameter θi (parameter of the aleatory distribution).

However, in the remaining parts of this section, when determining the number of

observations for different aleatory distribution types, we denote it simply as r.

Computation of number of observations

We compute the number of observations by inverting the relation between the width

of the confidence interval and the number of observations and make use of the point

estimate of the input parameter. In case the point estimate of the parameter is not

provided and only the confidence interval is provided, the mid point of the confidence

interval is assumed to be the point estimate, for the purpose of this calculation.

We consider determining the number of observations when the aleatory distribution

of times to failure and repair follow an exponential distribution and the aleatory

distribution of the indicator of successfully detecting or recovering from a failure

follow a Bernoulli distribution.

Exponential distribution : Number of observations from two-sided con-

fidence interval

When the time to failure or repair of a component is exponentially distributed, the

point estimate of the rate parameter λ̂ of the exponential distribution is given by
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λ̂ = r/sr, where, r is the number of observed failures during the period of observation

and sr is the value of accumulated life on test random variable Sr. Making use of

the upper and lower limits of 100(1−α)% two sided confidence interval of λ [67, 86],

the half width of the confidence interval of λ, given by d, can be determined as:

d =
1

4sr

{
χ2
2r,α/2 − χ2

2r,1−α/2

}
(5.3)

where, χ2
2r,1−α/2 is the critical value of chi-square distribution with 2r degrees of

freedom. From Equation (5.3), the number of observations (number of observed

failures, repairs etc.) that would have resulted in a given d at a confidence coefficient

(1− α) can be computed as:

r =

⌈
λ̂

4d

{
χ2
2r,α/2 − χ2

2r,1−α/2

}⌉
(5.4)

Starting with an initial assumption for the value of r, fixed-point Equation (5.4) is

solved by successive substitution to converge at a value of r.

Exponential distribution : Number of observations from one-sided con-

fidence interval

Using the lower limit of the 100(1−α)% upper one-sided confidence limit of λ [67, 86],

the number of observations, r, that would have resulted in this lower limit can be

computed as:

r =

⌈
λ̂

λL

{
χ2
2r,1−α

}⌉
(5.5)

where λL is the lower limit of the upper one-sided confidence interval. First we

generate an approximate answer using the normal approximation of the chi-square

distribution. Then we bisection to calculate the exact value of r, using half and two

times the approximate value as the initial bounds. Similarly, we can get the number
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of observations for the 100(1− α)% lower one-sided limit to be:

r =

⌈
λ̂

λU

{
χ2
2r,α

}⌉
(5.6)

where λU is the upper limit of the 100(1− α)% lower one-sided confidence interval.

Bernoulli distribution : Coverage with one-sided confidence interval

The point estimate of the coverage probability is given by ĉ = sr/r, where Sr is the

random variable denoting the number of faults/errors detected or recovered, sr is

its value and r is the total number of faults/errors injected. The lower limit of the

upper one sided 100(1−α)% confidence interval for the coverage probability is given

by Equation (5.7) [86]:

cL = 1−
χ2
2(r−sr+1),α

2r
(5.7)

Inverting Equation (5.7), the number of injections that would have resulted in this

lower limit of the confidence interval, cL, at a confidence coefficient (1 − α) can be

obtained as:

r =

⌈
χ2
2(r(1−ĉ)+1),α

2(1− cL)

⌉
(5.8)

Equation (5.8) is iteratively solved using successive substitution to obtain the value of

r, starting with an initial approximation calculated using the normal approximation

of the chi-square distribution.

5.1.2 Determining the Sample Size

After determining the marginal epistemic density function for each of the parameters,

the total number of samples n, to be drawn from each of them, needs to be deter-

mined. The total number of samples is computed as n = max{r1, r2, . . . , rk,m1,m2, . . . ,ml},

where ri is the number of observations that would have been used to compute
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the point estimate and confidence interval of each model input parameter Θi (i =

1, 2, . . . , k) and mo (o = 1, 2, . . . , l) is the sample size needed for the output measures,

Mo. The sample size based on the output measure(s) is considered only if a desired

confidence interval of any of the output measures is provided. Calculation of sample

size for model output measures

If the output measure follows a normal distribution N(µ, σ), then using 100(1−α)%

two sided confidence interval for the mean µ, the half width of the confidence interval

of µ is given by Equation (5.9) [86]:

d =
tmo−1,α/2s√

mo

(5.9)

where, mo is the sample size of the output metric, tmo−1,α/2 is a critical value of the

Student’s t- distribution withmo−1 degrees of freedom, x̄ is the value of sample mean

and s is the value of sample standard deviation of the output measure. Inverting

Equation (5.9), the number of samples needed for the half-width d, at a confidence

coefficient (1− α) can be obtained as:

mo =

⌈{
tmo−1,α/2s

d

}2
⌉

(5.10)

Starting with an initial approximation for mo, Equation (5.10) is iteratively solved

to obtain the value for mo. The initial approximation for mo is obtained by replacing

the critical values of t-distribution in Equation (5.10) with critical values of standard

normal distribution. This method can also be applied for determining number of

samples if the output measure followed a lognormal distribution. Similar reasoning

can be used if the one-sided confidence interval is provided. The lower limit on the

100(1− α)% upper one-sided confidence interval for parameter µ is given by:

µL = x̄− tmo−1,αs√
mo

(5.11)
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The half width, d, is thus given by:

d =
tmo−1,αs√

mo

(5.12)

Inverting Equation (5.12), the number of samples needed for the half-width d, at a

confidence coefficient (1− α) can be obtained :

mo =

⌈{
tmo−1,αs

d

}2
⌉

(5.13)

The sample size for the 100(1−α)% lower one sided confidence interval is also given

by Equation (5.13). Equation (5.13) is iteratively solved to obtain the value for mo,

starting with an initial approximation for mo is obtained by replacing the critical

values of t-distribution in Equation (5.13) with critical values of standard normal

distribution. This method can also be applied for determining number of samples if

the output measure followed a lognormal distribution.

5.1.3 Sampling Procedure

Once the epistemic distribution and its parameters are determined for each model

input parameter and the total number of samples n, needed from each epistemic

distribution, is calculated as in Section 5.1.2, samples of random deviates from the

epistemic distribution of each parameter need to be obtained next. Random sam-

pling from epistemic distributions of the model input parameters is performed. The

samples of random numbers or the random deviates can be generated by any number

of methods such as the inverse transform method [86] , the Box-Mueller transform

[9] or rejection sampling [88]. A sample from the distribution of each of the k model

input parameters will result in a vector of k parameter values. Since, n samples are

needed from each distribution, n such vectors (v1 through vn) will be generated, as

shown in Equation (5.14).
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The actual samples of random numbers or the random deviates can be generated

by any of the methods like inverse transform method, rejection sampling, Box-Mueller

transform or Johnson’s translation [37].

A sample from the distribution of each of the k model input parameters will result

in a vector of k parameter values. If n samples are drawn from each distribution, an

n− by− k matrix can be generated. The elements of each column in this matrix are

then randomly rearranged. This rearrangement is necessary to ensure randomness

in order of samples obtained by LHS sampling procedure. Each of the n rows of the

matrix V , after rearrangement, can be considered as n vectors (v1 through vn) of

model input parameter values as:

V =


v1

v2
...
vn

 =


θ11, θ21, . . . θk1
θ12, θ22, . . . θk2

...
θ1n, θ2n, . . . θkn

 (5.14)

5.1.4 Analytic Model Solution

The stochastic analytic model is solved at each of the n sets of samples of input

parameter values obtained from their epistemic distributions. Solving the model at

each of these sets of input parameter values, yields a set of n values of the model

output metric, as:

{M1,M2, . . . ,Mn} = {g(v1), g(v2), . . . , g(vn)} (5.15)

This approach is not dependent on the model solution method nor does it require

the model outputs to be a closed-form expression of the input parameters, as it

does not manipulate the model or its solution. The models may range from simple

non-state-space models like fault trees and reliability block diagrams, which can

capture independent failures and repairs to state space model like Markov chains

and stochastic reward nets which capture dependency between events to complex
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multi-level hierarchical models which address largeness of state-space and/or stiffness

(presence of rare events or very fast events). The model may be solved by using

software packages like SHARPE [87] or SPNP [32] or if closed-form solutions exist,

they may be solved programatically by simple user programs. Our technique simply

provides a wrapper around the existing aleatory model solver.

5.1.5 Summarizing the Output

Using the set of model output values {M1,M2, . . . ,Mn} we quantify the uncertainty

in the output due to the epistemic uncertainties in model input parameters, by

computing the confidence interval of the output metric(s), at a desired confidence

level. In the confidence interval computation, we use a non-parametric method to

avoid having to make any assumptions about the distribution of the model output or

fit a distribution to the model output values. An empirical Cumulative Distribution

Function (CDF) [86] of the set of output values {M1,M2, . . . ,Mn}, is constructed.

The values of the output measure at appropriate percentile points from the CDF,

provide the confidence interval at the desired confidence level. In our examples, we

use the values of the model output corresponding to 2.5th and 97.5th percentile, as

the limits of the 95% two sided confidence interval. Similarly the value corresponding

to 5th percentile is chosen as the lower limit of the 95% upper one sided confidence

interval and the value corresponding to the 95thpercentile is chosen as the upper limit

of the 95% lower one sided confidence interval.

5.2 Illustrative Examples

We illustrate the epistemic uncertainty propagation method discussed in this chapter

via examples of some real-world systems. These examples illustrate that this uncer-

tainty propagation method can be applied in a non-obtrusive way to a wide range

of stochastic model types and is independent of the model solution technique. The
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dependability models in these examples range from a CTMC model of a composite

web service with a closed-form output of the model to a large hierarchical availabil-

ity model of a complex clustered server system with 63 model input parameters, for

each a closed-form solution does not exist. The model output metrics of the aleatory

models considered are availability, reliability and mean response time. The uncer-

tainty propagation wrapper is implemented in Mathematica, while the models are

solved using SHARPE [87] and Mathematica [2]. The remainder of this chapter de-

scribes these example systems and their models and illustrates epistemic uncertainty

propagation through these stochastic models.

5.2.1 Availability of IBM Bladecenter Server System

We use the availability computation of the IBM Bladecenter system discussed in

[82], as an example for the numerical illustration of this method. First we briefly

introduce the example system and then go through each of the steps in the uncer-

tainty propagation method. We also discuss the intermediate outputs (along with

the parameter values) and finally summarize the results of uncertainty propagation

and compute the confidence interval of system availability.

The IBM BladeCenter system [82] consists of up to fourteen computing elements

known as blade servers in one chassis. The chassis consists of redundant blowers

(cooling system), two power domains each containing two redundant power supply

modules, redundant management modules, redundant Ethernet switches, and re-

dundant Fiber Channel network switches. These subsystems are shared by all the

blade servers in the chassis. Redundant subsystems exist inside each blade server as

well. Each of the subsystems or components have been modeled as Markov chains

with exponentially distributed times to failure and repair. Markov chain models for

availability of chassis components (midplane, cooling subsystem, power domain and

network subsystem) and blade server components (blade server, processor subsys-
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tem, software, memory subsystem and disk storage subsystem) are constructed. The

overall availability of the system is modeled using a hierarchical model. The top

level model is a fault tree, with the unavailability of each subsystem, as its input.

Repeated events are used in the fault tree to capture failures due to shared compo-

nents or subsystems. For details of these models, the reader is referred to the paper

[82], in IBM Systems Journal. The top-level fault tree model is reproduced below in

Figure 5.2 for ease of reference. SYSTEM FAILUREk/nMid Plane Cooling Power Domain 1
Base CPU Memory Disk Software SoftwareBase CPU Memory DiskPower Domain 2FC Port 1 FC Port 1 FC Switch 1FC Switch 1 FC Switch 2FC Switch 2FC Port 2 FC Port 2 Ethernet Port 1Ethernet Port 1 Ethernet Port 2 Ethernet Port 2Ethernet switch 1 Ethernet switch 1Ethernet switch 2 Ethernet switch 2

Blade in Power Domain 1 Fault Subtree Blade in Power Domain 2 Fault Subtree
Basic EventDefined SubmodelRepeated use of same submodelinstance Blade in Power Domain 1 Fault SubtreeBlade in Power Domain 2 Fault Subtree

Figure 5.2: Top level fault tree of BladeCenter availability Model

The steps in propagating the uncertainty in parameter values through the avail-

ability model for the IBM BladeCenter are as follows :

(a) Determining the epistemic distributions of model parameters : We
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first determine the number of observations that would have been used to compute

the point estimate and 95% confidence interval, for each model parameter, as ex-

plained in Section 5.1.1. The number of observations, thus calculated for each model

input parameter, is summarized in Table 5.1. To illustrate the iterative process in-

volved in computing the number of observations, consider calculating the number of

observations of 1/mttffcsw which has a point estimate 2.6247e− 06 and halfwidth

3.517e− 07 at 95% confidence level. We begin with an initial approximation for the

number of observations as 50 (an arbitrarily chosen number) and iteratively generate

the number of observations to be 104, 150, 180, 197, 206, 210, 212, 213. We stop

iterating when we converge on the number of observations (when the number of ob-

servations of two successive iterations differ by 1). The number of observations for

1/mttffcsw is thus computed to be 213.

The next step is to determine the epistemic distribution of each parameter by

generating the posterior distributions. Since the subsystems have been modeled

as Markov chains, the time to failure and time to repair have been modeled as

exponential distributions. The coverage factors have been modeled using Bernoulli

distribution. Therefore, as explained in Section 5.1.1, the posterior distribution of

the failure and repair parameters is Erlang distribution and the coverage parameters

have a beta posterior distribution. The parameters of the posterior distribution have

been obtained from the hardware and software input parameters section of [82] and

are summarized in Table 5.1.

(b) Determination of number of samples from epistemic distributions

: The number of samples needed from the distribution of each input parameter

is determined to be n = 901, largest of all the number of observations of the input

parameters.

(c) Generating Random Deviates from the epistemic distributions :

The samples from the Erlang and beta distributions for the parameters are generated
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Table 5.1: Parameters of the Posterior Distributions

Parameter Num. Obser-
vations

Parameter Values of
Posterior

1/mttfhdd 17 Erlang(17,5.1e06)
1/mttrhdd 44 Erlang(44,22)
1/mttrsp 383 Erlang(383,957.5)
1/mttfsw 383 Erlang(383,6.7e06)
1/mttboot1 383 Erlang(383,126.4)
1/mttboot2 383 Erlang(383,287.3)
1/mttrsw 383 Erlang(383,766)
1/mttrfcsw 62 Erlang(62,31)
1/mttffcsw 213 Erlang(213,8.1e07)
1/mttrmem 62 Erlang(62,31)
1/mttfmem 110 Erlang(110,6.28e07)
1/mttrcpu 62 Erlang(62,31)
1/mttfcpu 136 Erlang(136,4e08)
1/mttrps1 71 Erlang(71,41.42)
1/mttrps 62 Erlang(62,31)
1/mttfps 124 Erlang(124,9.76e07)
1/mttrc 62 Erlang(62,31)
1/mttr2c 71 Erlang(7,41.42)
1/mttfc 122 Erlang(122,4.47e08)
1/mttfmp 125 Erlang(125,4.51e07)
1/mttrmp 62 Erlang(62,31)
1/mttfbase 102 Erlang(102,2.67e07)
1/mttrbase 62 Erlang(62,31)
1/mttfesw 117 Erlang(117,1.66e07)
1/mttresw 62 Erlang(62,31)
1/mttfniceth 121 Erlang(121,8.83e08)
1/mttrniceth 62 Erlang(62,31)
1/mttfnicfc 101 Erlang(101,1.57e08)
1/mttrnicfc 62 Erlang(62,31)
c1 faults injected:

224 faults de-
tected: 190

beta(191,35)

c2 faults injected:
115 faults de-
tected: 109

beta(110,7)

cpt faults injected:
36 faults de-
tected: 35

beta(36,2)

cpsub faults injected:
92 faults de-
tected: 91

beta(92,2)

1− fm faults injected:
901 faults de-
tected: 897

beta(898,5)
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using Mathematica’s [2] built-in function RandomReal. For comparison with the

method explained in [28], samples are also drawn from uniform distribution, U(a, b),

where a and b are the lower and upper bounds of the two-sided confidence interval

of the parameter, provided. In case the upper one-sided confidence interval of the

parameter is provided, b is chosen to be 1.

(d) Solving the Analytic Model : At each of the n = 901 set of values of

the parameters, the hierarchical model is solved using SHARPE [87].

(e) Summarizing the Output Values : The empirical Cumulative Distribu-

tion Function (CDF) of the output by both methods is constructed from the n values

of output, obtained by solving the system availability model using SHARPE. Figure

5.3 shows the empirical CDF of the availability of the BladeCenter System obtained

by our method as well as by the method explained in [28] (sampling from uniform

distribution), when there were no standby Blade Servers (all 14 Blade servers needed

for system to be operational). Similar CDFs were constructed for availability of the

BladeCenter system for different number of standby Blade Servers and number of

Blade Servers needed for system to be considered operational. Figure 5.3 shows that

sampling from uniform distribution for parameter values, provides a more optimistic

and slightly wider confidence interval. The values for availability at higher percentile

points seem to be higher than what our method suggests, in this example. Ignoring

the shape of real epistemic distribution of a parameter and sampling from a uniform

distribution, implies not using enough samples from regions of high probability and

hence not representing the sample space correctly. Therefore, the distribution of

model output thus generated may not represent the real distribution.

The 5th percentile from the CDF provides the lower limit for the 95% upper

one-sided confidence interval of availability. The upper and lower limits of the two-

sided 95% confidence interval of availability are provided by the 97.5th percentile and

2.5th percentile, respectively. The 95% upper one-sided and two-sided confidence in-
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Figure 5.3: CDF of Blade Center Availability : No Standby Blade Server

tervals of availability of the BladeCenter system for different number of stand-by

Blade Servers by the uncertainty propagation methods in this chapter, have been

summarized in Table 5.2. Table 5.3 summarizes the confidence intervals and mean

of availability, when parameter values are sampled from uniform distribution as dis-

cussed in [28].

5.2.2 Availability Model of IBM SIP SLEE Server Cluster System

We use the availability computation of the IBM SIP SLEE application server cluster

system discussed in [85], as the next example for the numerical illustration of the un-

certainty propagation method. The IBM SIP application server cluster is configured

out of two IBM BladeCenter systems, with four blades (nodes) each. It employs both
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Table 5.2: Confidence Interval of Blade Center Availability

Num.
Reqd.

Num.
Standby

Mean 95% Upper
One-Sided
Conf. Int.

95% Two-Sided
Conf. Int.

14 0 0.9992495 0.9991582, 1 0.9991384, 0.9993499
13 1 0.9999980 0.9999974, 1 0.9999972, 0.9999985
12 2 0.9999982 0.9999976, 1 0.9999975, 0.9999988
9 5 0.9999982 0.9999976, 1 0.9999975, 0.9999988
6 8 0.9999984 0.9999980, 1 0.9999979, 0.9999988
3 11 0.9999984 0.9999980, 1 0.9999979, 0.9999988

Table 5.3: Conf. Int. using Uniform Epistemic Distributions

Num.
Reqd.

Num.
Standby

Mean 95% Upper
One-Sided
Conf. Int.

95% Two-Sided
Conf. Int.

14 0 0.9992702 0.9991657, 1 0.9991496, 0.9993808
13 1 0.9999978 0.9999973, 1 0.9999972, 0.9999984
12 2 0.9999981 0.9999975, 1 0.9999974, 0.9999987
9 5 0.9999981 0.9999975, 1 0.9999974, 0.9999987
6 8 0.9999983 0.9999978, 1 0.9999977, 0.9999987
3 11 0.9999983 0.9999978, 1 0.9999978, 0.9999987

hardware and software redundancy. Two of the nodes (one on each chassis) are set

up to function as proxy for load balancing and to perform failover, while rest of the

(six) nodes are application server nodes. Two instances of web application servers

(WAS) run on each application server node, sharing the hardware and OS resources.

Each WAS instance forms a failover pair (called a replication domain) with WAS

installed on another node on a different chassis. In total, there are twelve WAS

and hence six replication domains, as shown in Figure 5.4. Failovers are performed

by proxy servers. Load-balancing between instances of WAS is performed by an IP

sprayer. The availability model does not consider failure-repair behavior of the IP

sprayer.

The system has two levels of software implemented fault detection for the appli-

cation servers : fault detection by workload manager of the cluster (upon detection

may trigger failover) and detection by node agent which may result in killing and

restarting of application server process or other recovery actions. Upon detection
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Figure 5.4: IBM SIP SLEE Cluster (adapted from [85])

of failure in the proxy servers or any of the web application servers, a sequence of

recovery operations are performed, until recovery is successful. The recovery opera-

tions considered in sequence are, automatic process restart, manual process restart,

manual reboot and finally manual repair. Subsequent operations are considered only

if the previous operation does not lead to successful recovery (escalated levels of

recovery).

The availability model for the system comprehensively models the hardware

(chassis, CPU, memory, RAID, n/w interfaces etc.) and software (OS, application

servers, proxy servers) components of the system and considers different levels of

failure detection (manual and two levels of automated software implemented fail-

ure detection) and recovery mechanisms. Imperfect coverage is considered both for

fault/failure detection as well as for the recovery mechanism. Escalated levels of

recovery - failover, process restart, reboot and manual repair are also considered.

A 3-level hierarchical model is used where the top two levels are system level and
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sub-system level fault trees while at the bottom level, Markov models are used to

model failure-repair behavior of individual hardware or software components. While

the entire model is still of considerable size with several subcomponents, hierarchical

approach helps limit the state space. The entire hierarchical model has 63 input

parameters. To illustrate the different levels and types of sub-models in this hierar-

chical model, Figure 5.5 shows a part of the hierarchical model. For details on the

system and the hierarchical model, the reader is referred to [85].

Hierarchical Composition
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Figure 5.5: Hierarchical Model of the IBM SIP Server Cluster System

Uncertainty Propagation through the Availability Model

The point estimates of the model parameters were obtained from Tables 3 and 4 in

[85]. As a measure of the epistemic uncertainty in the model parameter values, we

use 95% two-sided confidence intervals for the rate parameters of the model and 95%

upper one-sided confidence interval for the coverage parameters. We choose such
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values for the limits of the 95% two-sided confidence interval for the input parameter

values, so as to get ratio between point estimate and width of confidence interval to

be the same as the ratio between the point estimate and the width of the bounds of

parameter values as in [82]. The half width of 95% two-sided confidence interval for

parameters for which the bounds have not been specified in [82] are assumed to be

at most 10% of the point estimate. For the coverage parameters, the lower limit of

upper one-sided confidence interval is chosen to be at least 90% of the point estimate.

In order to determine the form and parameters of marginal epistemic distributions

of each of the model input parameters, we first determine the number of observa-

tions that would have been used to compute the point estimate and 95% confidence

interval, for each of the 63 model input parameters, as explained in Section 5.1.1.

The number of observations thus computed, are found to range from 11 to 269. As

explained in Section 5.1.1, the posterior distribution of the failure and repair rates

is Erlang and the coverage parameters have a beta posterior distribution.

After determining the marginal epistemic density function for each of the pa-

rameters, the total number of samples n, to be drawn from each of them, needs to

be determined. As explained in Section 5.1.2, the number of samples to be drawn

from each of the epistemic distributions, is computed as the largest of the number

of observations that would have been used to compute the point and interval esti-

mates, across all the model input parameters. Since, in this example, the number

of observations are computed to range from 11 to 269, the number of samples to be

drawn from the epistemic distribution of each input parameter is determined to be

n = 269.

We follow the random sampling method to generate random deviates form the

epistemic distributions of each of the 63 input parameters . The samples from the

Erlang and beta distributions for the parameters are generated using Mathematica’s

[2] built-in function RandomReal. At each of the n = 269 sets of values of the param-
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eters, the hierarchical aleatory model is solved using SHARPE [87]. Figure 5.6 shows

the empirical CDF of the availability of the SIP server cluster system constructed

from the n = 269 values of model output (availability) obtained by solving the avail-

ability model random sampling procedure. Using the 2.5th and 97.5th percentiles

Figure 5.6: CDF of SIP server cluster availability

from the CDF in Figure 5.6, the 95% two-sided confidence interval of availability of

IBM SIP SLEE cluster system was computed to be (0.99999433, 0.99999741). Using

the 5th percentile, the 95% upper one-sided confidence interval of availability was

obtained as (0.99999434, 1) . The variance of the availability of the system, due to

the epistemic uncertainties in the input parameters of the availability model, was

computed to be 9.2147e− 13.
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5.2.3 Reliability of Remote Exploration and Experimentation System

We now apply the sampling based uncertainty propagation method, to the relia-

bility analysis of the NASA Remote Exploration and Experimentation (REE) sys-

tem [40, 13, 90]. The NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory REE Project was a large

multi-year technology demonstration project to develop a low-power, scalable, fault-

tolerant, high-performance computing platform for use in space and to demonstrate

that significant on-board computing enables a new class of scientific missions. A REE

testbed was developed to test, refine, and validate scalability of the architecture and

system approaches used to achieve the dependability goals.

The REE system was expected to provide continuous operation through graceful

degradation despite experiencing transient or permanent failures. It was expected

to experience a small number of radiation induced transient component failures per

day. Permanent component failures were expected to be experienced a small num-

ber of times over several years. The system provided fault detection and recovery

mechanisms so that applications could operate in the presence of faults. Availability

and reliability of the REE system was analyzed in [13, 90], with the help of several

models, to assess its fault-tolerance features. These models were specified and solved

using the SHARPE [87] software package.

The REE system is a collection of processing elements (referred to as nodes) con-

nected together by a Myrinet [1]. Each node is a commercially available computer

running commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) operating system based on UNIX. The ar-

chitecture of REE system is shown in Figure 5.7. Redundancy in hardware, software,

time and data are used to achieve fault tolerance. In the version of the REE sys-

tem analyzed in this chapter, fault detection and recovery are provided by Software

Implemented Fault-Tolerance (SIFT) and a System Executive (SE) [22, 68, 69, 70].

The SE is responsible for local error detection and failure recovery while the System
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Figure 5.7: REE System Architecture (adapted from [13])

Control Processor (SCP) provides fault detection and recovery at the system level.

The SCP relies on periodic node health status messages or heartbeats from the SE

on each node to determine their status. Nodes can be individually reset/restarted

by either the SE or the SCP.

A service request to the system is assigned to multiple nodes to be processed in

parallel, by a fault-tolerant scheduler. The same software components have different

implementations across different nodes in the system, to provide redundancy and

design diversity. Results from these nodes are then compared by the SE to detect and

tolerate faults. Intermittent and transient faults [33] can be detected and recovered

from, by SIFT, SE or SCP. However, as the REE system operates without human

intervention, components cannot be replaced after permanent failures. Hence the

permanent failures require the system to be reconfigured to a degraded mode of
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Figure 5.8: Flowcharts (adapted from [13])

operation and affect the long term behavior of the system. Figure 5.8 captures the

fault detection and recovery scheme employed in this version of the REE computing

system.

Hardware and software component failures can be transient or permanent in

nature. The majority of transient faults are masked due to the use of error cor-

recting codes and redundant hardware. Unmasked transient failures may freeze the

processors making the system unresponsive or generate erroneous outputs. Heart-

beat messages are relied upon, by the SE to detect unresponsive or frozen nodes.

Erroneous outputs are detected with the help of acceptance tests by SIFT. Upon

detection of either an unresponsive node or erroneous output, the node is rebooted

after transferring its tasks to other spare nodes (the tasks are restarted from the last

checkpoint). In addition, the SCP selectively reboots several nodes as a preventive
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action, according to their uptime and current health status. This preventive ac-

tion, which is called rejuvenation, helps in getting rid of latent faults and effectively

tolerate “soft” or aging related faults such as memory leaks [26].

Transient and intermittent faults are assumed to not affect reliability of the sys-

tem as after recovery actions, the failed nodes will eventually return to use. If there

is a permanent fault involved, the faulty node cannot be rebooted successfully. In

this case, a notification is sent to the SE, the faulty node will be isolated, and the

system reconfigured with the remaining working nodes. Eventually, when the num-

ber of working nodes is smaller than the minimum requirement (2 in the testbed),

the whole system fails.

We use the reliability model of the REE system as an example to illustrate the

uncertainty propagation method. Hence we will only consider permanent faults.

Reliability Model of REE System

A two-stage hierarchical model [87] is used to capture the failure behavior of the

system and its components in [13]. Here, we modify the model to make it a three-

stage hierarchical model to capture the failure behavior of the software components

in greater details. At the lowest level, a Markov model captures the failure behavior

of the software subsystem. In the middle level, the failure behavior of individual

components is captured using reliability block diagrams (RBD). The reliability com-

puted from the Markov model, at the lowest level, provides one of the inputs to

the RBD. The top level model is a fault tree that takes the reliability of each of

the individual component (obtained by solving the middle level RBD model), as an

input and takes into account the interactions between the individual components to

provide the overall system reliability. The modified three-stage hierarchical model is

shown in Figure 5.9.

The REE architecture uses redundancy at several levels. Each node uses redun-
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Figure 5.9: Hierarchical Reliability Model of the REE System

dancy in the form of spare processor chips and spare Myrinet interfaces to increase

its reliability. The node subsystem is configured as a k-out-of-n system of such nodes

(with k = 2 in the prototype implementation). The I/O subsystem also has re-

dundancy in its configuration and is implemented as a parallel system with several

redundant nodes. All the nodes in node system as well as the I/O system are assumed

to exhibit the same stochastic behavior regarding faults. The faults are considered

to be mutually independent. Since the REE system operates without human inter-

vention, no replacement of components after a permanent failure has been assumed.

It is these permanent failures of components that are considered in the reliability

model. Most software failures in the nodes are expected to be recovered from by

retry, process restart or node reboot. The Markov model of the software subsystem

shown in Figure 5.9 and reproduced in Figure 5.10 for clearer illustration, captures
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these escalated levels of recovery actions. The software component is considered to

have failed only if the software failures cannot be recovered from, even after node

reboot. Software failures that cannot be recovered from even after retry, restart or

reboot can be identified with Bohrbugs while those that can be recovered from by

use of these actions, can be identified with Mandelbugs [26, 25]. Various rates and

ρ∗s

UP UA UR UB FAILswλ

ε∗c

ε∗− )1( c

β*b

ρ*)1( s− β*)1( b−

Figure 5.10: Markov model for Reliability of Software

coverage probabilities in Figure 5.9 have been defined in the nomenclature table.

Rates of failure, retry, restart and reboot as well as the coverage probabilities in the

Markov model in Figure 5.10 have also been defined in the nomenclature table.

Uncertainty Propagation through the reliability model

The times to failure of individual components in the middle level RBD model in

Figure 5.9 are assumed to follow an exponential distribution. Table 5.4 summarizes

the point estimates of the parameters of the time to failure distribution of various

components in the REE system and coverage probabilities of various recovery actions

(in Figure 5.10). To represent the uncertainty in the model input parameters, we

choose the half-width of 95% two-sided confidence interval of the rate parameters

to range from 15% to 33% of the point estimate. For the coverage parameters, we
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choose the lower limit of the 95% upper one-sided confidence interval to be ranging

from 80% to 90% of the point estimate.

Table 5.4: Point Estimates of Reliability Model Parameters

Parameter Value
λpro 0.01
λmem 0.03
λbmc 0.01
λndc 0.01
λnvm 0.01
λbus 0.02
λnif 0.03
λnet 0.0006
λsw 8.76
ε 31536000
ρ 3153600
β 52560
c 0.9
r 0.9
b 0.9

The steps in uncertainty propagation through the reliability model of the REE

system are as follows :

(a) Determining the Epistemic Distribution of Model Parameters: We

first determine the number of observations that would have been used to compute the

point estimate and 95% confidence interval, for each model parameter, as explained

in Section 5.1.1. The number of observations, thus calculated for each model input

parameter, is summarized in Table 5.5. Since the times to failures of the components

in the system have been assumed to follow exponential distribution, as explained in

Section 5.1.1, the epistemic distributions of the parameters as random variables are

calculated to be Erlang distribution with parameters as summarized in Table 5.5.

The parameters of the beta epistemic distributions (of the coverage parameters as
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random variables) are also provided in the table.

Table 5.5: Epistemic Distributions of Parameters

Parameter Num. Observations Epistemic Distributions
λpro 117 Erlang(117,8.57e-5)
λmem 167 Erlang(167,1.79e-4)
λbmc 92 Erlang(92,1.08e-4)
λndc 117 Erlang(117,8.54e-5)
λnvm 103 Erlang(103,9.71e-5)
λbus 146 Erlang(146,1.37e-4)
λnif 208 Erlang(208,1.44e-4)
λnet 19 Erlang(19,4.21e-5)
λsw 65 Erlang(65,7.42)
β 81 Erlang(81,1.54e-3)
b faults injected : 57, faults detected 51 beta(52,5)

(b) Determining Number of Samples from Epistemic Distributions:

The number of samples needed from the epistemic distribution of each input param-

eter is determined to be n = 208, largest of all the number of observations of the

input parameters.

(c) Sampling Procedure: To implement the random sampling procedure, we

use Mathematica’s [2] built-in function RandomReal. We generate n = 208 random

deviates from the epistemic distributions of each of the input parameters.

(d) Solving the Analytic Model: At each of the n = 208 set of values of the

parameters, the hierarchical model is solved using SHARPE [87].

(e) Summarizing the Output Values: The empirical Cumulative Distribution

Function (CDF) of the reliability of the system output is constructed from the n =

208 values of the output obtained by solving the system availability model using

SHARPE. Figure 5.11 shows the empirical CDF of the reliability of the REE system

at a time t = 5 years.

The 5th percentile from the CDF provides the lower limit for the 95% upper

one-sided confidence interval of reliability, which is computed to be (0.955861, 1).
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Figure 5.11: CDF of Reliability of REE System at t = 5 years

The upper and lower limits of the two-sided 95% confidence interval of reliability are

provided by the 97.5th percentile and 2.5th percentile, respectively. The two-sided

95% confidence interval of reliability is computed to be (0.949485, 0.981994).

5.2.4 Mean Response Time and Reliability of Composite Web Service

As another example to illustrate the versatility and the ease of use of this uncer-

tainty propagation method, we perform uncertainty propagation through the service

reliability and performance model of a composite web service called Travel-Agent,

which was discussed in [75].

A composite web service combines several different web services to provide a new

service to its users. It uses high level languages such as BPEL (Business Process Ex-

ecution Language) [3] to quickly combine the existing web services into new services.

The web service Travel-Agent, interacts with different services to make airlines and

hotel reservations for customers. Each of the individual interactions (web services)

may have complex interactions within themselves and have their own mean response

time and reliability. When initialized, it first looks up for vacancy, fare and other
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information from two different airlines, in parallel. Upon getting the response from

both, it chooses one of them, based on some requirements (e.g., fare, schedule, etc.).

If only one of them responds, it chooses the only response. Then it continues to

make airlines reservation for the chosen airlines. After making airline reservation,

it makes hotel reservation and notifies the user. Each of these operations may fail

and can be retried/restarted. The entire process is considered successful only if a

successful airline and hotel reservation is made and a reply is sent back to the user.

The look up for vacancy in airlines happens concurrently on both airlines. While

the details of the service can be obtained from [75], the BPEL representation of the

service, has been reproduced in Figure 5.12, for ease of reference. A CTMC model is

Figure 5.12: BPEL representation of Travel-Agent Process

formulated to study the overall reliability and response time of the entire composite

web service. The response time of each of these services is assumed to follow an ex-
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ponential distribution. The reliability of each of the individual services is computed

as the ratio of number of successful executions of the service to the total number of

executions of the service attempted and so it can be considered to be parameter of

Bernoulli aleatory distribution. The CTMC considers concurrent execution of the

two airlines services, failure of any of the services and restarts/retries of services to

attempt recovery from failure of a service. It also considers overhead of time spent in

restarts (assuming this overhead time to follow an exponential distribution) as well

as imperfect coverage of restarts of services. While the details of the CTMC model

can be seen at [75], it has been reproduced in Figure 5.13, for ease of reference. In
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Figure 5.13: CTMC Model of Composite Web Service

the CTMC in Figure 5.13, the “Initialization” has mean response time of mrspi and
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reliability Ri. Upon failure of this state, it is restarted with mean overhead time mri

(from state RIni). The restart can be successful with a coverage parameter Ci. The

concurrent airline selection process has been broken down into 5 states. “A1|A2”

depicts the state when both airlines selection processes are ongoing. Rest of the four

states depict one of the airlines selection process ongoing while the other has either

finished or failed. Retry is not considered for airlines selection process. The mean

response times for airline selection process are mrspa1 and mrspa2 and reliabilities

are Ra1 and Ra2, for airlines 1 and 2, respectively. Restart and imperfect coverage

of restart is considered for the states airline reservation “A resv”, hotel reservation

“HT resv” and “Reply to customer”.

Uncertainty Propagation through service reliability and performance model

The point estimates of the model parameters for computation of mean service re-

sponse time and overall service reliability, were obtained from Tables 1 and 2, re-

spectively, in [75]. To represent the uncertainty in the model input parameters, the

confidence intervals of input parameters are chosen as: half-width of 95% two-sided

confidence interval of rate parameters to be at most 10% of point estimate and lower

limit of 95% upper one-sided confidence interval to be at least 90% of point estimate.

The aleatory distribution for rate parameters (reciprocal of mean response times for

each process and the mean overhead for restart of each process) is considered to be

exponential, while aleatory distribution for coverage parameters and reliability of

each process is considered to be Bernoulli distribution. The number of observations

(or number of attempted executions of the services) that would have been used to

compute the point estimate and the given confidence intervals of the parameters, are

computed, as explained in Section 5.1.1. The number of observations (or number of

attempted executions of services), thus calculated, for parameters used in response

time computation of the composite web service, range from 67 to 421, for the param-
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eters used in overall reliability computation, they range from 67 to 123. The form

and parameters of epistemic distribution of each parameter are derived next: Erlang

for the mean service response time parameters and beta for the reliability as well

coverage parameters, as explained in Section 5.1.1.

As explained in Section 5.1.2, the number of samples to be drawn from each of

the epistemic distributions, is computed as the largest of the number of observations

that would have been used to compute the point and interval estimates, across all the

model input parameters. Since, the number of observations (or number of attempted

executions of services), for parameters used in response time computation of the

composite web service, range from 67 to 421, the number of samples to be drawn

from the epistemic distribution of each input parameter is determined to be n = 421.

The number of observations computed for the parameters used in overall reliability

computation range from 67 to 123 and hence the number of samples to be drawn

from the epistemic distribution of each input parameter is determined to be n = 123,

for this example.

We follow the random sampling procedure as explained in Section 5.1.3. The

samples from the Erlang and beta distributions for the parameters are generated

using Mathematica’s [2] built-in function RandomReal, in the same manner as dis-

cussed in the previous examples. However in this case, the CTMC models can be

solved to obtain closed-form solutions for both the mean service response time as

well as the overall service reliability. Therefore, at each of the n sets of values of

the parameters, we evaluate the closed-form expressions using Mathematica (unlike

using SHARPE to solve the model as in the previous examples in this chapters in

Sections 5.2.1, 5.2.2 and 5.2.3, where closed-form solutions did not exist).

Figure 5.14 shows the empirical CDF of the mean service response time, tak-

ing into account the restarts of processes and overhead of time spent in retries,

constructed from the n = 421 values of output obtained by the LHS sampling pro-
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Figure 5.14: CDF of Mean Service Response Time (Random Sampling)

cedure. Based on this CDF, the 95% two-sided confidence interval of mean service

response time of the composite web service is calculated to be (7.61841, 8.36969).

the variance of the mean response time of the composite web service, due to the

epistemic uncertainties in the input parameters of its aleatory model is computed to

be 0.0369908.

The closed-form expression for overall reliability of the composite web service,

Rsys, upon considering perfect coverages for airline reservation (not airline selection)

and hotel reservation and perfect reliability for customer reply and service initializa-

tion (parameter values as considered for the reliability computation in [75]), reduces

to:

Rsys = Ra1 +Ra2 −Ra1.Ra2 (5.16)

The epistemic density function for Ra1 and Ra2 are determined to be beta distribution

with parameters 99 and 26. Figure 5.15 shows the empirical CDF of the service
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reliability, obtained by using the random sampling procedure.

Figure 5.15: CDF of Reliability of Composite Web Service

The 95% two-sided confidence interval of reliability of the composite web ser-

vice (without considering restarts) is calculated to be (0.931374, 0.969912) and the

variance of reliability of composite web service due to epistemic uncertainties in the

reliability model inputs is calculated to be 0.000107.
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6

Latin Hypercube Sampling

The random sampling based epistemic uncertainty propagation discussed in Chapter

5 can be applied to a wide range of models in a non-intrusive way and is easy

to understand and implement. However, since it draws sample elements randomly

from the entire sample space, it does not guarantee that sample elements will be

generated from any particular subset of sample space. Therefore, low probability

yet high impact regions of the sample space may be missed or a large number of

sample elements may be needed to cover them. Stratified sampling addresses this

by dividing the entire sample space into regions or strata, each with a probability of

sampling (strata probability). Depending on the strata probability, it results in more

samples to be obtained from one subset of the sample space over another. However, to

implement it, one has to define the strata and strata probabilities, which is significant

task in itself. Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS) provides properties between random

sampling and stratified sampling. Like random sampling, it is easy to implement

and does not require defining the strata and its probabilities, yet similar to stratified

sampling, it is more likely to reach even low probability regions of the sample space.

It can be thought of as stratified sampling with equal strata size and one sample
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from each stratum [30]. It is known that for a given sample size, a statistic of model

output obtained by LHS sampling, will have a variance less than or equal to that

obtained by random sampling. In other words, at a particular sample size, LHS

sampling yields a more efficient estimator for a statistic of model output than that

by random sampling, providing a more robust sampling procedure [29, 50]. It can

be seen later in Chapter 7 that LHS sampling also enables relaxing the assumption

of epistemic independence between the input parameters of the aleatory model.

In this chapter, we discuss epistemic uncertainty propagation through stochas-

tic dependability models, using Latin Hypercube Sampling. We first introduce the

method and then illustrate it with the help of dependability or performance models

of several real life systems. We also show that the mean of aleatory model output has

lesser variance when using LHS as compared to that obtained using random sampling

and hence LHS provides a more robust sampling method in these examples1.

The aleatory models considered are of varying complexity (simpler Markov chain

model to large hierarchical model with 63 input parameters) and have a wide range of

output metrics (availability of large systems, reliability, mean response time, capacity

oriented availability, handoff call arrival rate). While the uncertainty propagation

wrapper has been implemented in Mathematica, the models themselves are solved

in SHARPE, SPNP or Mathematica [2, 87, 32].

6.1 Uncertainty Propagation with LHS

Most of the steps in epistemic uncertainty propagation through stochastic depend-

ability models, using Latin Hypercube Sampling are the same as those with random

sampling, as explained in Section 5.1, except the sampling step.

We first derive the epistemic distribution of each of the k model input parameters

(marginal distribution for each parameter, assuming epistemic independence). Then

1 Adapted from [55, 54, 52, 53]
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we determine the number of samples, n to be drawn from each of these epistemic

distributions, assuming the input parameters to be independent. Subsequent to

the determination of epistemic distribution of each input parameter, n samples or

random deviates need to be drawn from each of the k epistemic distributions.

We employ Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS) procedure in our uncertainty prop-

agation method. Latin Hypercube Sampling method (LHS) divides the entire prob-

ability space into equal intervals (number of intervals is equal to the number of

samples needed) and draws a random sample from each of the intervals. Thus it is

almost guaranteed to address the entire probability space evenly and easily reaches

low probability - high impact areas (rare events) of the epistemic distribution of input

parameters. Once the samples are generated, random pairings without replacement

is carried out between samples of different parameters, to ensure randomness in se-

quence of the samples from distributions of different parameters. The actual samples

of random numbers or the random deviates can be generated by any of the methods

like inverse transform method, rejection sampling, Box-Mueller transform or John-

son’s translation [37].

The range of each parameter as random variable Θi (i = 1, 2, . . . , k), is divided

into n equal intervals (disjoint and exhaustive). One random sample is drawn from

each of the n intervals. n samples drawn from each distribution, result in an n−by−k

matrix. The elements of each column in this matrix are then randomly rearranged.

This rearrangement is necessary to ensure randomness in order of samples obtained

by LHS sampling procedure. Each of the n rows of the matrix V , after rearrange-

ment, can be considered as n vectors (v1 through vn) of model input parameter

values as:

V =


v1

v2
...
vn

 =


θ11, θ21, . . . θk1
θ12, θ22, . . . θk2

...
θ1n, θ2n, . . . θkn

 (6.1)
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The aleatory model is solved at each of the n vectors of input parameter values

obtained from their epistemic distributions. Solving the model at each of these sets

of input parameter values, yields a set of n values of the model output metric, M1

through Mn. An empirical CDF is constructed out of these n model output values.

The values of model output at appropriate percentile points from the empirical CDF,

provide the confidence interval of model output.

In the remainder of this chapter, we illustrate epistemic uncertainty propagation

using LHS, with the help of dependability or performance models of some real life

systems. We also show that LHS provides a more robust sampling method than

random sampling, in these examples.

6.2 Illustrative Examples

In this section, we illustrate epistemic uncertainty propagation through dependability

models, using Latin Hypercube Sampling method, with the help of several examples

with a wide range of model types, output metrics and model complexity. These

examples include availability model of IBM SIP SLEE server cluster system, relia-

bility of REE system, reliability and mean response time model of a composite web

service, performability model of a cable modem termination system (with capacity

oriented availability as output metric) to the performance model of a cellular wire-

less communication network cell (with handoff call arrival rate as output metric).

The model types range from simple CTMC models with few parameters to large

hierarchical model with 63 input parameters and even a fixed-point iteration model.

While the uncertainty propagation wrapper for all these examples is implemented in

Mathematica, the aleatory models themselves are solved using SHARPE, SPNP and

Mathematica [87, 32, 2], depending on the model type. We do not manipulate the

aleatory model or its output and use the uncertainty propagation wrapper around

the pre-existing model solution method.
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These examples illustrate the versatility and wide applicability of sampling based

epistemic uncertainty propagation through stochastic dependability models of com-

puter and communication systems, using Latin Hypercube Sampling. They also

demonstrate that LHS provides a more robust sampling method than random sam-

pling, in these examples.

Since most of the steps in epistemic uncertainty propagation using Latin Hyper-

cube Sampling method are same as the steps in epistemic uncertainty propagation

via random sampling, only the sampling step and the results are shown here for

examples that are used to illustrate both these methods. For details not presented

in this section, the reader is referred to Section 5.2.

6.2.1 Availability of IBM SIP Server Cluster System

As the first example to illustrate sampling based epistemic uncertainty propagation,

using Latin Hypercube Sampling, we use the availability of IBM SIP SLEE server

cluster, discussed in [85]. Uncertainty propagation through this hierarchical aleatory

model, by the random sampling method, has already been presented in Section 5.2.2.

Since the steps of determining the epistemic uncertainty and the number of samples

n from each epistemic distribution are the same as in Section 5.2.2, we skip the

details of these two steps here.

The number of samples needed from the epistemic distribution of each of the 63

input parameters is determined to be n = 269, largest of all the number of observa-

tions of the input parameters. We follow the Latin Hypercube Sampling procedure as

explained in Section 6.1. To implement the LHS procedure, we first divide the prob-

ability space into n = 269 intervals and then use Mathematica’s built-in functions

RandomReal and Quantile to generate the random deviates from different intervals

in the distribution. We then use the function RandomSample to obtain random pair-

ing without replacement, between samples from different epistemic distributions. At
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each of the n = 269 sets of values of the parameters, the hierarchical aleatory model

is solved using SHARPE [87]. Figure 6.1 shows the empirical CDF of the availabil-

ity of the SIP server cluster system constructed from the n = 269 values of output

obtained by LHS procedure.

Figure 6.1: CDF of SIP Server Cluster Availability

Using the 2.5th and 97.5th percentiles from the CDF in Figure 6.1, the 95%

two-sided confidence interval of availability of IBM SIP SLEE cluster system was

computed to be (0.99999509, 0.99999649). Using the 5th percentile, the 95% upper

one-sided confidence interval of availability was obtained as (0.99999533, 1) . We next

evaluated the robustness of the LHS sampling as compared to the random sampling

procedure. We made 20 runs of the entire uncertainty propagation method, each run

with 269 samples from each epistemic distribution, using both the LHS sampling as

well as random sampling. The variance of sample mean of the availability, computed

in each of the 20 runs was computed as an indicator of the robustness of the sampling
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procedures. Figure 6.2 shows the CDF of sample mean of availability of the IBM SIP

cluster system. The variance obtained by using LHS sampling was 1.12264E − 16,

while that computed by using random sampling was 2.78972E − 15. Thus in this

example, LHS provides a more robust sampling method.

Figure 6.2: CDF of Sample Mean of SIP Server Cluster Availability

Next we compare the time taken to perform the epistemic uncertainty propaga-

tion through the hierarchical availability model of the IBM SIP server cluster system

by using LHS method, to that taken when using the random sampling procedure.

The time taken was determined using AbsoluteTiming function of Mathematica [2],

which provides the real (wall clock) time, ignoring any time taken in printing or

formatting of the outputs. The timings were measured on a system with dual-core

Intel i5 processor with clock frequency of 2.40 Ghz. and 2.92GB of RAM, running

Microsft Windows XP Professional, operating system. At the sample number of

samples, the difference in time taken between the two sampling procedures can be
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attributed to the extra steps in LHS for dividing the probability space and perform-

ing random pairings without replacement between samples from different epistemic

distributions (the number of executions of the aleatory model and the number of

samples from each epistemic distribution being the same in both cases). However,

since LHS requires fewer samples to provide a more robust estimate and cover the

entire probability space, the computational savings in drawing fewer samples from

the epistemic distributions and fewer executions of the aleatory model can more the

compensate for the computational time taken to divide the probability space and

perform random pairings without replacement between samples from different epis-

temic distributions. For epistemic uncertainty propagation through the hierarchical

availability model of the IBM SIP server cluster system, the time taken by LHS

method, measured using the AbsoluteTiming function of Mathematica [2], on a was

118.14 seconds, while that by the random sampling method was 95.86 seconds.

6.2.2 Reliability of Remote Exploration and Experimentation System

As the next example, we choose epistemic uncertainty propagation through the re-

liability model of the NASA Remote Exploration and Experimentation system, dis-

cussed in [40, 13, 90]. The example system and its modified 3-level hierarchical

reliability model has been introduced in Section 5.2.3. Propagation of epistemic un-

certainty in the parameters of the aleatory hierarchical model, via random sampling

method, has also been presented in Section 5.2.3. Therefore, in this section we skip

the steps of determination of form and parameters of epistemic distributions and

determination of number of samples from each epistemic distribution (steps common

to both random sampling and LHS based epistemic uncertainty propagation).

The type and parameters of epistemic distribution of each of the aleatory model

input parameter as random variable, has been summarized in Table 5.5. The number

of samples n, to be drawn from each of the epistemic distributions is calcualted to
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be n = 208, largest of all the number of observations of the input parameters.

Sampling Procedure: To implement the LHS procedure, we use Mathe-

matica’s built-in function RandomReal to generate random deviates from Uniform

distribution in the intervals the probability space has been divided into, for LHS

sampling. Using those random deviates, we obtain quantiles from Erlang or beta

distribution using Mathematica’s function Quantile. We also use the function Ran-

domSample to obtain random pairing without replacement, between samples from

different epistemic distributions.

Solving the Analytic Model: At each of the n = 208 set of values of the

parameters, the hierarchical model is solved using SHARPE [87].

Summarizing the Output Values: The empirical Cumulative Distribution

Function (CDF) of the reliability of the system output is constructed from the n =

208 values of the output obtained by solving the system availability model using

SHARPE. Figure 6.3 shows the empirical CDF of the reliability of the REE system

at a time t = 5 years.

Figure 6.3: CDF of Reliability of REE System at t = 5 years
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The 5th percentile from the CDF provides the lower limit for the 95% upper

one-sided confidence interval of reliability, which is computed to be (0.955861, 1).

The upper and lower limits of the two-sided 95% confidence interval of reliability are

provided by the 97.5th percentile and 2.5th percentile, respectively. The two-sided

95% confidence interval of reliability is computed to be (0.949485, 0.981994).

The robustness of LHS procedure was compared to the random sampling pro-

cedure by performing 20 runs of the entire uncertainty propagation method, each

run with 208 samples from each epistemic distribution, by both the LHS sampling

procedure as well as the random sampling procedure. The variance of sample mean

of the reliability at time t = 5 years, computed in each of the 20 iterations, was

computed as an indicator of the robustness of the sampling procedure. This variance

obtained by using LHS sampling procedure in the uncertainty propagation method

was 4.17e − 8, which was less than that computed by using the random sampling

procedure as 1.56e − 7. The empirical CDF of means of reliability obtained in the

20 executions by both the sampling procedures are summarized in Figure 6.4. It can

be shown that the variance of other statistics and quantiles of the distribution of

reliability will also have lower variance with LHS procedure. Thus in this example,

LHS provides a more robust sampling procedure.

Next we compare the time taken to perform the epistemic uncertainty propa-

gation through the hierarchical reliability model of the REE system by using LHS

method, to that taken when using the random sampling procedure. The time taken

was determined using AbsoluteTiming function of Mathematica [2], which provides

the real (wall clock) time, ignoring any time taken in printing or formatting of the

outputs. At the sample number of samples, the difference in time taken between the

two sampling procedures can be attributed to the extra steps in LHS for dividing the

probability space and performing random pairings without replacement between sam-

ples from different epistemic distributions (the number of executions of the aleatory
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Figure 6.4: CDF of Mean of Reliability: LHS Vs. Random Sampling

model and the number of samples from each epistemic distribution being the same

in both cases). However, since LHS requires fewer samples to provide a more ro-

bust estimate and cover the entire probability space, the computational savings in

drawing fewer samples from the epistemic distributions and fewer executions of the

aleatory model can more the compensate for the computational time taken to divide

the probability space and perform random pairings without replacement between

samples from different epistemic distributions. For epistemic uncertainty propaga-

tion through the hierarchical reliability model of the REE system, the time taken by

LHS method was 158.78 seconds, while that by the random sampling method was

149 seconds.

6.2.3 Reliability and mean response time of composite web service

We perform epistemic uncertainty propagation by LHS method, through the service

reliability and performance model of a composite web service called Travel-Agent,

which was discussed in [75]. This example was already considered in Section 5.2.4

in context of epistemic uncertainty propagation using random sampling method.
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Therefore, in this section, we skip the common steps of determining the form and

parameters of epistemic distribution of each of the model input parameters as random

variables and computing the number of samples from each epistemic distribution.

As explained in Section 5.2.4, the number of samples to be drawn from each of

the epistemic distributions, is computed as the largest of the number of observations

that would have been used to compute the point and interval estimates, across all the

model input parameters. Since, the number of observations (or number of attempted

executions of services), for parameters used in response time computation of the

composite web service, range from 67 to 421, the number of samples to be drawn

from the epistemic distribution of each input parameter is determined to be n = 421.

The number of observations computed for the parameters used in overall reliability

computation range from 67 to 123 and hence the number of samples to be drawn

from the epistemic distribution of each input parameter is determined to be n = 123,

for this example.

We follow the Latin Hypercube Sampling procedure as explained in Section 6.1.

To implement the LHS sampling procedure, we use Mathematica’s built-in functions

RandomReal, Quantile and RandomSample, in the same manner as discussed in the

previous examples. However in this case, the CTMC models can be solved to obtain

closed-form solutions for both the mean service response time as well as the overall

service reliability. Therefore, at each of the n sets of values of the parameters, we

evaluate the closed-form expressions using Mathematica (unlike using SHARPE to

solve the model as in the first example, where closed-form solution did not exist).

Figure 6.5 shows the empirical CDF of the mean service response time, taking into

account the restarts of processes and overhead of time spent in retries, constructed

from the n = 421 values of output obtained by the LHS sampling procedure. Based

on this CDF, the 95% two-sided confidence interval of mean service response time of

the composite web service is calculated to be (7.6730, 8.3856).
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Figure 6.5: CDF of Mean Service Response Time

The closed-form expression for overall reliability of the composite web service,

Rsys, upon considering perfect coverages for airline reservation (not airline selection)

and hotel reservation and perfect reliability for customer reply and service initializa-

tion (parameter values as considered for the reliability computation in [75]), reduces

to:

Rsys = Ra1 +Ra2 −Ra1.Ra2 (6.2)

The epistemic density function for Ra1 and Ra2 are determined to be beta distribution

with parameters 99 and 26. Then as explained in Equation 3.1, the expression for
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CDF of the overall reliability of the composite web service, Rsys, can be obtained as:

FRsys(r) =

∫ 1

0

∫ 1

0

I(Rsys ≤ r) (
Γ(99 + 26)

Γ(99)Γ(26)
ra1

99−1(1− ra1)
26−1)︸ ︷︷ ︸

beta pdf

(
Γ(99 + 26)

Γ(99)Γ(26)
ra2

99−1(1− ra2)
26−1)︸ ︷︷ ︸

beta pdf

dra1dra2 (6.3)

Figure 6.6 shows the empirical CDF of the service reliability, obtained by using the

LHS sampling procedure as well as by formal integration of the closed-form expres-

sion for service reliability (evaluating the integral at n = 123 values of reliability),

as shown in Equation (6.3). As is clear from the figure, the CDF, variance and per-

centiles obtained by both formal integration method and the LHS sampling method

are very close. Thus the sampling procedure provides an accurate way to compute

the CDF and the confidence interval of service reliability. In this case, since the

aleatory model is relatively simple, repeated solutions of the model is not computa-

tionally prohibitive. As a result, the repeated numerical integrations take longer time

than the sampling based uncertainty propagation method. Performing the epistemic

uncertainty propagation using the same computing system as explained in Section

6.2.1, the time taken in the LHS sampling based approach was 0.484 seconds while

the repeated numerical integrations took 47.76 seconds.

The 95% two-sided confidence interval of reliability of the composite web service

(without considering restarts) is calculated to be (0.93818, 0.9719).

We then evaluate the robustness of results obtained by both LHS and random

sampling procedure, in our method. We compute the variance of sample mean,

calculated over 50 runs of the entire uncertainty propagation method, using both

the sampling procedures. Table 6.1 shows that LHS provides a lower variance for

the sample mean of the response time as well as service reliability, computed over 50
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Figure 6.6: CDF of Reliability of Composite Web Service

runs of the entire uncertainty propagation method. Therefore, in this example too,

LHS provides a more robust sampling method.

Table 6.1: Variance of Sample Mean

Output Metric Sampling Procedure Variance of Sample Mean
Mean Resp. Time Random 8.35E-05
Mean Resp. Time LHS 3.10E-07
Service Reliability Random 7.79E-07
Service Reliability LHS 1.38E-08

6.2.4 Capacity Oriented Availability of CMTS System

We consider uncertainty propagation through the stochastic reward net (SRN) model

of the cable modem termination system (CMTS) cluster system consisting ofN active

nodes and one standby node, described in [43], as the next example to illustrate the

applicability of Latin Hypercube Sampling based epistemic uncertainty propagation.
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The CMTS provides an interface between the cable network and the Internet for

the traffic of a cable modem based broadband internet access system. It also provide

the quality of service (QoS) as well as billing and subscriber authorization services.

This system comprises of very complex hardware and software components. To

ensure its high availability, hardware redundancy and software resiliency is employed.

Figure 6.7 shows a high availability CMTS cluster. It consists of N primary CMTS

(PCMTS) nodes and one secondary CMTS (SCMTS) node. In this example, we

consider the SCMTS to be a hot standby node for the N primary active nodes. Upon

failure of any PCMTS node, the traffic from the failed PCMTS node is switched over

to the SCMTS node, which now acts as an active node and repair is initiated n the

failed PCMTS node. Upon completion of repair of PCMTS node, it is switched back

in and SCMTS is switched out back. the switch-overs are carried out by hybrid fiber

coaxial (HFC) interface switch (HIS).

The SRN Model of CMTS considers both hardware as well as software failures.

Software failures caused due to Mandelbugs and aging-related bugs [26] are con-

sidered. Hardware failures are assumed to be automatically detected and repaired.

The software failures are assumed to be either automatically detected or manually

detected (with some probability). Detection delays as well as time to repair are con-

sidered for both hardware and software failures. Switchover (and switchover delays)

after failure to the standby node and switch back after repair, are considered in case

of both hardware and software failures. For details on the CMTS system and the

SRN model, the reader is referred to [43]. The model output metric considered for

epistemic uncertainty propagation is capacity oriented availability (COA) which is

computed as a ratio of average number of available primary CMTS nodes to the the

total number of primary CMTS nodes in the cluster. For ease of reference the SRN

model of CMTS cluster system, without rejuvenation, has been reproduced below in

Figure 6.2.4.
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Figure 6.7: CMTS Cluster System Architecture (adapted from [43])

For the uncertainty propagation through the SRN model of CMTS system with-

out rejuvenation, we assume that the uncertainty in parameter values (epistemic

uncertainty) is presented in the form of confidence interval of input parameter values

(and not the epistemic distribution of the parameters) and that we do not have direct

access to the lifetime data or fault injection experiment data for the system. Hence,

the form and parameters of epistemic distribution of each of the input parameters

as random variables (in this example assuming epistemic independence) needs to be

determined first, as explained in Section 5.1.1, based on the point estimate and the

input confidence interval of each parameter.
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The point estimates of parameters of the SRN are taken from [43], while the

half width of the 95% two-sided confidence interval of the rate parameters in the

model are assumed to at most 10% of the point estimate, the lower limit of 95%

upper one-sided confidence interval of the coverage parameter is assumed to be 90%

of the point estimate. In order to determine the form and parameters of epistemic

distributions of each of the model input parameters as random variables, the number

of observations that would have been used to compute the point estimate and the

confidence interval of input parameters, are computed to range from 46 to 165. Using

the number of observations thus computed, the parameters of the Erlang epistemic

density function of each rate parameter is derived as shown in Equation 3.4 and the

parameters of beta epistemic density function of the coverage parameter is derived

as shown in Equation 2.14.

Once the form and parameters of epistemic density functions are determined,

latin hypercube sampling (LHS) is employed and samples are drawn from the epis-

temic distributions of each of the input parameters as random variables. The number

of samples needed from the distribution of each input parameter is determined to

be N = 165, largest of all the number of observations that would have been used

to compute the point and interval estimates of the input parameters of the aleatory

model. To implement the LHS procedure, we use Mathematica’s built-in functions

RandomReal, Quantile and RandomSample. At each of the N = 165 set of sampled

values of the parameters, the SRN model is solved using the software package SPNP

[32], to obtain N values for the model output (capacity oriented availability). Em-

pirical cumulative distribution function (CDF) [86] of the model output measure, is

constructed out of the set of N output values thus obtained. Confidence intervals of

the model output, due to the epistemic uncertainties in the model input parameters,

are computed by choosing the appropriate percentiles from the CDF (for example,

values of the model output corresponding to 2.5th and 97.5th percentile, provide the
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limits of the 95% two sided confidence interval of the model output). Figure 6.9

shows the empirical CDF of the capacity oriented availability of the CMTS cluster

system, constructed from the N = 165 values of model output. With the assumed

Figure 6.9: CDF of COA of the CMTS Cluster System without Rejuvenation

confidence intervals of the model input parameter values, the expected value of the

COA is calculated to be 0.9990776 and the variance is 0.2E−06. Using the appropri-

ate percentiles from the empirical CDF in Figure 6.9, the 95% two-sided confidence

interval is computed to be (0.9979764, 0.9997159).

6.2.5 Fixed-Point Iterative Model of a Communication Network

As yet another example to illustrate the versatility of LHS based epistemic uncer-

tainty propagation, we consider the performance model of a single cell in a cellular

wireless communication network, discussed in [27]. The model is solved using a fixed

point iteration method. Poisson arrival at a rate λ1 of new calls and at a rate λ2 for

the handoff calls into the cell is assumed. An ongoing call in the cell (new or handoff)

is assumed to complete at rate µ1 (and have an exponential call time) and a call is

assumed to move to another cell at rate µ2. Each cell has N channels. A handoff

call is accepted if there any idle channels in the cell. However, a new call is accepted
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only if there are more than g + 1 channels idle, otherwise the new call is blocked.

g is said to be the number of guard channels. To not exclude new calls completely

g ≤ N . The CTMC model of this wireless communication cell was presented in [27]

and is reproduced below for ease of reference. The arrival and departure rates in the

above CTMC, are state-dependent. The state of system is denoted by n, the number

of busy channels. The state dependent rates are given by:

Λ(n) =

{
λ n = 0, 1, . . . , N − g − 1
λ2 n = N − g, . . . , N − 1; g > 0

(6.4)

and M(n) = nµ, n = 1, . . . , N , where µ = µ1 + µ2.

New calls originating in the cell when more than N − g − 1 channels are busy,

are blocked. Therefore, the blocking probability of new calls, Pb is the sum of prob-

abilities of being in states (N − g) through N . Calls handed-off from other cells are

dropped only if all the N channels are busy. Therefore, the dropping probability of

hand-off calls, Pd is the probability of being in state (N).

Since the number of channels N is usually large and the expression for Pd and Pb

involves factorials and exponents, computing their values presents computational dif-

ficulties. Recursive formulas shown in Equations 6.5 through 6.7 have been presented

in [27] to compute these probabilities.

EB(A, k) =
A
k
EB(A, k − 1)

1 + A
k
EB(A, k − 1)

, k = 1, 2, . . . , N. (6.5)

with EB(A, 0) = 1.0. EB(A, k) is the loss probability with traffic intensity A = λ/µ

and total k channels (This is a recursive version of the Erlang-B loss formula).

The dropping probability of handoff calls, Pd(N, g) in a cell with total N channels

and g guard channels is computed recursively as:

Pd(N1 + k, k) =
Pd(N1 + (k − 1), k − 1)

N
αA

+ Pd(N1 + (k − 1), k − 1)
, k = 1, 2, . . . , g. (6.6)
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with Pd(N1, 0) = EB(A,N1). Where N1 = N − g and α = (λ2µ)/(λ(µ1 + µ2)).

The new call blocking probability Pb(N, g) in a cell with total N channels and g

guard channels is computed recursively as:

Pb(N1+k, k) =
N
αA

Pb(N1 + (k − 1), k − 1) + Pd(N1 + (k − 1), k − 1)
N
αA

+ Pd(N1 + (k − 1), k − 1)
, k = 1, 2, . . . , g.

(6.7)

with Pb(N1, 0) = EB(A,N1).

In Equations 6.5 through 6.7, the handoff call arrival rate λ2 has been assumed

to be given. But in real-life the value of λ2 needs to be estimated. In [27], existence

of fixed point has been demonstrated and a fixed point equation for λ2 is derived as:

x =
µ2λ1(1− Pb(x))

µ− µ2(1− Pd(x))
(6.8)

where, Pb(x) and Pd(x) are call blocking and dropping probabilities, respectively, as

a function of handoff call arrival rate x. The initial assumption is x = µ2λ1/µ1.

Uncertainty Propagation through Fixed Point Iteration Model

The point estimates of the parameters in the Equations 6.5 through 6.8 were obtained

from [27]. The total number of channels N is assumed to be 100 and number of guard

channels g is assumed to be 3. The point estimate of new call arrival rate λ1 is taken

to be 40 per unit time and the completion rates of both handoff and new calls is

assumed to be µ1 = µ2 = 0.5, per unit time. The epistemic uncertainty is assumed

to be presented in the form of confidence intervals of each of the input parameters.

The half-width of 95% two-sided confidence interval of the parameters is assumed to

be at most 10% of the point estimate.

Since all the parameters in the fixed point iterative model are rate parameters of

exponential distribution, the epistemic density function of each of the aleatory model

input parameter is Erlang, as shown in 3.4. The number of samples to be drawn from
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each epistemic distribution is computed to be n = 269, the largest of all the number

of observations that would have been used to compute the point estimates of the

aleatory model input parameters.

The uncertainty propagation wrapper as well as the recursive and the floating

point iterative equation are implemented in Mathematica. For each of the n = 269

set of input parameters values obtained by LHS sampling, first Equations 6.5 through

6.7 are solved recursively and then Equation 6.8 is solved for each value of λ2 (starting

at the initial assumption of value for λ2,), until convergence in value of λ2, between

two successive solutions of Equation 6.8, is reached.

An empirical CDF is constructed out of the n = 269 values of λ2 thus obtained.

Figure 6.10 shows the empirical CDF of the handoff call arrival rate. The 95% two-

sided confidence interval of the handoff call arrival rate λ2, due to the epistemic

uncertainty in the input parameters of the fixed point iteration model is obtained as

(32.56, 45.77).

Figure 6.10: CDF of handoff call arrival rate
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7

Correlated Parameters

In the uncertainty propagation method presented in Chapters 3 through 6, the model

input parameters are considered to be independent random variables. This assump-

tion of epistemic independence simplifies the epistemic uncertainty propagation as it

allows for using the product of marginal densities in place of the joint epistemic den-

sity of all the aleatory model input parameters as random variables. This simplifies

sampling of parameter values in the sampling based method as well as the uncon-

ditioning integrations (Equation 3.1 through 3.3) in the closed-form and analytic-

numerical uncertainty propagation methods described in Chapters 3 and 4, respec-

tively.

However, in real life, there may be dependencies in the aleatory model input

parameter values as random variables, originating from the fact that the parameter

values may be obtained from a common data or information source. Correlations pro-

vide a way to measure dependence between random variables. Ignoring correlations

between parameters can lead to errors and biases in the output metrics, depend-

ing on the degree of correlation [81, 12]. It has been argued that the dependency

between model parameter values arising out of commonality in data or information
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sources can be more intuitively captured by rank correlations rather than direct cor-

relation between parameter values [28, 35, 29]. Therefore, in this chapter, we relax

the assumption of epistemic independence by considering rank correlation between

the aleatory model input parameters as random variables.

It should be noted that if the correlation is not very strong or if the model output

is not very sensitive to the correlated parameters, the distribution of model output

may not be affected in a significant way1 [81, 12].

7.1 Rank Correlation Among Input Parameters

We employ a widely used and distribution free method of imposing rank correlation

between parameter values sampled from the marginal epistemic distributions of de-

pendent parameters as random variables, proposed by Iman and Conover [35, 29].

Being distribution free, this method can be applied to any epistemic distribution. It

does not require determining and sampling from joint distributions but imposes rank

correlations on values already sampled from marginal distributions. It also preserves

any stratification introduced by the sampling method (thus retains properties of LHS

sampling).

Introducing Correlation between Parameters

Using the Iman-Conover (IC) method to introduce correlations between values of

model input parameters as random variables, sampled from their marginal epistemic

distributions, can easily be incorporated into the sampling based method epistemic

uncertainty propagation method, explained in Chapters 5 and 6. The steps for

uncertainty propagation explained in Sections 5.1.1 through 5.1.5, with an exception

to generation of the sets of model input parameters discussed in Section 5.1.3, stay

the same. Once the marginal epistemic distributions (type and parameters) of each of

1 Adapted from [54]
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the k aleatory model input parameter as random variable is determined, the number

of samples n, to be drawn from each of these epistemic distribution is computed.

Then latin hypercube sampling (LHS) is performed as explained in Section 6.1 to

generate an n − by − k matrix of sampled parameter values, V shown in Equation

6.1. The next step is to introduce desired correlation among the parameter values

thus sampled. The desired correlation is provided in the form a k− by−k matrix S,

where each element sij is the value of rank correlation between the ith and jth input

parameter as random variable, Θi and Θj, respectively (i, j ∈ 1, 2, . . . , k).

The IC method takes the n−by−k matrix of sampled parameter values, V (matrix

shown in Equation 6.1) and the desired rank correlation matrix S (a k−by−k matrix)

as its input. It is based on the result that the product of an orthogonal matrix, in

which each column has mean of zero and standard deviation of one (matrix with

Van der Waerden scores [35] used here), with the upper triangular matrix of desired

correlation matrix (obtained by Cholesky decomposition), results in a matrix with

ordering of elements in a column to be same as what would give the desired rank

correlation matrix. Simply rearranging the sampled values (obtained by LHS) from

each epistemic distribution, in the same order as this new matrix, ensures that the

input parameters have the desired rank correlation. The steps in introduction of

correlation are :

1. Perform Cholesky decomposition of the desired correlation matrix S to ob-

tain an upper triangular matrix C, such that. S = CTC, where, CT is the

transpose of C.

2. Generate an n− by − k matrix, M , such that its elements are values of inde-

pendent variables and each column has mean zero and standard deviation of

one. This is accomplished by using random rearrangements of Van Waerden

scores (quantiles of standard normal distribution), as elements of each column
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of this matrix.

3. Generate a matrix N , where N = MC. It can be shown that this matrix

will have the same rank correlation between its columns, as specified between

parameters, in the desired rank correlation matrix S [51].

4. Simply re-arrange the elements of each column in the matrix V in the same

rank order as the elements in the corresponding column of matrix N . This

re-arrangement imposes the desired rank correlation between parameters, as

specified in S.

Rank correlation between any number of input parameters can be considered by

this method, as long as the correlation matrix S reflects the various correlations.

Ignoring correlations between parameters can lead to errors and biases in the out-

put metrics, depending on the degree of correlation and the parameters which are

correlated. If the correlation is not very strong or if the model output is not very

sensitive to the correlated parameters, the distribution of model output may not be

affected in a significant way [81, 12].

For an n−by−k matrixA where the jth column contains n sample elements from a

random variable Xj (j = 1, 2, . . . , k), the covariance matrix of the random variables

Xj (j = 1, 2, . . . , k) is given by BTB. The matrix B is the matrix obtained by

subtracting the mean of n elements in column j from each element in the jth column

of matrix A.

In the matrixM above, since each column has a zero mean, the covariance matrix

is given by MTM . As the matrix M has uncorrelated columns, the covariance

matrix of M is given by MTM = I, where I is a k − by − k identity matrix.

This covariance matrix is also the correlation matrix because standard deviation

of each columns of M is one. Based on this reasoning, the following equations

illustrate the workings of Iman-Conover method of imposing rank correlation between
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parameter values sampled from marginal epistemic distributions of aleatory model

input parameters as random variables.

N = MC

Correlation(N) = NTN

= (MC)T (MC)

= CTMTMC

= CT IC

= CTC = S (7.1)

Since the columns of matrix N are linear combinations of the columns of M

(which have zero mean by assumption), the columns of N too have zero mean.

The jth column in matrixM has elementsmij (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) such that
∑n

i=1mij =

0 and
∑n

i=1mij
2 = 1. In the IC method, the ith element of the first column is gen-

erated by taking the i/(n+ 1)th quantile from standard normal distribution (known

as Van der Waerden scores). The rest of the columns are obtained by performing

random permutations of the first column [51]. In case the correlation matrix for M

does not result in an identity matrix, a correction is applied by setting N = MEC.

If MTM = T (and not I), T = DTD and E = D−1.

In the rest of this chapter, we illustrate this method of introducing rank correla-

tion between sampled values of input parameters of the aleatory model, obtained by

LHS method, with the help of dependability or performance models of real systems.

7.2 Illustrative Examples

In this section, we illustrate the applicability of epistemic uncertainty propagation

through dependability models, when the aleatory model input parameters as random
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variables are dependent, using Iman-Conover method of imposing rank correlation

between input parameter values sampled from their marginal epistemic distributions.

The examples considered are availability model of IBM SIP SLEE server cluster

system and reliability model of a composite web service. While the availability

model of IBM SIP SLEE server cluster system is a large hierarchical model with 63

input parameters, the reliability model of composite web service is a much simpler

CTMC model. We do not manipulate the aleatory model or its output and use the

uncertainty propagation wrapper around the pre-existing model solution method.

For the IBM SIP server cluster system example, the uncertainty propagation wrapper

is implemented in Mathematica while the hierarchical model is solved in SHARPE.

For the composite web service example, both the wrapper as well as the model are

implemented in Mathematica [87, 2].

7.2.1 Availability Model of IBM SIP Server Cluster System

As an example to illustrate the method for epistemic uncertainty propagation by

LHS sampling based method, in presence of dependence between model input pa-

rameters as random variables, we use the availability of IBM SIP SLEE server cluster,

discussed in [85].

Uncertainty propagation through the hierarchical aleatory model of IBM SIP

SLEE server cluster, by the random sampling method and LHS, have already been

presented in Sections 5.2.2 and 6.2.1, assuming the model input parameters as ran-

dom variable to be independent (uncorrelated). In this section we relax the assump-

tion of epistemic independence by considering two of the model input parameters to

be highly correlated.

The point estimates of the model parameters were obtained from Tables 3 and 4

in [85]. As a measure of the epistemic uncertainty in the model parameter values, we

use 95% two-sided confidence intervals for the rate parameters of the model and 95%
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upper one-sided confidence interval for the coverage parameters. We choose such

values for the limits of the 95% two-sided confidence interval for the input parameter

values, so as to get ratio between point estimate and width of confidence interval to

be the same as the ratio between the point estimate and the width of the bounds

of parameter values as in [82]. The half width of 95% two-sided confidence interval

for parameters for which the bounds have not been specified in [82] are assumed

to be at most 10% of the point estimate. For the coverage parameters, the lower

limit of upper one-sided confidence interval is chosen to be at least 90% of the point

estimate. Since the steps of determining the epistemic uncertainty and the number

of samples n from each epistemic distribution are the same as in Section 5.2.2, we

skip the details of these two steps here.

The number of samples needed from the epistemic distribution of each of the

63 input parameters is determined to be n = 269, largest of all the number of

observations of the input parameters. We follow the Latin Hypercube Sampling

procedure as explained in Section 6.1.

Implementing the IC Method

While the method explained in Section 7.1 allows considering correlation among

any number of input parameters, we consider the failure rates of application server

processes and the operating system on the node to be highly correlated (as these were

the parameters where epistemic dependence seemed likely, based on the thinking

that often times, it maybe difficult to accurately differentiate between failures due to

application server and failures due to the operating system), with a rank correlation

of 0.7.

We first perform the LHS procedure to obtain samples from each of the 63

marginal epistemic distributions (Erlang distribution for the failure and repair rate

parameters and beta distribution for the coverage parameters of the hierarchical
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aleatory model). To implement the LHS procedure, we first divide the probability

space into n = 269 intervals and then use Mathematica’s built-in functions Random-

Real and Quantile to generate the random deviates from different intervals in the

distribution. We then use the function RandomSample to obtain random pairing

without replacement, between samples from different epistemic distributions.

The n−by−k (n = 269 and k = 63) matrix of sampled parameter values (the ma-

trix V ) and the desired rank correlation matrix S, serves as the starting point for the

Iman-Conover method. To implement the Iman-Conover method [35] as explained in

Section 7.1, in our uncertainty propagation wrapper, we make use of Mathematica’s

matrix manipulations functions and the function CholeskyDecomposition to get the

upper triangular matrix of the correlation matrix. The rearrangement of the sampled

parameter values matrix V to have the same rank order as the reference matrix N ,

is carried out as follows:

The Mathematica function Ordering is used on each column j (j = 1, 2, . . . , k) of

the reference matrix N to obtain the position of successive elements in the column,

from smallest to largest. The corresponding column j, in the matrix V is first sorted

using the function Sort and then its elements are rearranged in positions obtained as

a result of using Ordering on the jth column of N . The new matrix W obtained as a

result of re-arranging each of the columns in V has the same correlation as provided

in the desired rank correlation matrix S.

At each of the n = 269 sets of values of the parameters, the hierarchical aleatory

model is solved using SHARPE [87]. Figure 7.1 shows the difference in the shapes

of empirical CDF of availability of the IBM SIP server system for the two cases

: independent parameter values and correlated parameters. While the 95% two-

sided confidence interval of availability in case of all independent parameters was

(0.99999509, 0.99999649), the confidence interval when two of the parameters are

correlated is obtained from Figure 7.1 to be (0.99994055, 0.99997671).
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Next we compare the time taken to perform the uncertainty propagation through

the hierarchical model, assuming epistemic dependence (correlated parameters) to

the case of epistemic independence (no correlation between model input parameter

values). The time taken was determined using AbsoluteTiming function of Math-

ematica, which provides the real (wall clock) time taken, ignoring any printing or

formatting of the outputs. The time taken in the case of uncertainty propagation

assuming independent parameters (no correlation) was found to be 118.14 seconds,

while it was found to be 122.72 seconds for the case of 2−correlated parameters. The

extra time taken in case of correlated parameters can be attributed to the additional

steps in inducing the desired correlation between two of the aleatory model input

parameters as random variables (perform Cholesky’s decomposition on the rank cor-

relation matrix S to obtain the upper triangular matrix C; the product N = MC;

rearrangement of elements in rows of V ). Since only two parameters are considered

to be correlated in our case, the rank correlation matrix S is relatively sparse and

hence performing Cholesky’s decomposition as well as obtaining the product matrix

N are not that time consuming. These steps may get prohibitive if rank correlations

between a large number of parameters need to be considered.

7.2.2 Reliability of a Composite Web Service

As a second example to illustrate the applicability of epistemic uncertainty propaga-

tion in presence of epistemic dependence between the aleatory model input param-

eters as random variables, by the Iman-Conover method, we perform uncertainty

propagation through the service reliability of a composite web service called Travel-

Agent, which was discussed in [75].

The web service Travel-Agent, interacts with different services to make airlines

and hotel reservations for customers. Each of the individual interactions (web ser-

vices) may have complex interactions within themselves and have their own mean
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Figure 7.1: CDF of SIP server cluster availability

response time and reliability. When invoked, it first invokes services from two dif-

ferent airlines, in parallel. Upon getting the response from both, it chooses one of

them, based on some requirements. If only one of them responds, it chooses the only

response. Then it makes airlines reservation and hotel reservation and notifies the

user. Each of these operations may fail and can be retried/restarted. The entire pro-

cess is considered successful only if a successful airline and hotel reservation is made

and a reply is sent back to the user. The look up for vacancy in airlines happens

concurrently on both airlines.

A CTMC model is formulated to study the overall reliability and response time

of the entire composite web service in [75]. The reliability of each of the individual

services is computed as the ratio of number of successful executions of the service

to the total number of executions of the service attempted and is assumed to fol-

low a Bernoulli distribution. The CTMC considers concurrent execution of the two
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airlines services, failure of any of the services and restarts/retries of services to at-

tempt recovery from failure of a service. It also considers overhead of time spent in

restarts (assuming this overhead time to follow an exponential distribution) as well

as imperfect coverage of restarts of services.

Propagation of epistemic uncertainty propagation through service reliability and

performance model of the composite web service, by random sampling and LHS

method have been discussed in Sections 5.2.4 and 6.2.3, respectively (and by closed-

form analytical as well as analytic-numerical method in Sections 3.8 and 4.1, re-

spectively). While all the analysis so far considered the model input parameters

as random variables to be independent of each other, in many cases, there may be

dependency between parameter values, arising out of common data or information

sources. In this section we consider uncertainty propagation through the reliability

model of the composite web service when two of its parameters are correlated. Since

most of the steps (except the sampling step) are the same as shown in sampling based

uncertainty propagation in Sections 5.2.4 and 6.2.3, we will only briefly go over them

here.

The closed-form expression for overall reliability of the composite web service,

Rsys, upon considering perfect coverages for airline reservation (not airline selection)

and hotel reservation and perfect reliability for customer reply and service initializa-

tion (parameter values as considered for the reliability computation in [75]), reduces

to:

Rsys = Ra1 +Ra2 −Ra1.Ra2 (7.2)

The epistemic density function for Ra1 and Ra2 are determined to be beta distribution

with parameters 99 and 26.

As explained in Section 5.2.4, the number of samples to be drawn from each of

the epistemic distributions, is computed as the largest of the number of observations
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that would have been used to compute the point and interval estimates. The number

of observations computed for the parameters used in overall reliability computation

range from 67 to 123 and hence the number of samples to be drawn from the epistemic

distribution of each input parameter is determined to be n = 123, for this example.

While all the analysis so far considered parameters to be independent of each

other, in many cases, there may be dependency between parameter values, arising

out of common data or information sources, which need to be considered. We employ

the Iman-Conover method for imposing rank correlation between parameter values

already sampled from the marginal distributions of the parameters by LHS method.

While rest of the steps in uncertainty propagation stay the same, considering corre-

lation between parameters adds an extra step in the sample generation phase, where

Iman-Conover method is applied to the samples already obtained from the marginal

epistemic distributions, by the LHS method, as explained in Section 7.1. For the pur-

pose of illustration, we consider a rank correlation of 0.7 between Ra1 and Ra2, the

reliabilities of the two airlines selection processes. The empirical CDF of overall reli-

ability of the composite web service considering independent parameters, as well as

correlated parameters, has been shown in Figure 7.2. The 95% two-sided confidence

interval of reliability of composed web service, considering correlated parameters is

computed to be (0.92217, 0.97759), while the confidence interval for reliability, com-

puted assuming independent parameters, is (0.92739, 0.97678).

Using AbsoluteTiming function of Mathematica, the time taken to perform epis-

temic uncertainty propagation when considering independent parameters (no corre-

lation) was found to be 0.484 seconds, while it was found to be 1.81 seconds for the

case of 2−correlated parameters.
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Figure 7.2: CDF of Reliability considering independent and correlated parameters
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8

Aleatory Model with Simulative Solution

Epistemic uncertainty propagation discussed in Chapters 3 through 7 considers epis-

temic uncertainty propagation through analytic aleatory models with either analytic

or analytic-numerical solutions. In this chapter, we discuss epistemic uncertainty

propagation when the aleatory model has a simulative solution.

While the uncertainty propagation methods discussed so far in this dissertation

were non-intrusive, uncertainty propagation through aleatory models with simulative

solution can be performed both in intrusive and non-intrusive way. Unlike aleatory

models with analytic solution, where non-intrusive methods are difficult to implement

and can be applied only to a limited range of aleatory models, intrusive uncertainty

propagation through aleatory models with simulative solutions, can be performed

with an effort comparable to that needed for non-intrusive uncertainty propagation.

Sampling based epistemic uncertainty propagation through analytic aleatory mod-

els as discussed in Chapters 5 through 7 can be applied for propagation of epistemic

uncertainty through simulation models in a similar fashion. The sampling based

uncertainty propagation method will act as a wrapper to an existing model and its

solution technique, except that a simulation will be invoked instead of analytic model
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solution. One significant consideration when applying sampling based uncertainty

propagation to simulation aleatory models is that while each solution of the analytic

aleatory model at a particular set of parameter values sampled from their epistemic

distributions, yields one value of the output, each execution of the simulation model

will yield a distribution (or confidence interval) of the output metric, due to the

finite number of samples from aleatory distributions. Different invocations of the

simulation model will give different distributions. Thus there will be two levels of

distributions or confidence intervals to be understood, to quantify the uncertainty in

the output in case of simulation aleatory models.

Intrusive epistemic uncertainty propagation through a simulative aleatory model

can be performed as: during the execution of the simulation model, for each sample

to be drawn from the aleatory distribution, the parameter of the aleatory distribu-

tion is first obtained by drawing a sample from the epistemic distribution of the

parameter. Thus each realization from the aleatory distribution accounts for both

the aleatory as well as epistemic uncertainty. The single distribution of model out-

put thus obtained upon performing the simulation incorporates both the epistemic

as well as the aleatory uncertainty [57].

Non-intrusive uncertainty propagation through simulation models is a second or-

der or two-phase simulation. In the first phase, just like sampling based uncertainty

propagation through analytic aleatory models explained in Chapters 5 through 7,

samples are drawn from the epistemic distributions of each input parameter of the

aleatory (simulation) model. In the second-phase, at the set of sampled input param-

eter values, the simulation model is executed to obtain a distribution of the model

output. n invocations of the simulation model will yield n such distributions which

need to be interpreted to understand the contributions from aleatory and epistemic

uncertainties.

The single distribution of model output resulting from intrusive propagation of
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epistemic uncertainty through simulation aleatory models is difficult to interpret as

separating out the contributions from epistemic uncertainty versus aleatory uncer-

tainty from a single distribution is not easy (this information is lost). Mixing both

uncertainties in a single distribution makes it difficult to understand if the source

of uncertainty in the model output is due to the epistemic uncertainty in the model

input parameters or the aleatory uncertainty in the model.

As explained above, non-intrusive (two-phase simulation) uncertainty propaga-

tion separates out the aleatory and epistemic uncertainty in the model output. Each

invocation of the simulation model, at a set of model input parameter values (sam-

pled from their respective epistemic distributions) provides a distribution of model

output, accounting for the aleatory uncertainty at that set of input parameter val-

ues. n such curves obtained, one for each set of input parameter values sampled from

their epistemic distributions, account for the epistemic uncertainty. Separating out

the uncertainties helps identify how much of the total uncertainty in the model out-

put comes from aleatory uncertainty, as compared to epistemic uncertainty. This in

turn, allows identifying steps which could reduce the total uncertainty in the model

output. If a large part of the total uncertainty were due to epistemic uncertainty then

the uncertainty in the model output can be reduced if more information about the

input parameters can be obtained (e.g. more samples from the lifetime experiments)

to reduce the epistemic uncertainty. However, if a large part of total uncertainty is

due to the aleatory uncertainty, the simulation model may need to be executed for

a longer duration and/or the system itself may need changes [66, 57, 91],

An important consideration with the non-intrusive (two-phase simulation) ap-

proach is how to summarize and report the overall uncertainty in the model output

but at the same time correctly identify the source (epistemic uncertainty or aleatory

uncertainty) of total uncertainty.

Interpretation of the results of non-intrusive epistemic uncertainty propagation
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through simulation aleatory model (two-phase simulation) has been carried out in a

few different ways:

• For each of the n executions of the simulation model, obtain n curves of the

distribution of the model output. Each curve summarizes the aleatory distri-

bution at the set of model input parameters used. Depending on the spread

of the curves, determine if the major contribution to the total uncertainty is

coming from epistemic or aleatory uncertainty [66, 57, 91].

• For each of the n distributions obtained, compute the variance of model output.

Assuming each invocation of the simulation model provides m values of the

model output, there will be n such variances (each computed over m model

output values). Also compute the variance of n×m values of the model output

over the course of n invocations of the simulation model (one variance computed

over n×m values). If the variance computed over n×m values is significantly

larger than the individual n variances, the uncertainty in the model output can

be attributed mainly to the epistemic uncertainty and vice versa [57].

• From each of the n distributions of the model output obtained by the two-phase

simulation, a desired percentile point is observed. The range of values of model

output at that percentile, provide the uncertainty interval, an indicator of the

contribution of epistemic uncertainty to the total uncertainty in the model

output, at that percentile point [73].

• Based on interval arithmetic, the confidence interval of the model output to

summarize the total uncertainty in model output can be computed as : if we

are interested in say 90% 2-sided confidence interval, and x5
i and x95

i be the

value of the model output at 5th and 95th percentile from the ith distribution

respectively, then the lower limit of 90% confidence interval of model output
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summarizing both the epistemic and aleatory uncertainty can be obtained as

min(x5
1, x5

2, . . . , x5
n) and upper limit as max(x95

1, x95
2, . . . , x95

n).

8.1 Non-Intrusive Uncertainty Propagation

Since the sampling based uncertainty propagation method explained in this disser-

tation is a non-intrusive method which acts a wrapper to already existing aleatory

models and their solution techniques, the steps in uncertainty propagation through

analytic aleatory models, discussed in Chapter 5 through 7 can be directly applied to

propagate the epistemic uncertainty through simulation aleatory models. Latin hy-

percube sampling (Chapter 6) as well as introducing rank correlation between model

input parameters to account for epistemic dependence 7 can be performed in case of

simulation aleatory models too.

The key differences here are that in place of solving the analytic model at the

parameter values sampled from the epistemic distributions, a simulation aleatory

model has to be executed and that each invocation of the simulation model provides

a distribution of the model output values, in place of a single value obtained by

solving the analytic aleatory model.

We illustrate uncertainty propagation through a simulation aleatory model, with

the help of a simple simulation model, next.

8.1.1 Illustrative Example

We consider availability model of a two-component system with a shared repair facil-

ity [86], as the example aleatory model to illustrate epistemic uncertainty propagation

through a simulation aleatory model. The continuous time Markov chain (CTMC)

availability model is shown in Figure 8.1. The system is considered to be “UP” or

operational in states “2” and “1” (implying both or one of the components to be

operational), while state “0” is the down state (both components failed).
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Figure 8.1: Availability Model: 2 Component System with Shared Repair

The uncertainty propagation wrapper as well as the simulation model correspond-

ing to Figure 8.1 are implemented in Mathematica [2].

This simple aleatory model has only two input parameters, both of which are

rate parameters of exponential distributions. As derived in Equation 2.14, each

of the parameters has a beta epistemic distribution. The parameter values were

arbitrarily chosen as λ, the failure rate of each component to be 10 per unit time

and µ, the repair rate to be 5 times the failure rate, and hence 50 per unit time.

The epistemic uncertainty in the parameters is assumed to be presented in the form

of their confidence intervals. The half-width of 95% two-sided confidence interval

of input parameters is considered to be 10% of the point estimate. The number of

samples n, to be drawn from each of the epistemic distributions is determined to

269. However, for clarity of illustration, we limit the number of samples from each
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Figure 8.2: CDF: Availability of 2 Component System with Shared Repair

epistemic distribution (samples are obtained by LHS method as explained in Section

6.1) and hence the number of invocations of the simulation model to n = 50.

Each of the invocations of the simulation model, provides a distribution of system

availability, constructed out of m = 40 values of the model output. Each of the m

values are obtained by running the simulation model 100 times longer than the

slowest transition. Thus, there are n = 50 distributions, each with m = 40 values of

the simulation model output. The distributions thus obtained are shown in Figure

8.2.

As it can be seen in Figure 8.2, the n = 50 curves are spread over a wide range

of values of availability, indicating that there is a significant contribution of epis-

temic uncertainty in the input parameters of the aleatory model, towards the total

uncertainty in the model output.

Comparing the width of 90% two-sided confidence interval of system availability,
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obtained from each of the n = 50 distributions individually (using the value of

availability at 5th and 95th percentile points of that distribution), to the confidence

interval obtained by using the minimum value of availability at 5th percentile point

across all the n distributions and maximum value of availability at 95th percentile

point across all the n distributions, it can be seen that the epistemic uncertainty is

a significant contributor to the total uncertainty of the model output. The width of

90% two-sided confidence intervals thus obtained from individual distributions range

from 0.02939 to 0.07211, while the width of the 90% two-sided confidence interval

obtained across all the distributions (by using the extreme values at 5th and 95th

percentile points), is found to be 0.1134.

The uncertainty interval at 5th percentile point, which is the range of values of

availability seen at the 5th percentile across the n = 50 distributions, is found to be

(0.8723, 0.9531). Similarly, the uncertainty interval at 95th percentile point (range

of values of availability seen at the 95th percentile across the n = 50 distributions),

is obtained as (0.9382, 0.9857).

8.2 Intrusive Uncertainty Propagation

The non-intrusive uncertainty propagation performs repeated (n) executions of the

simulation, each with a set of input parameter values, obtained by the sampling

procedure (LHS in our case). Within each execution of the simulation in the non-

intrusive method, all the samples drawn from an aleatory distribution, use the same

parameter value of the aleatory distribution. In the intrusive uncertainty propagation

method, for each sample to be drawn from the aleatory distribution, the parameter

of the aleatory distribution is first obtained by drawing a sample from the epistemic

distribution of the parameter. Thus each realization from the aleatory distribution

accounts for both the aleatory as well as epistemic uncertainty. A single distribution

of model output is obtained (as a result of the intrusive uncertainty propagation)
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Figure 8.3: CDF of Availability by Intrusive Method

which incorporates both the epistemic and aleatory uncertainty in the model output.

We implement intrusive uncertainty propagation through the aleatory model with

simulative solution, discussed in Section 8.1.1. While in the non-intrusive approach,

n = 50 distributions, each with m = 40 values of model output were obtained,

in the non-intrusive method, we obtain a single distribution with p = 2000 values

of the model output. Each of the p values are obtained by running the simulation

model 100 times longer than the slowest transition. Figure 8.3 provides the empirical

distribution function of availability of a 2−component system with shared repair,

obtained by intrusive propagation of epistemic uncertainties in the input parameters

of the availability model.

Using the 5th and 97th percentile from empirical CDF in Figure 8.3, the 90%

2−sided confidence interval of steady state availability of a 2−component system with

a shared repair facility, accounting for both the aleatory and epistemic uncertainties,
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is computed as (0.79611, 0.99543).
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9

Conclusion and Future Work

Stochastic models are often used to analyze dependability and performance of critical

systems. These models are solved at fixed input parameter values to obtain the values

of measures of interest. However, the model input parameters have uncertainty

associated with them (known as epistemic uncertainty), as they are either derived

from a finite sample size or are based on expert opinions. Solving these stochastic

models at fixed parameter values, overlooks the uncertainty in the values of model

output measures due to the uncertainty in the model input parameter values.

In this dissertation, computation of uncertainty in output metrics of stochastic

models due to epistemic uncertainty in model input parameters was addressed, with

a focus on dependability and performance models of current computer and commu-

nication systems.

An approach for propagation of parametric epistemic uncertainty through differ-

ent types of stochastic aleatory models with varying complexity of models and their

outputs, was presented. Uncertainty propagation was carried through a wide range

of model types (ranging from simple models with closed-form expression of model

output to large complex hierarchical models where only analytic-numeric solution
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is possible and even aleatory models with simulative solution), with different model

output metrics. For simple aleatory models (with closed form expression of model

output) the expressions for expectation, variance and distribution of model output

metric due to the epistemic uncertainties, were derived and analyzed to understand

their limiting behavior.

We make the following contributions in this dissertation:

• We developed an approach for epistemic uncertainty propagation through stochas-

tic (or aleatory) models and applied it to a wide range of dependability and

performance models for computer systems. These models range from simple

non-state-space models with a few input parameters to large state space mod-

els or even hierarchical models with more than fifty input parameters to an

aleatory model with simulative solution. A number of model output metrics

were considered, including: reliability and availability of computer systems, re-

sponse time of a web service, capacity oriented availability of a communication

system, security (probability of successful attack) of a network routing session,

expected number of jobs in a queueing system with breakdown and repair of

servers and call handoff probability of a cellular wireless communication cell.

• We derived and analyzed exact closed-form expressions for distribution, expec-

tation and variance of the model output of analytic aleatory models where the

model output can be obtained as simple closed form expression of model input

parameters. The results thus derived were analyzed to gain insight into the

uncertainty in model output, due to the epistemic uncertainty in model input

parameters and study the limiting behavior of metrics of uncertainty in model

output. Expressions for distribution, expectation and variance of the model

output were derived for reliability models of several simple non-repairable sys-

tems and also for availability of simple systems.
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• A numerical integration based approach was applied for epistemic uncertainty

propagation through analytic aleatory models with slightly more complex closed-

form expression for model output.

• For uncertainty propagation through large and complex aleatory models, a sam-

pling based non-intrusive approach was presented. This method was demon-

strated to be more widely applicable than existing analytic methods and more

robust (yielding more efficient estimates) than existing sampling based methods

applied to epistemic uncertainty propagation through analytic dependability

models of computer and communication systems. The sampling based method

is also more likely to cover the entire parameter space of model input param-

eters, including hard to reach low probability but high impact regions (rare

events).

• The uncertainty propagation approach presented can be applied when observed

lifetime data of the system and its components is directly available to the mod-

eler, as well as when only processed information about epistemic uncertainty

is available, in the form of confidence intervals or bounds of the input parame-

ters. The form and parameters of the epistemic distributions are not arbitrarily

assumed, but derived based on the aleatory distribution and the provided confi-

dence intervals. The method of obtaining the form and parameters of epistemic

distribution was also presented.

• The sampling based epistemic uncertainty method was successfully applied for

uncertainty propagation through several dependability and performance models

of computer systems, including rather large hierarchical models with a large

number of model input parameters and even a model with simulative solution.

• The sampling based method was extended to relax the assumption of epistemic
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independence (parameters of aleatory models as independent random variables)

to consider correlation in the model input parameter values (epistemic depen-

dence), even without sampling from the joint distribution function of corre-

lated parameters. Uncertainty propagation considering epistemic dependence

between input parameters was also applied to some of the dependability and

performance models considered.

• The entire uncertainty propagation approach was shown to be independent of

model solution tool or technique as it was applied to non-state-space, state-

space, hierarchical, simulation and fixed point aleatory models solved using

SHARPE, SPNP and Mathematica software packages.

As computer systems have become pervasive in an all critical aspects of mod-

ern life, accurately analyzing and predicting their dependability and performance is

increasingly important. We presented the approach for quantifying the uncertainty

in model outputs due to the epistemic uncertainties in their input parameters, in

this dissertation. We believe this topic can be further enriched and developed in the

following ways:

• While we derived the type and parameters of epistemic distributions for pa-

rameters of exponential and Bernoulli aleatory distribution, this work can be

extended by deriving epistemic distributions (type and parameters) for param-

eters of Weibull, log normal, hypo-exponential and other aleatory distributions

commonly seen in dependability and performance models of computer systems.

Deriving epistemic distributions for parameters of these other aleatory distri-

butions will enable the uncertainty propagation approach discussed in this dis-

sertation to be applied to a wider range of aleatory models (e.g. semi-Markov

process and Markov regenerative process models) which in some cases may be

a closer representation of the system behavior being modeled.
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• While we applied the numerical integration based approach and closed-form

analytic approach on several examples, a systematic classification of aleatory

model types based on applicability of analytic closed-form and numerical in-

tegration approaches needs to be performed. Properties of the aleatory model

and/or its output expression limiting the applicability of either of these meth-

ods need to be identified.

• Epistemic independence was considered in the sampling based uncertainty

propagation method. Since the closed-form analytic approach provides ex-

act expressions for measures of uncertainty of the model output, exploring

and developing ways of incorporating epistemic dependence in the closed form

epistemic uncertainty propagation approach, will make it even more accurate.

• To incorporate epistemic dependence in the sampling based method, we con-

sider rank correlation between dependent parameters. Ways to consider other

measures of dependence like Pearson’s product moment correlation need to be

explored.

• The computation time in each of these approaches need to be understood.
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Appendix A

Mathematica, SHARPE and SPNP Input Files

A.1 Random Sampling Based Uncertainty Propagation (Chapter 5)

(*Initial Version Implemented by Amita Devaraj.

Modified by Kesari Mishra*)

ClearAll[Evaluate[Context[] <> "*"]];

SetDirectory["C:\\My_Mathematica_Work"];\

maxSampleSize = 100000;

(*Functions *)

(*Mathematica needs (gamma) to calculate for (1-gamma) CL.*)

calculateNumSamplesLowerFailure[pointEstimate_, upperLimit_,

confLevel_] :=

Module[{z, x1, x2, x, r, resultApp, resultExact},

z = Quantile[NormalDistribution[0, 1], (confLevel)];

x = pointEstimate/upperLimit;

x1 = (x*(-1 + z*z) + x*x*(1 + z*z) -

2*Sqrt[(x*x*z*z*(-1 + x + x*z*z))])/(4*(1 - 2*x + x*x));
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x2 = (x*(-1 + z*z) + x*x*(1 + z*z) +

2*Sqrt[(x*x*z*z*(-1 + x + x*z*z))])/(4*(1 - 2*x + x*x));

resultApp = Floor[Max[x1, x2]];

resultExact =

r /. FindRoot[

InverseCDF[ChiSquareDistribution[2 r], confLevel]*x/2 == r, {r,

resultApp/2, resultApp*2}, Method -> Brent];

resultExact = Floor[resultExact];

If [resultExact > maxSampleSize, resultExact = maxSampleSize,];

Return[resultExact]];

calculateNumSamplesUpperFailure[pointEstimate_, lowerLimit_,

confLevel_] :=

Module[{z, x1, x2, x, r, resultApp, resultExact},

z = Quantile[NormalDistribution[0, 1], (confLevel)];

x = pointEstimate/lowerLimit;

x1 = (x*(-1 + z*z) + x*x*(1 + z*z) -

2*Sqrt[(x*x*z*z*(x - 1 + x*z*z))])/(4*(x - 1)*(x - 1));

x2 = (x*(-1 + z*z) + x*x*(1 + z*z) +

2*Sqrt[(x*x*z*z*(x - 1 + x*z*z))])/(4*(x - 1)*(x - 1));

resultApp = Floor[Max[x1, x2]];

resultExact =

r /. FindRoot[

InverseCDF[ChiSquareDistribution[2 r], (1 - confLevel)]*x/2 ==

r, {r, resultApp/2, resultApp*2}, Method -> Brent];

resultExact = Floor[resultExact];
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If [resultExact > maxSampleSize, resultExact = maxSampleSize,];

Return[resultExact]];

calculateNumSamples2sidedFailure[pointEstimate_, halfWidth_,

confLevel_] :=

Module[{rhat, rpre, d1, cl, x1, x2, x3, r1, r2, ans1, ans2,

result},

rhat = 50; rpre = 0; d1 = pointEstimate/4/halfWidth;

cl = confLevel;

While[Abs[rhat - rpre] > 1, rpre = rhat;

x1 = Quantile[ChiSquareDistribution[2*rhat], (1 - cl)];

x2 = Quantile[ChiSquareDistribution[2*rhat], cl];

x3 = d1 (x2 - x1); rhat = Floor[Abs[x3]];

rhat = If [rhat > maxSampleSize, maxSampleSize, rhat];

];

Return[rhat]

];

calculateNumSamplesUpperCoverage[pointEstimate_, lowerLimit_,

confLevel_] :=

Module[{pe = pointEstimate, ll = lowerLimit, z, x1, x2, x3, r,

resultApprox = 1, resultExact = 1},

z = Quantile[NormalDistribution[0, 1], (confLevel)];

If[pe < 0.1, pe = 1 - pe];

x1 = 3*pe - 3*ll + 2*z*z - (pe + ll)*z*z;

x3 = 2*z*

Sqrt[(3*pe - 3*ll - 3*pe*ll + 3*ll*ll +

z*z*(1 - pe - ll + pe*ll))];

x2 = 4*(pe*pe - 2*ll*pe + ll*ll);
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resultApprox = Max[Floor[(x1 - x3)/x2], Floor[(x1 + x3)/x2]];

resultExact =

r /. FindRoot[

InverseCDF[ChiSquareDistribution[2 (r - r*pe + 1)],

confLevel]/(2 (1 - ll)) == r, {r, 1,

resultApprox*2},

Method -> Brent]; resultExact = Floor[resultExact];

resultExact =

If [resultExact > maxSampleSize, maxSampleSize, resultExact];

Return[resultExact]];

calculateNumSamples2SidedOP[var_, hw_] :=

Module[{t, rhat, rpre, gamma = 1 - (1 - .95)/2},

t = InverseCDF[NormalDistribution[0, 1], gamma];

rhat = Floor[(t*Sqrt[var]/hw)^2];

rpre = 0;

While[Abs[rhat - rpre] > 1, rpre = rhat;

t = Quantile[StudentTDistribution[rpre], gamma];

rhat = Floor[(t*Sqrt[var]/hw)^2];

rhat = If [rhat > maxSampleSize, maxSampleSize, rhat];

rhat = If[rhat < 1, 1, rhat];

]; Return[rhat];

];

(*Actual program begins*)

fileName = InputString["Enter the SHARPE Input file name"];

(*Construct string to run sharpe*)

sharpeFileNamestring =
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"sharpe " <> fileName <> " >> finalOutput.out";

(*Remove the outputfile if it exists*)

DeleteFile["finalOutput.out"];

(*Create an empty parametervalues file if it doesnot exist*)

s = OpenWrite["parametervalues"];

Close[s];

(*Record the point estimate of the measures*)

Run[sharpeFileNamestring];

(* To get all the input parameter names, include the all the \

parameters in a separate file using the syntax: bind parameterName \

parameterValue.

This file should be the first included SHARPE file*)

(* From SHARPE code, get the name of the file included, which has the \

param names and values.*)

x = FindList[fileName, "include", 1];

x1 = StringSplit[x];

paramFileName = x1[[1, 2]];

Print ["ParamFileName is ", paramFileName];

(* Now open the file of name just found and read each parameter name \

and values.

Store the # of params in numParameters and Parameter Values in \

array paramValues*)

paramNames =

ReadList[paramFileName, Record,

RecordSeparators -> {{ "bind "}, {" "}}];

numParameters = Length[paramNames];

Print ["Num Params is " , numParameters];
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paramValues = Array[, numParameters];

paramSampleSize = Array[, numParameters];

sNum = OpenRead[paramFileName];

For[i = 1, i < numParameters + 1, i++,

Skip[sNum, {Word, Word}];

paramValues[[i]] = Read[sNum, Number];

(* Print ["Param Values is ", paramValues[[i]]]; *)

];

Close[sNum];

(*get the output parameter names*)

(* Now open the input sharpe file again and the output metrics \

required. They are identified as starting with expr*)

x = FindList[fileName, "expr"];

x1 = StringSplit[x];

(*Print ["Measures are ", x1];*)

numMeasures = Length[x];

(*Print ["Num measures is " , numMeasures]; *)

measureNames = Array[, numMeasures];

measureValues = Array[, numMeasures];

measureSampleSize = Array[, numMeasures];

(*Calculate the number of samples*)

(*From input*)

(*Details file name must be in the form of

ParameterName

0- for coverage,

1-twosided, 2 upper one sided, 3 lower one sided,

confidence level,
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half width or lower or upper limit*)

detailsFileName =

InputString["Enter the filename where the details are stored"];

ipSampleSize = 0; numCParameters = 0; numFParameters = 0;

covParams = Array[, numParameters]; j = 1;

For[i = 1, i < numParameters + 1, i++,

x = Read[detailsFileName, {Word, Number, Number, Number}];

y = x[[4]]; z = x[[3]];

paramSampleSize[[i]] = Switch[x[[2]],

0, calculateNumSamplesUpperCoverage[paramValues[[i]], y, z],

1, calculateNumSamples2sidedFailure[paramValues[[i]], y, z],

2, calculateNumSamplesLowerFailure[paramValues[[i]], y, z],

3, calculateNumSamplesUpperFailure[paramValues[[i]], y, z]

];

(* Identify which parameters are coverage parameters by storing the \

value i, i.e. the parameter number in array, covParams.

Also keep a counter to track how many parameters are coverage \

parameters. *)

If[x[[2]] == 0, numCParameters++; covParams[[j]] = i; j++;

(* Print ["This is a coverage Parameter"]; *)

];

(* Get a running max of number of smaples from input across all \

input params *)

ipSampleSize = Max[ipSampleSize, paramSampleSize[[i]]];

(* Print ["Sample Size for param is ",

paramSampleSize[[i]] ]; *)

];
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(* Number of failure parameters are numFParameters and coverage are \

numCParameters *)

numFParameters = numParameters - numCParameters;

(*Print ["Input Sample Size is " , ipSampleSize];

Print ["Num Failure Params and Coverage Params are ", numFParameters, \

numCParameters]; *)

Close[detailsFileName];

(* Since now we know which params are coverage, Store the coverage \

parameter names, values and num samples in different arrays*)

j = 1; k = 1;

paramCNames = Array[, numCParameters];

paramFNames = Array[, numFParameters];

paramCValues = Array[, numCParameters];

paramFValues = Array[, numFParameters];

paramCSampleSize = Array[, numCParameters];

paramFSampleSize = Array[, numFParameters];

For[i = 1, i < numParameters + 1, i++,

If[covParams[[j]] == i, paramCNames[[j]] = paramNames[[i]];

(* Print["ith parameter is the jth coverage parameter i j ",

i,j]; *)

paramCValues[[j]] = paramValues[[i]];

paramCSampleSize[[j]] = paramSampleSize[[i]];

(* Print ["Sample Size for jth coevrage parameter is ",

paramCSampleSize[[j]]]; *)

j++;,

(*Print ["ith parameter is the kth failure parameter i k ",

i, k]; *)
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paramFNames[[k]] = paramNames[[i]];

paramFValues[[k]] = paramValues[[i]];

paramFSampleSize[[k]] = paramSampleSize[[i]];

(* Print ["Sample Size for kth failure parameter is ",

paramNames[[i]], paramFSampleSize[[k]] ]; *)

k++;

];

];

(* Comment out for now. For now just consider input parameters *)

(* sampleSize = Max[ipSampleSize, opSampleSize, 40]; *)

sampleSize = ipSampleSize;

(* For now *)

Print ["Sample Size is ", sampleSize];

AbsoluteTiming[

For[m = 1, m < sampleSize , m++,

(* write to the parametervalues file*)

paramFileName = OpenWrite["parametervalues"];

For[i = 1, i < numFParameters + 1, i++,

parameterValue =

RandomReal[

GammaDistribution[paramFSampleSize[[i]],

paramFValues[[i]]/paramFSampleSize[[i]]]];

(* Print ["Failure Parameter Value is ",

parameterValue ]; *)

WriteString[paramFileName, "bind " , paramFNames[[i]], " " ,

FortranForm[parameterValue ], "\n"];
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];

For[i = 1, i < numCParameters + 1, i++,

k = Floor[paramCSampleSize[[i]]*paramCValues[[i]]];

parameterValue =

RandomReal[

BetaDistribution[k + 1, paramCSampleSize[[i]] - k + 1]];

(* Print ["Coverage Parameter Value is ",

parameterValue ]; *)

WriteString[paramFileName, "bind " , paramCNames[[i]], " " ,

FortranForm[parameterValue] , "\n"]

];

Close[paramFileName];

Run[sharpeFileNamestring];

];

]

A.2 LHS Based Uncertainty Propagation (Chapter 6)

(* The part determining number of observations,

implemented by Amita Devaraj*)

ClearAll[Evaluate[Context[] <> "*"]];

SetDirectory["C:\\My_Mathematica_Work"];

maxSampleSize = 100000;

calculateNumSamplesLowerFailure[pointEstimate_, upperLimit_,

confLevel_] :=

Module[{z, x1, x2, x, r, resultApp, resultExact},

z = Quantile[NormalDistribution[0, 1], (confLevel)];

x = pointEstimate/upperLimit;
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x1 = (x*(-1 + z*z) + x*x*(1 + z*z) -

2*Sqrt[(x*x*z*z*(-1 + x + x*z*z))])/(4*(1 - 2*x + x*x));

x2 = (x*(-1 + z*z) + x*x*(1 + z*z) +

2*Sqrt[(x*x*z*z*(-1 + x + x*z*z))])/(4*(1 - 2*x + x*x));

resultApp = Floor[Max[x1, x2]];

resultExact =

r /. FindRoot[

InverseCDF[ChiSquareDistribution[2 r], confLevel]*x/2 == r, {r,

resultApp/2, resultApp*2}, Method -> Brent];

resultExact = Floor[resultExact];(*To Do: If[resultExact<

1,];*)

If [resultExact > maxSampleSize, resultExact = maxSampleSize,];

Return[resultExact]];

calculateNumSamplesUpperFailure[pointEstimate_, lowerLimit_,

confLevel_] :=

Module[{z, x1, x2, x, r, resultApp, resultExact},

z = Quantile[NormalDistribution[0, 1], (confLevel)];

x = pointEstimate/lowerLimit;

x1 = (x*(-1 + z*z) + x*x*(1 + z*z) -

2*Sqrt[(x*x*z*z*(x - 1 + x*z*z))])/(4*(x - 1)*(x - 1));

x2 = (x*(-1 + z*z) + x*x*(1 + z*z) +

2*Sqrt[(x*x*z*z*(x - 1 + x*z*z))])/(4*(x - 1)*(x - 1));

resultApp = Floor[Max[x1, x2]];

resultExact =

r /. FindRoot[
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InverseCDF[ChiSquareDistribution[2 r], (1 - confLevel)]*x/2 ==

r, {r, resultApp/2, resultApp*2}, Method -> Brent];

resultExact = Floor[resultExact];(*To Do: If[resultExact<

1,];*)

If [resultExact > maxSampleSize, resultExact = maxSampleSize,];

Return[resultExact]];

calculateNumSamples2sidedFailure[pointEstimate_, halfWidth_,

confLevel_] :=

Module[{rhat, rpre, d1, cl, x1, x2, x3, r1, r2, ans1, ans2,

result},

rhat = 50; rpre = 0; d1 = pointEstimate/4/halfWidth;

cl = confLevel;

While[Abs[rhat - rpre] > 1, rpre = rhat;

x1 = Quantile[ChiSquareDistribution[2*rhat], (1 - cl)];

x2 = Quantile[ChiSquareDistribution[2*rhat], cl];

x3 = d1 (x2 - x1); rhat = Floor[Abs[x3]];

rhat = If [rhat > maxSampleSize, maxSampleSize, rhat];

];

Return[rhat]

];

calculateNumSamplesUpperCoverage[pointEstimate_, lowerLimit_,

confLevel_] :=

Module[{pe = pointEstimate, ll = lowerLimit, z, x1, x2, x3, r,

resultApprox = 1, resultExact = 1},

If[pe < 0.1, pe = 1 - pointEstimate];

z = Quantile[NormalDistribution[0, 1], (confLevel)];

x1 = 3*pe - 3*ll + 2*z*z - (pe + ll)*z*z;
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x3 = 2*z*

Sqrt[(3*pe - 3*ll - 3*pe*ll + 3*ll*ll +

z*z*(1 - pe - ll + pe*ll))];

x2 = 4*(pe*pe - 2*ll*pe + ll*ll);

resultApprox = Max[Floor[(x1 - x3)/x2], Floor[(x1 + x3)/x2]];

resultExact =

r /. FindRoot[

InverseCDF[ChiSquareDistribution[2 (r - r*pe + 1)],

confLevel]/(2 (1 - ll)) == r, {r, 1,

resultApprox*2},

Method -> Brent]; resultExact = Floor[resultExact];

resultExact =

If [resultExact > maxSampleSize, maxSampleSize, resultExact];

Return[resultExact]];

calculateNumSamples2SidedOP[var_, hw_] :=

Module[{t, rhat, rpre, gamma = 1 - (1 - .95)/2},

t = InverseCDF[NormalDistribution[0, 1], gamma];

rhat = Floor[(t*Sqrt[var]/hw)^2];

rpre = 0;

While[Abs[rhat - rpre] > 1, rpre = rhat;

t = Quantile[StudentTDistribution[rpre], gamma];

rhat = Floor[(t*Sqrt[var]/hw)^2];

rhat = If [rhat > maxSampleSize, maxSampleSize, rhat];

rhat = If[rhat < 1, 1, rhat];

]; Return[rhat];

];

(*Actual program begins*)
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fileName = InputString["Enter the SHARPE Input file name"];

(*Construct string to run sharpe*)

sharpeFileNamestring =

"sharpe " <> fileName <> " >> finalOutput.out";

(*Remove the outputfile if it exists*)

DeleteFile["finalOutput.out"];

(*Create an empty parametervalues file if it doesnot exist*)

s = OpenWrite["parametervalues"];

Close[s];

(*Record the point estimate of the measures*)

Run[sharpeFileNamestring];

(* To get all the input parameter names, include the all the \

parameters in a separate file using the syntax: bind parameterName \

parameterValue.

This file should be the first included SHARPE file*)

(* From SHARPE code, get the name of the file included, which has the \

param names and values.*)

x = FindList[fileName, "include", 1];

x1 = StringSplit[x];

paramFileName = x1[[1, 2]];

(*Print ["ParamFileName is ", paramFileName];*)

(* Now open the file of name just found and read each parameter name \

and values.

Store the # of params in numParameters and Parameter Values in \

array paramValues*)

paramNames =
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ReadList[paramFileName, Record,

RecordSeparators -> {{ "bind "}, {" "}}];

numParameters = Length[paramNames];

(*Print ["Num Params is " , numParameters]; *)

paramValues = Array[, numParameters];

paramSampleSize = Array[, numParameters];

sNum = OpenRead[paramFileName];

For[i = 1, i < numParameters + 1, i++,

Skip[sNum, {Word, Word}];

paramValues[[i]] = Read[sNum, Number];

(*Print ["Param Values is ", paramValues[[i]]];*)

];

Close[sNum];

(*get the output parameter names *)

x = FindList[fileName, "expr"];

x1 = StringSplit[x];

numMeasures = Length[x];

measureNames = Array[, numMeasures];

measureValues = Array[, numMeasures];

measureSampleSize = Array[, numMeasures];

For[i = 1, i < numMeasures + 1, i++,

measureNames[[i]] = x1[[i, 2]];

measureNames[[i]] = measureNames[[i]] <> ":";

x = FindList["finalOutput.out", measureNames[[i]], 1];

x2 = StringSplit[x];

measureValues[[i]] = x2[[1, 2]]

(* Print ["Output Measure is ", measureValues[[i]]]; *)
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];

(*Calculate the number of samples*)

(*Details file name must be in the form of

ParameterName

0- for coverage,

1-twosided, 2 upper one sided, 3 lower one sided,

confidence level, half width or lower or upper limit*)

detailsFileName =

InputString["Enter the filename where the details are stored"];

ipSampleSize = 0; numCParameters = 0; numFParameters = 0; covParams =

Array[, numParameters]; j = 1;

For[i = 1, i < numParameters + 1, i++,

x = Read[detailsFileName, {Word, Number, Number, Number}];

y = x[[4]]; z = x[[3]];

paramSampleSize[[i]] = Switch[x[[2]],

0, calculateNumSamplesUpperCoverage[paramValues[[i]], y, z],

1, calculateNumSamples2sidedFailure[paramValues[[i]], y, z],

2, calculateNumSamplesLowerFailure[paramValues[[i]], y, z],

3, calculateNumSamplesUpperFailure[paramValues[[i]], y, z]

];

If[x[[2]] == 0, numCParameters++; covParams[[j]] = i; j++;

];

ipSampleSize = Max[ipSampleSize, paramSampleSize[[i]]];

];

numFParameters = numParameters - numCParameters;

Close[detailsFileName];
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j = 1; k = 1;

paramCNames = Array[, numCParameters];

paramFNames = Array[, numFParameters];

paramCValues = Array[, numCParameters];

paramFValues = Array[, numFParameters];

paramCSampleSize = Array[, numCParameters];

paramFSampleSize = Array[, numFParameters];

(* 0 if coverage, 1 if rate, 2 if uniform, 3 if deterministic *)

paramType = Array[, numParameters];

For[i = 1, i < numParameters + 1, i++,

If[covParams[[j]] == i, paramCNames[[j]] = paramNames[[i]];

paramCValues[[j]] = paramValues[[i]];

paramCSampleSize[[j]] = paramSampleSize[[i]]; j++;

paramType[[i]] = 0;

,

paramFNames[[k]] = paramNames[[i]];

paramFValues[[k]] = paramValues[[i]];

paramFSampleSize[[k]] = paramSampleSize[[i]]; k++;

paramType[[i]] = 1;

];

];

(*Minimum sample size is 40*)

(*sampleSize = Max[ipSampleSize, opSampleSize, 40];*)

sampleSize = Max[ipSampleSize, 40];

For[h = 1, h < numParameters + 1, h++,

Print ["Parameter name and number of samples is ",
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paramNames[[h]], paramSampleSize[[h]] ];

];

(* For now *)

Print ["Sample Size is ", sampleSize];

(*Begin Implementing LHS *)

AbsoluteTiming[

(* # of rows = # of parameters. # of columns = # of samples *)

paramArray2D = Array[, {numParameters, sampleSize}];

tempArrayRand = Array[, sampleSize];

tempArray = Array[, sampleSize];

x = 1/sampleSize;

For[m = 1, m < sampleSize + 1, m++,

(*write to the parametervalues file*)

lowerUni = (m - 1)*x;

upperUni = m*x - 10^-9;

(* Print [" m is ", m]; *)

tempQuant =

RandomReal[UniformDistribution[{lowerUni, upperUni}]];

parameterValue = 0;

For [j = 1, j < numParameters + 1, j++,

If[paramType[[j]] == 1,

parameterValue = Quantile[

GammaDistribution[paramSampleSize[[j]],

paramValues[[j]]/paramSampleSize[[j]]], tempQuant];

paramArray2D[[j]][[m]] = parameterValue;

,
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k = Floor[paramSampleSize[[j]]*paramValues[[j]]];

parameterValue = Quantile[BetaDistribution[k + 1,

paramSampleSize[[j]] - k + 1], tempQuant];

paramArray2D[[j]][[m]] = parameterValue;

(* Print["Param is a coverage param and values is ",

paramNames[[j]], paramValues[[j]]]; *)

];

];

];

(* Random pairing Without Replacement *)

For[i = 1, i < numParameters + 1, i++,

tempArray = paramArray2D[[i]];

tempArrayRand = RandomSample[tempArray];

paramArray2D[[i]] = tempArrayRand ;

];

(* Print [" After Randomizing, The paramArray2d is ", \

paramArray2D]; *)

(* Now run sharpe for each of numSamples set of input parameter \

Values*)

For[m = 1, m < sampleSize + 1, m++,

(*write to the parametervalues file*)

paramFileName = OpenWrite["parametervalues"];

For[i = 1, i < numParameters + 1, i++,

parameterValue = paramArray2D[[i]][[m]];

(* Print ["ParamValue from 2d array is ", parameterValue]; *)

WriteString[paramFileName, "bind " , paramNames[[i]], " " ,
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FortranForm[parameterValue ], "\n"];

(* Print ["Param Name is and Value is ", paramNames[[i]],

parameterValue]; *)

];

Close[paramFileName];

Run[sharpeFileNamestring];

];

]

A.3 SHARPE Input File for Section 6.2.2

format 8

factor on

bdd off

include paramsreerelsw.txt

include parametervalues

markov ree_sw_markov

UP RB lambdasw*(1-r)*(1-s)

RB UP b*lambdareboot

RB F (1-b)*lambdareboot

end

* Initial Probabilities defined:

UP init_ree_sw_markov_UP

RB init_ree_sw_markov_RB

F init_ree_sw_markov_F

end

* Initial Probailities assigned:
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bind

init_ree_sw_markov_UP 1

init_ree_sw_markov_RB 0

init_ree_sw_markov_F 0

end

func swunrel(t) tvalue(5;ree_sw_markov, F)

func swrel(t) 1 - tvalue(5;ree_sw_markov, F)

block nodesys(t)

comp procs exp(lambdapro)

comp mifs exp(lambdamifs)

comp mem exp(lambdamem)

comp memcon exp(lambdamemcon)

comp nodecon exp(lambdanodecon)

comp nvmem exp(lambdanvmem)

comp pcibus exp(lambdapcibus)

comp sw prob(swunrel(t))

parallel procsys procs procs

parallel myrinetifs mifs mifs

series sys1 procsys mem memcon nodecon nvmem pcibus myrinetifs sw

end

func nodeunrel(t) tvalue(t;nodesys;t)
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func noderel(t) 1 - tvalue(t;nodesys;t)

ftree Top_ree(t, N)

basic myrinet exp(lambdamyrinet)

basic ios prob(nodeunrel(t))

basic noderelevent prob(nodeunrel(t))

and iosys ios ios ios ios

kofn nodesysrel N-1,N, noderelevent

or top iosys myrinet nodesysrel

end

*expr tvalue(5;Top_ree;5, 16)

var reltop 1 - tvalue(5;Top_ree;5, 16)

expr reltop

end

A.4 SPNP Input File for Section 6.2.4

#include "userparamscmtsnew.h"

int Num_nodes = 7;

FILE *fp_Res;

void options()

{

iopt(IOP_SENSITIVITY,VAL_YES);
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iopt(IOP_OK_TRANS_M0, VAL_YES);

iopt(IOP_PR_FULL_MARK,VAL_YES);

iopt(IOP_PR_MARK_ORDER, VAL_CANONIC);

iopt(IOP_PR_MC_ORDER, VAL_TOFROM);

iopt(IOP_PR_MC,VAL_YES);

iopt(IOP_MC, VAL_CTMC);

iopt(IOP_PR_PROB, VAL_YES);

iopt(IOP_PR_RSET, VAL_YES);

iopt(IOP_PR_RGRAPH, VAL_YES);

iopt(IOP_ITERATIONS, 20000);

iopt(IOP_CUMULATIVE, VAL_NO);

fopt(FOP_ABS_RET_M0,0.0);

fopt(FOP_PRECISION, 1E-10);

lam_sf += lam_Hei;

}

/*-------------Enabling Functions-----------------*/

g_T_swt() {

int Expr1, Expr2, Expr3;

Expr1=( mark("P_SCMTS")==1 || mark("P_S_aged")==1 );

Expr2=( mark("P_swted")==0 && mark("P_rebooted")==0 );

Expr3=( mark("P_swted_hw")==0 && mark("P_repaired")==0 );

if( Expr1==1 && Expr2==1 && Expr3==1 )

return(1);
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else

return(0);

}

g_T_S_fail() {

int Expr2, Expr3;

Expr2=( mark("P_swted")==0 && mark("P_rebooted")==0 );

Expr3=( mark("P_swted_hw")==0 && mark("P_repaired")==0 );

if( Expr2==1 && Expr3==1 )

return(1);

else

return(0);

}

void net(){

/*----------parameters----------*/

init("P_PCMTS",Num_nodes); init("P_SCMTS",1);

place("P_PCMTS"); place("P_aged");

place("P_failed"); place("P_a");

place("P_m"); place("P_detected");

place("P_swted"); place("P_rebooted");

place("P_SCMTS"); place("P_S_aged");

place("P_S_failed"); place("P_S_a");

place("P_S_m"); place("P_S_detected");

place("P_failed_hw"); place("P_detected_hw");

place("P_swted_hw"); place("P_repaired");

place("P_S_failed_hw"); place("P_S_detected_hw");

/*timed trans */
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ratedep("T_P_aging",lam_age,"P_PCMTS");

ratedep("T_P_fail",lam_sf,"P_aged");

ratedep("T_P_a",lam_a,"P_a");

ratedep("T_P_m",lam_m,"P_m");

rateval("T_swt",lam_swt);

guard("T_swt",g_T_swt);

rateval("T_P_reboot",lam_rebt);

rateval("T_swtbk",lam_swt);

ratedep("T_S_aging",lam_age,"P_SCMTS");

ratedep("T_S_fail",lam_sf,"P_S_aged");

guard("T_S_fail",g_T_S_fail);

rateval("T_S_a",lam_a);

rateval("T_S_m",lam_m);

rateval("T_S_reboot",lam_rebt);

ratedep("T_P_Hei",lam_Hei,"P_PCMTS");

rateval("P_S_Hei",lam_Hei);

guard("P_S_Hei",g_T_S_fail);

ratedep("T_P_hw",lam_hw,"P_PCMTS");

ratedep("T_P_hw2",lam_hw,"P_aged");

ratedep("T_P_a_hw",lam_a,"P_failed_hw");

rateval("T_swt_hw",lam_swt);

guard("T_swt_hw",g_T_swt);

rateval("T_P_repair",lam_repair);

rateval("T_swtbk_hw",lam_swt);

rateval("T_S_hw",lam_hw);

guard("T_S_hw",g_T_S_fail);
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rateval("T_S_hw2",lam_hw);

guard("T_S_hw2",g_T_S_fail);

rateval("T_S_a_hw",lam_a);

rateval("T_S_repair",lam_repair);

/*immedtrans */

imm("t1"); priority("t1",100); probval("t1",c);

imm("t2"); priority("t2",100); probval("t2",1.0-c);

imm("t3"); priority("t3",100); probval("t3",c);

imm("t4"); priority("t4",100); probval("t4",1.0-c);

/*ARC form timed trans*/

iarc("T_P_aging","P_PCMTS"); oarc("T_P_aging","P_aged");

iarc("T_P_fail","P_aged"); oarc("T_P_fail","P_failed");

iarc("T_P_a","P_a"); oarc("T_P_a","P_detected");

iarc("T_P_m","P_m"); oarc("T_P_m","P_detected");

iarc("T_swt","P_detected"); oarc("T_swt","P_swted");

iarc("T_P_reboot","P_swted");

oarc("T_P_reboot","P_rebooted");

iarc("T_swtbk","P_rebooted"); oarc("T_swtbk","P_PCMTS");

iarc("T_S_aging","P_SCMTS"); oarc("T_S_aging","P_S_aged");

iarc("T_S_fail","P_S_aged"); oarc("T_S_fail","P_S_failed");

iarc("T_S_a","P_S_a"); oarc("T_S_a","P_S_detected");

iarc("T_S_m","P_S_m"); oarc("T_S_m","P_S_detected");

iarc("T_S_reboot","P_S_detected");

oarc("T_S_reboot","P_SCMTS");

iarc("T_P_Hei","P_PCMTS"); oarc("T_P_Hei","P_failed");

iarc("P_S_Hei","P_SCMTS"); oarc("P_S_Hei","P_SCMTS");

iarc("T_P_hw","P_PCMTS"); oarc("T_P_hw","P_failed_hw");
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iarc("T_P_hw2","P_aged"); oarc("T_P_hw2","P_failed_hw");

iarc("T_P_a_hw","P_failed_hw");

oarc("T_P_a_hw","P_detected_hw");

iarc("T_swt_hw","P_detected_hw");

oarc("T_swt_hw","P_swted_hw");

iarc("T_P_repair","P_swted_hw");

oarc("T_P_repair","P_repaired");

iarc("T_swtbk_hw","P_repaired");

oarc("T_swtbk_hw","P_PCMTS");

iarc("T_S_hw","P_SCMTS");

oarc("T_S_hw","P_S_failed_hw");

iarc("T_S_hw2","P_S_aged");

oarc("T_S_hw2","P_S_failed_hw");

iarc("T_S_a_hw","P_S_failed_hw");

oarc("T_S_a_hw","P_S_detected_hw");

iarc("T_S_repair","P_S_detected_hw");

oarc("T_S_repair","P_SCMTS");

/*ARC for immediate trans */

iarc("t1","P_S_failed"); oarc("t1","P_S_a");

iarc("t2","P_S_failed"); oarc("t2","P_S_m");

iarc("t3","P_failed"); oarc("t3","P_a");

iarc("t4","P_failed"); oarc("t4","P_m");

}

int assert(){ }

void ac_init() { pr_net_info();}

void ac_reach() { pr_rg_info();}
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/*-------------------Reward Rate------------------*/

double nPCMTS(){ return( mark("P_PCMTS") ); }

double nPaged(){ return( mark("P_aged") ); }

double nPfailedhw(){ return( mark("P_failed_hw") ); }

double nPdetectedhw(){ return( mark("P_detected_hw") ); }

double nPswtedhw(){ return( mark("P_swted_hw") ); }

double nPrepaired(){ return( mark("P_repaired") ); }

double nPa(){ return( mark("P_a") ); }

double nPm(){ return( mark("P_m") ); }

double nPdetected(){ return( mark("P_detected") ); }

double nPswted(){ return( mark("P_swted") ); }

double nPrebooted(){ return( mark("P_rebooted") ); }

double nTest(){

if ( mark("P_PCMTS")>0 )

return(1);

else

return(0);

}

void ac_final() {

double NPCMTS, NPaged, NPfailedhw, NPdetectedhw,

NPswtedhw, NPrepaired;

double NPa, NPm, NPdetected, NPswted, NPrebooted;

double ava, NTest;

float T_f;

fp_Res=fopen("RESULTS1.TXT", "a+");
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solve(INFINITY);

NPCMTS=expected(nPCMTS);

NPaged=expected(nPaged);

NPfailedhw=expected(nPfailedhw);

NPdetectedhw=expected(nPdetectedhw);

NPswtedhw=expected(nPswtedhw);

NPrepaired=expected(nPrepaired);

NPa=expected(nPa);

NPm=expected(nPm);

NPdetected=expected(nPdetected);

NPswted=expected(nPswted);

NPrebooted=expected(nPrebooted);

NTest=expected(nTest);

ava=(NPCMTS + NPaged + NPswtedhw + NPrepaired

+ NPswted + NPrebooted)/(Num_nodes);

/*ava=(NPCMTS + NPaged + NPswtedhw + NPswted )

/(Num_nodes); */

printf("\n COA:%e", ava);

/*fprintf(fp_Res, "\n lam_age=%e, lam_Hei=%e,

lam_sf=%e, lam_a=%e, lam_m=%e,

lam_swt=%e, lam_rebt=%e, c=%e, lam_hw=%e,

lam_rebt=%e", lam_age,lam_Hei,lam_sf,

lam_a,lam_m,lam_swt,lam_rebt,c,

lam_hw,lam_rebt); */
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fprintf(fp_Res, "\n COA:%e", ava);

fclose(fp_Res);

}

A.5 Mathematica Input File for Section 7

ClearAll[Evaluate[Context[] <> "*"]];

SetDirectory["C:\\My_Mathematica_Work"];

maxSampleSize = 100000;

calculateNumSamplesLowerFailure[pointEstimate_, upperLimit_,

confLevel_] :=

Module[{z, x1, x2, x, r, resultApp, resultExact},

z = Quantile[NormalDistribution[0, 1], (confLevel)];

x = pointEstimate/upperLimit;

x1 = (x*(-1 + z*z) + x*x*(1 + z*z) -

2*Sqrt[(x*x*z*z*(-1 + x + x*z*z))])/(4*(1 - 2*x + x*x));

x2 = (x*(-1 + z*z) + x*x*(1 + z*z) +

2*Sqrt[(x*x*z*z*(-1 + x + x*z*z))])/(4*(1 - 2*x + x*x));

resultApp = Floor[Max[x1, x2]];

resultExact =

r /. FindRoot[

InverseCDF[ChiSquareDistribution[2 r], confLevel]*x/2 == r, {r,

resultApp/2, resultApp*2}, Method -> Brent];

resultExact = Floor[resultExact];(*To Do: If[resultExact<

1,];*)

If [resultExact > maxSampleSize, resultExact = maxSampleSize,];
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Return[resultExact]];

calculateNumSamplesUpperFailure[pointEstimate_, lowerLimit_,

confLevel_] :=

Module[{z, x1, x2, x, r, resultApp, resultExact},

z = Quantile[NormalDistribution[0, 1], (confLevel)];

x = pointEstimate/lowerLimit;

x1 = (x*(-1 + z*z) + x*x*(1 + z*z) -

2*Sqrt[(x*x*z*z*(x - 1 + x*z*z))])/(4*(x - 1)*(x - 1));

x2 = (x*(-1 + z*z) + x*x*(1 + z*z) +

2*Sqrt[(x*x*z*z*(x - 1 + x*z*z))])/(4*(x - 1)*(x - 1));

resultApp = Floor[Max[x1, x2]];

resultExact =

r /. FindRoot[

InverseCDF[ChiSquareDistribution[2 r], (1 - confLevel)]*x/2 ==

r, {r, resultApp/2, resultApp*2}, Method -> Brent];

resultExact = Floor[resultExact];

If [resultExact > maxSampleSize, resultExact = maxSampleSize,];

Return[resultExact]];

calculateNumSamples2sidedFailure[pointEstimate_, halfWidth_,

confLevel_] :=

Module[{rhat, rpre, d1, cl, x1, x2, x3, r1, r2, ans1, ans2,

result},

rhat = 50; rpre = 0; d1 = pointEstimate/4/halfWidth;

cl = confLevel;

While[Abs[rhat - rpre] > 1, rpre = rhat;

x1 = Quantile[ChiSquareDistribution[2*rhat], (1 - cl)];
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x2 = Quantile[ChiSquareDistribution[2*rhat], cl];

x3 = d1 (x2 - x1); rhat = Floor[Abs[x3]];

rhat = If [rhat > maxSampleSize, maxSampleSize, rhat];

];

Return[rhat]

];

calculateNumSamplesUpperCoverage[pointEstimate_, lowerLimit_,

confLevel_] :=

Module[{pe = pointEstimate, ll = lowerLimit, z, x1, x2, x3, r,

resultApprox = 1, resultExact = 1},

If[pe < 0.1, pe = 1 - pointEstimate];

z = Quantile[NormalDistribution[0, 1], (confLevel)];

x1 = 3*pe - 3*ll + 2*z*z - (pe + ll)*z*z;

x3 = 2*z*Sqrt[(3*pe - 3*ll - 3*pe*ll + 3*ll*ll +

z*z*(1 - pe - ll + pe*ll))];

x2 = 4*(pe*pe - 2*ll*pe + ll*ll);

resultApprox = Max[Floor[(x1 - x3)/x2], Floor[(x1 + x3)/x2]];

resultExact =

r /. FindRoot[

InverseCDF[ChiSquareDistribution[2 (r - r*pe + 1)],

confLevel]/(2 (1 - ll)) == r, {r, 1,

resultApprox*2},

Method -> Brent]; resultExact = Floor[resultExact];

resultExact =

If [resultExact > maxSampleSize, maxSampleSize, resultExact];

Return[resultExact]];

calculateNumSamples2SidedOP[var_, hw_] :=
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Module[{t, rhat, rpre, gamma = 1 - (1 - .95)/2},

t = InverseCDF[NormalDistribution[0, 1], gamma];

rhat = Floor[(t*Sqrt[var]/hw)^2];

rpre = 0;

While[Abs[rhat - rpre] > 1, rpre = rhat;

t = Quantile[StudentTDistribution[rpre], gamma];

rhat = Floor[(t*Sqrt[var]/hw)^2];

rhat = If [rhat > maxSampleSize, maxSampleSize, rhat];

rhat = If[rhat < 1, 1, rhat];

]; Return[rhat];

];

(*Actual program begins*)

fileName = InputString["Enter the SHARPE Input file name"];

(*Construct string to run sharpe*)

sharpeFileNamestring =

"sharpe " <> fileName <> " >> finalOutputCorrelated.out";

(*Remove the outputfile if it exists*)

DeleteFile["finalOutputCorrelated.out"];

(*Create an empty parametervalues file if it doesnot exist*)

s = OpenWrite["parametervalues"];

Close[s];

(*Record the point estimate of the measures*)

Run[sharpeFileNamestring];

(* To get all the input parameter names, include the all the \

parameters in a separate file using the syntax: bind parameterName \

parameterValue.
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This file should be the first included SHARPE file*)

(* From SHARPE code, get the name of the file included, which has the \

param names and values.*)

x = FindList[fileName, "include", 1];

x1 = StringSplit[x];

paramFileName = x1[[1, 2]];

(*Print ["ParamFileName is ", paramFileName];*)

(* Now open the file of name just found and read each parameter name \

and values.

Store the # of params in numParameters and Parameter Values in \

array paramValues*)

paramNames =

ReadList[paramFileName, Record,

RecordSeparators -> {{ "bind "}, {" "}}];

numParameters = Length[paramNames];

(*Print ["Num Params is " , numParameters]; *)

paramValues = Array[, numParameters];

paramSampleSize = Array[, numParameters];

sNum = OpenRead[paramFileName];

For[i = 1, i < numParameters + 1, i++,

Skip[sNum, {Word, Word}];

paramValues[[i]] = Read[sNum, Number];

(*Print ["Param Values is ", paramValues[[i]]];*)

];

Close[sNum];

(*get the output parameter names *)
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x = FindList[fileName, "expr"];

x1 = StringSplit[x];

numMeasures = Length[x];

measureNames = Array[, numMeasures];

measureValues = Array[, numMeasures];

measureSampleSize = Array[, numMeasures];

For[i = 1, i < numMeasures + 1, i++,

measureNames[[i]] = x1[[i, 2]];

measureNames[[i]] = measureNames[[i]] <> ":";

x = FindList["finalOutput.out", measureNames[[i]], 1];

x2 = StringSplit[x];

measureValues[[i]] = x2[[1, 2]]

(* Print ["Output Measure is ", measureValues[[i]]]; *)

];

(*Calculate the number of samples*)

(*From input*)

(*Details file name must be in the form of

ParameterName

0- for coverage,

1-twosided, 2 upper one sided, 3 lower one sided,

confidence level, half width or lower or upper limit*)

detailsFileName =

InputString["Enter the filename where the details are stored"];

ipSampleSize = 0; numCParameters = 0; numFParameters = 0; covParams =

Array[, numParameters]; j = 1;

For[i = 1, i < numParameters + 1, i++,

x = Read[detailsFileName, {Word, Number, Number, Number}];
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y = x[[4]]; z = x[[3]];

paramSampleSize[[i]] = Switch[x[[2]],

0, calculateNumSamplesUpperCoverage[paramValues[[i]], y, z],

1, calculateNumSamples2sidedFailure[paramValues[[i]], y, z],

2, calculateNumSamplesLowerFailure[paramValues[[i]], y, z],

3, calculateNumSamplesUpperFailure[paramValues[[i]], y, z]

];

If[x[[2]] == 0, numCParameters++; covParams[[j]] = i; j++;

];

ipSampleSize = Max[ipSampleSize, paramSampleSize[[i]]];

];

numFParameters = numParameters - numCParameters;

Close[detailsFileName];

j = 1; k = 1;

paramCNames = Array[, numCParameters];

paramFNames = Array[, numFParameters];

paramCValues = Array[, numCParameters];

paramFValues = Array[, numFParameters];

paramCSampleSize = Array[, numCParameters];

paramFSampleSize = Array[, numFParameters];

(* 0 if coverage, 1 if rate, 2 if uniform, 3 if deterministic *)

paramType = Array[, numParameters];

For[i = 1, i < numParameters + 1, i++,

If[covParams[[j]] == i, paramCNames[[j]] = paramNames[[i]];

paramCValues[[j]] = paramValues[[i]];

paramCSampleSize[[j]] = paramSampleSize[[i]]; j++;

paramType[[i]] = 0;
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,

paramFNames[[k]] = paramNames[[i]];

paramFValues[[k]] = paramValues[[i]];

paramFSampleSize[[k]] = paramSampleSize[[i]]; k++;

paramType[[i]] = 1;

];

];

sampleSize = Max[ipSampleSize, opSampleSize, 40];

sampleSize = Max[ipSampleSize, 40];

For[h = 1, h < numParameters + 1, h++,

Print ["Parameter name and number of samples is ",

paramNames[[h]], paramSampleSize[[h]] ];

];

(* For now *)

Print ["Sample Size is ", sampleSize];

AbsoluteTiming[

(* # of rows = # of parameters. # of columns = # of samples *)

paramArray2D = Array[, {numParameters, sampleSize}];

tempArrayRand = Array[, sampleSize];

tempArray = Array[, sampleSize];

x = 1/sampleSize;

For[m = 1, m < sampleSize + 1, m++,

(*write to the parametervalues file*)

lowerUni = (m - 1)*x;

upperUni = m*x - 10^-9;
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tempQuant =

RandomReal[UniformDistribution[{lowerUni, upperUni}]];

parameterValue = 0;

For [j = 1, j < numParameters + 1, j++,

If[paramType[[j]] == 1,

parameterValue =

Quantile[GammaDistribution[paramSampleSize[[j]],

paramValues[[j]]/paramSampleSize[[j]]], tempQuant];

(* Print["Param is a rate param and values is ",

paramNames[[j]], paramValues[[j]]]; *)

paramArray2D[[j]][[m]] = parameterValue;

,

k = Floor[paramSampleSize[[j]]*paramValues[[j]]];

parameterValue =

Quantile[

BetaDistribution[k + 1, paramSampleSize[[j]] - k + 1],

tempQuant];

paramArray2D[[j]][[m]] = parameterValue;

(* Print["Param is a coverage param and values is ",

paramNames[[j]], paramValues[[j]]]; *)

];

];

];

(* Print [" The paramArray2d ", paramArray2D]; *)

For[i = 1, i < numParameters + 1, i++,

tempArray = paramArray2D[[i]];

tempArrayRand = RandomSample[tempArray];
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paramArray2D[[i]] = tempArrayRand ;

];

(* Print [" After Randomizing, The paramArray2d is ", \

paramArray2D]; *)

(*Get the correlation matrix here and start inducing correlation*)

RArrayT = Array[, {numParameters, sampleSize}];

RArray = Array[, {sampleSize, numParameters}];

vecOne = Array[, sampleSize];

For [i = 1, i <= sampleSize, i++,

z = N[i/(sampleSize + 1), 6];

x = InverseCDF[NormalDistribution[0, 1], z];

vecOne[[i]] = x ;

];

tempArrayRand = Array[, sampleSize];

For[j = 1, j < numParameters + 1, j++,

tempArrayRand = RandomSample[vecOne];

RArrayT[[j]] = tempArrayRand;];

RArray = Transpose[RArrayT];

(*Print ["RArray is ", RArray];*)

T = Array[, {numParameters, numParameters}];

T = Correlation[RArray];
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(*Print ["Correlation is", T]; *)

QTrans = Array[, {numParameters, numParameters}];

QMatrix = Array[, {numParameters, numParameters}];

QTrans = CholeskyDecomposition[T];

(* Print ["QTrans is ", QTrans]; *)

QMatrix = Transpose[QTrans];

CMatrix = Array[, {numParameters, numParameters}];

CMatrix = IdentityMatrix[numParameters];

(* lambdaOS and gammadie 07, lambdaOS and gammahang 0.7*)

(*CMatrix[[19]][[23]] = 0.7;

CMatrix[[23]][[19]] = 0.7;

CMatrix[[23]][[36]] = 0.7;

CMatrix[[36]][[23]] = 0.7;*)

(*lambdanic and lambdaesw 0.6; lamdacpu and lambdamem 0.7; between \

delta2 and deltaOS 0.6*)

(*CMatrix[[10]][[18]] = 0.6;

CMatrix[[18]][[10]] = 0.6;*)

(*between delta2 and deltaOS *)

CMatrix[[9]][[28]] = 0.6;

CMatrix[[28]][[9]] = 0.6;

(* lambdacpu and lambdamem *)

(*CMatrix[[33]][[42]] = -0.6;

CMatrix[[42]][[33]] = -0.6;*)

(*Print ["CMatrix is ", CMatrix];*)
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PTrans = Array[, {numParameters, numParameters}];

PMatrix = Array[, {numParameters, numParameters}];

PTrans = CholeskyDecomposition[CMatrix];

PMatrix = Transpose[PTrans];

QInverse = Array[, {numParameters, numParameters}];

QInverse = Inverse[QMatrix];

SMatrix = Array[, {numParameters, numParameters}];

STrans = Array[, {numParameters, numParameters}];

SMatrix = PMatrix . QInverse;

(*Print["S Matrix is ", SMatrix];*)

STrans = Transpose[SMatrix];

(*Print ["STrans is ", STrans];*)

RBArray = Array[, {sampleSize, numParameters}];

RBArray = RArray. STrans;

(*Print ["RBArray is ", RBArray];*)

ParamArrayTrans = Array[, {numParameters, sampleSize}];

RBArrayTrans = Array[, {numParameters, sampleSize}];

ParamArrayTrans = paramArray2D;

RBArrayTrans = Transpose[RBArray];

OrderArray = Array[, {numParameters, sampleSize}];

tempParamArray = Array[, sampleSize];

tempParamArray1 = Array[, {numParameters, sampleSize}];

ParamArrayTrans1 = Array[, {numParameters, sampleSize}];

For[i = 1, i <= numParameters, i++,

OrderArray[[i]] = Ordering[ RBArrayTrans[[i]] ];

tempParamArray = Sort[ParamArrayTrans[[i]]];

(* Print["tempParamArray is ", tempParamArray]; *)
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For[j = 1, j <= sampleSize, j++,

tempIndex = OrderArray[[i]][[j]];

(*Print["TempIndex is ", tempIndex];*)

tempParamArray1 [[i]][[tempIndex]] = tempParamArray[[j]];

]

Print ["tempParamArray1 is ", tempParamArray1 [[i]] ];

ParamArrayTrans1[[i]] = tempParamArray1 [[i]] ;

]

Print["About to enter last 2 loops"];

Print ["paramArrayTrans1 is ", ParamArrayTrans1];

(* Now run sharpe for each of numSamples set of input parameter \

Values *)

For[m = 1, m < sampleSize + 1, m++,

(*write to the parametervalues file*)

paramFileName = OpenWrite["parametervalues"];

tempParamFileName = OpenAppend["tempParamValues"];

WriteString[tempParamFileName, " Next Iteration " , "\n"];

For[i = 1, i < numParameters + 1, i++,

parameterValue = ParamArrayTrans1[[i]][[m]];

WriteString[paramFileName, "bind " , paramNames[[i]], " " ,

FortranForm[parameterValue], "\n"];

WriteString[tempParamFileName, paramNames[[i]], " " ,

FortranForm[parameterValue], "\n"];

];

Close[paramFileName];

Close[tempParamFileName];

Run[sharpeFileNamestring];
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Print["mth execution of sharpe completed ", m];

];

]

A.6 Mathematica Input File for Section 8.1.1

(* The part determining number of samples

implemented by Amita Devaraj*)

ClearAll[Evaluate[Context[] <> "*"]];

SetDirectory[

"C:\\My_Mathematica_Work"];

maxSampleSize = 100000;

(*Functions*)

(*Mathematica needs (gamma) to calculate for (1-gamma) CL.*)

calculateNumSamplesLowerFailure[pointEstimate_, upperLimit_,

confLevel_] :=

Module[{z, x1, x2, x, r, resultApp, resultExact},

z = Quantile[NormalDistribution[0, 1], (confLevel)];

x = pointEstimate/upperLimit;

x1 = (x*(-1 + z*z) + x*x*(1 + z*z) -

2*Sqrt[(x*x*z*z*(-1 + x + x*z*z))])/(4*(1 - 2*x + x*x));

x2 = (x*(-1 + z*z) + x*x*(1 + z*z) +

2*Sqrt[(x*x*z*z*(-1 + x + x*z*z))])/(4*(1 - 2*x + x*x));

resultApp = Floor[Max[x1, x2]];

resultExact =
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r /. FindRoot[

InverseCDF[ChiSquareDistribution[2 r], confLevel]*x/2 == r, {r,

resultApp/2, resultApp*2}, Method -> Brent];

If[resultExact > maxSampleSize, resultExact = maxSampleSize,];

Return[resultExact]];

calculateNumSamplesUpperFailure[pointEstimate_, lowerLimit_,

confLevel_] :=

Module[{z, x1, x2, x, r, resultApp, resultExact},

z = Quantile[NormalDistribution[0, 1], (confLevel)];

x = pointEstimate/lowerLimit;

x1 = (x*(-1 + z*z) + x*x*(1 + z*z) -

2*Sqrt[(x*x*z*z*(x - 1 + x*z*z))])/(4*(x - 1)*(x - 1));

x2 = (x*(-1 + z*z) + x*x*(1 + z*z) +

2*Sqrt[(x*x*z*z*(x - 1 + x*z*z))])/(4*(x - 1)*(x - 1));

resultApp = Floor[Max[x1, x2]];

resultExact =

r /. FindRoot[

InverseCDF[ChiSquareDistribution[2 r], (1 - confLevel)]*x/2 ==

r, {r, resultApp/2, resultApp*2}, Method -> Brent];

resultExact = Floor[resultExact];(*To Do:If[resultExact<1,];*)

If[resultExact > maxSampleSize, resultExact = maxSampleSize,];

Return[resultExact]];

calculateNumSamples2sidedFailure[pointEstimate_, halfWidth_,

confLevel_] :=

Module[{rhat, rpre, d1, cl, x1, x2, x3, r1, r2, ans1, ans2, result},
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rhat = 50; rpre = 0; d1 = pointEstimate/4/halfWidth;

cl = confLevel;

While[Abs[rhat - rpre] > 1, rpre = rhat;

x1 = Quantile[ChiSquareDistribution[2*rhat], (1 - cl)];

x2 = Quantile[ChiSquareDistribution[2*rhat], cl];

x3 = d1 (x2 - x1); rhat = Floor[Abs[x3]];

rhat = If[rhat > maxSampleSize, maxSampleSize, rhat];];

Return[rhat]];

calculateNumSamplesUpperCoverage[pointEstimate_, lowerLimit_,

confLevel_] :=

Module[{pe = pointEstimate, ll = lowerLimit, z, x1, x2, x3, r,

resultApprox = 1, resultExact = 1},

z = Quantile[NormalDistribution[0, 1], (confLevel)];

If[pe < 0.1, pe = 1 - pe];

x1 = 3*pe - 3*ll + 2*z*z - (pe + ll)*z*z;

x3 = 2*z*

Sqrt[(3*pe - 3*ll - 3*pe*ll + 3*ll*ll +

z*z*(1 - pe - ll + pe*ll))];

x2 = 4*(pe*pe - 2*ll*pe + ll*ll);

resultApprox = Max[Floor[(x1 - x3)/x2], Floor[(x1 + x3)/x2]];

resultExact =

r /. FindRoot[

InverseCDF[ChiSquareDistribution[2 (r - r*pe + 1)],

confLevel]/(2 (1 - ll)) == r, {r, 1, resultApprox*2},

Method -> Brent]; resultExact = Floor[resultExact];(*To Do:If[

resultExact<1,];*)
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resultExact =

If[resultExact > maxSampleSize, maxSampleSize, resultExact];

Return[resultExact]];

calculateNumSamples2SidedOP[var_, hw_] :=

Module[{t, rhat, rpre, gamma = 1 - (1 - .95)/2},

t = InverseCDF[NormalDistribution[0, 1], gamma];

rhat = Floor[(t*Sqrt[var]/hw)^2];

rpre = 0;

While[Abs[rhat - rpre] > 1, rpre = rhat;

t = Quantile[StudentTDistribution[rpre], gamma];

rhat = Floor[(t*Sqrt[var]/hw)^2];

rhat = If[rhat > maxSampleSize, maxSampleSize, rhat];

rhat = If[rhat < 1, 1, rhat];]; Return[rhat];];

generateTimeToEvent[rate_] :=

Module[{x}, x = RandomReal[ExponentialDistribution[rate]];

(*Print["rate is ",rate," and random number is ",x];*)

Return[x];];

model2compsharedrepair[inputParamArray_, fileHandleToWrite_] :=

Module[{t, z, z1, z2, z3, sojourn1, sojourn2, sojourn0, ssavail,

numstate0, numstate1, numstate2, temp, temp1, sortedssavail,

combinedList, numAvails, CDFSSAvail, lambda, mu},

ssavail = Array[, 40];
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lambda = inputParamArray[[1]];

mu = inputParamArray[[2]];

For[i = 1, i <= 40, i++, t = 0; z = 0;

z1 = 0; z2 = 0; z3 = 0;

sojourn2 = 0; sojourn1 = 0; sojourn0 = 0;

numstate2 = 0; numstate1 = 0; numstate0 = 0;

While[t < 10, Label[state2];

(*Print["state is 2"];*)numstate2 = numstate2 + 1;

z = generateTimeToEvent[2*lambda];

sojourn2 = sojourn2 + z;

(*Print["Total sojourn time in 2 ",sojourn2];*)t = t + z;

(*Print["t is now ",t];*)If[t > 10, Break[]];

(*Now in state 1*)Label[state1];

(*Print["state is 1"];*)numstate1 = numstate1 + 1;

z1 = generateTimeToEvent[mu];

z2 = generateTimeToEvent[lambda];

If[z1 < z2, numstate2 = numstate2 + 1;

sojourn1 = sojourn1 + z1;

(*Print["Total sojourn time in state 1 is ",sojourn1];*)

t = t + z1;

(*Print["t is now ",t];*)If[t > 10, Break[]];

Goto[state2];, numstate0 = numstate0 + 1;

sojourn1 = sojourn1 + z2;

(*Print["Total sojourn time in state 1 is ",sojourn1];*)

t = t + z2;

(*Print["t is now ",t];*)If[t > 10, Break[]];

Goto[state0];];
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Label[state0];

(*Print["state is 0"];*)z3 = generateTimeToEvent[mu];

sojourn0 = sojourn0 + z3;

(*Print["Total sojourn time in state 0 is ",sojourn0];*)

t = t + z3;

(*Print["t is now ",t];*)If[t > 10, Break[]];

Goto[state1];];

ssavail[[i]] = (sojourn2 + sojourn1)/(sojourn2 + sojourn1 + sojourn0);

];

combinedList = Array[, {40, 2}];

sortedssavail = Array[, 40];

sortedssavail = Sort[ssavail];

numAvails = Length[sortedssavail];

CDFSSAvail = Array[, numAvails];

temp = Array[1 &, numAvails];

temp1 = Accumulate[temp];

For[j = 1, j <= numAvails, j++,

CDFSSAvail[[j]] = temp1[[j]]/numAvails;

combinedList[[j]] = {sortedssavail[[j]], CDFSSAvail[[j]]};];

(*Print["Sorted Avail is ",sortedssavail];

Print[" CDF is ",CDFSSAvail];Print["CombinedList is ",

combinedList];*)

(*combinedListArray[[m]]=combinedList;*)(*Print[

"CombinedListArray is ",combinedListArray[[m]]];*)

WriteString[fileHandleToWrite, FortranForm[sortedssavail[[2]]],

",", FortranForm[sortedssavail[[38]]] , "\n"];

Return[combinedList];];
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paramFileName = InputString["Enter the Input Parameters file name"];

(*To get all the input parameter names,include the all \

the parameters in a separate file using the syntax: \

bind parameterName parameterValue.*)

Print["ParamFileName is ", paramFileName];

paramNames =

ReadList[paramFileName, Record,

RecordSeparators -> {{"bind "}, {" "}}];

numParameters = Length[paramNames];

Print["Num Params is ", numParameters];

paramValues = Array[, numParameters];

paramSampleSize = Array[, numParameters];

sNum = OpenRead[paramFileName];

For[i = 1, i < numParameters + 1, i++, Skip[sNum, {Word, Word}];

paramValues[[i]] = Read[sNum, Number];

Print["Param Values is ", paramValues[[i]]];];

Close[sNum];

(*Calculate the number of samples*)

(*From input*)

(*Details file name must be in the form of ParameterName 0-for \
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coverage,1-twosided,2 upper one sided,3 lower one sided,confidence \

level,half width or lower or upper limit*)

detailsFileName =

InputString["Enter the filename where the details are stored"];

ipSampleSize = 0; numCParameters = 0; numFParameters = 0; covParams =

Array[, numParameters]; j = 1;

k = 1; l = 1; m = 1;

numDParameters = 0; detParams = Array[, numParameters];

numFParameters = 0; fParams = Array[, numParameters]; dummyParam = 0;

For[i = 1, i < numParameters + 1, i++,

x = Read[detailsFileName, {Word, Number, Number, Number}];

y = x[[4]]; z = x[[3]];

(*Print["The Values read are ",x[[1]],x[[2]],x[[3]],x[[4]]];

Print["The parameter Value is ",paramValues[[i]]];*)

paramSampleSize[[i]] = Switch[x[[2]],

0, calculateNumSamplesUpperCoverage[paramValues[[i]], y, z],

1, calculateNumSamples2sidedFailure[paramValues[[i]], y, z],

2, calculateNumSamplesLowerFailure[paramValues[[i]], y, z],

3, calculateNumSamplesUpperFailure[paramValues[[i]], y, z],

4, dummyParam++];

(*Identify which parameters are coverage parameters by storing the \

value i,i.e.the parameter number in array, covParams.Also keep a \

counter to track how many parameters are coverage parameters.*)

If[x[[2]] == 0, numCParameters++;
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covParams[[j]] = i;

j++;

];

If[x[[2]] == 4, numDParameters++;

detParams[[k]] = i;

k++;

];

If[x[[2]] == 1, Print["Parameter is Rate ", x[[1]], x[[2]]];

numFParameters++;

fParams[[m]] = i;

m++;

];

If[x[[2]] == 2, Print["Parameter is Rate ", x[[1]], x[[2]]];

numFParameters++;

fParams[[m]] = i; m++;

];

If[x[[2]] == 3,

numFParameters++;

fParams[[m]] = i; m++;

];

(*Get a running max of number of samples from \

input across all input params*)

ipSampleSize = Max[ipSampleSize, paramSampleSize[[i]]];

Print["Sample Size for param is ", paramNames[[i]],

paramSampleSize[[i]]];];

(*Number of failure parameters are numFParameters and coverage are \

numCParameters*)
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Print["Input Sample Size is ", ipSampleSize];

Print["Num Failure Params ", numFParameters,

" and Coverage Params are ", numCParameters];

Print["Num Deterministic Params are ", numDParameters];

Close[detailsFileName];

(*Since now we know which params are coverage,Store the coverage \

parameter names,values and num samples in different arrays*)

j = 1; k = 1; l = 1; m = 1;

paramCNames = Array[, numCParameters];

paramFNames = Array[, numFParameters];

paramCValues = Array[, numCParameters];

paramFValues = Array[, numFParameters];

paramCSampleSize = Array[, numCParameters];

paramFSampleSize = Array[, numFParameters];

paramDNames = Array[, numDParameters];

paramDValues = Array[, numDParameters];

(*0 if coverage,1 if rate,2 if uniform,3 if deterministic*)

paramType = Array[, numParameters];

For[i = 1, i < numParameters + 1, i++,

Which[

fParams[[k]] == i,

paramFNames[[k]] = paramNames[[i]];

paramFValues[[k]] = paramValues[[i]];

paramFSampleSize[[k]] = paramSampleSize[[i]];

paramType[[i]] = 1;

If[k < numFParameters, k++,];

,
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detParams[[m]] == i,

paramDNames[[m]] = paramNames[[i]];

paramDValues[[m]] = paramValues[[i]];

paramType[[i]] = 3;

If[m < numDParameters, m++,];

];

];

(*Comment out for now.For now just consider input parameters*)

(*sampleSize=Max[ipSampleSize,opSampleSize,40];*)

sampleSize = ipSampleSize;

Print["Sample Size is ", sampleSize];

(* Implement LHS *)

(*# of rows=# of parameters.# of columns=# of samples*)

paramArray2D = Array[, {numParameters, sampleSize}];

tempArrayRand = Array[, sampleSize];

tempArray = Array[, sampleSize];

(*START LHS Sampling *)

x = 1/sampleSize;

For[m = 1, m < sampleSize + 1, m++, lowerUni = (m - 1)*x;

upperUni = m*x - 10^-9;

tempQuant = RandomReal[UniformDistribution[{lowerUni, upperUni}]];

parameterValue = 0;

For[j = 1, j < numParameters + 1, j++,

If[paramType[[j]] == 1,

parameterValue =

Quantile[
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GammaDistribution[paramSampleSize[[j]],

paramValues[[j]]/paramSampleSize[[j]]], tempQuant];

paramArray2D[[j]][[m]] = parameterValue;,

If[paramType[[j]] == 0,

k = Floor[paramSampleSize[[j]]*paramValues[[j]]];

parameterValue =

Quantile[

BetaDistribution[k + 1, paramSampleSize[[j]] - k + 1],

tempQuant];

paramArray2D[[j]][[m]] = parameterValue;,

(*Means Deterministic for now*)

parameterValue = paramValues[[j]];

paramArray2D[[j]][[m]] = parameterValue;

];

];

];

];

For[i = 1, i < numParameters + 1, i++, tempArray = paramArray2D[[i]];

tempArrayRand = RandomSample[tempArray];

paramArray2D[[i]] = tempArrayRand;];

combinedListArray = Array[, sampleSize];

outputFileName = OpenWrite["confIntsSimulFig827.out"];

For[m = 1, m < sampleSize + 1, m++,
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combinedListArray[[m]] =

model2compsharedrepair[paramArray2D[[All, m]], outputFileName];

];

Close[outputfileName];

ListPlot[combinedListArray, Axes -> {True, True},

AxesLabel -> {"Steady State Availability", "CDF"},

AxesOrigin -> {0.8, 0}, PlotStyle -> {AbsoluteThickness[1]},

BaseStyle -> {FontSize -> 14, FontWeight -> "Bold"}, {PlotJoined ->

True}, PlotLabel ->

"CDF of Steady State Availability (2-Component System with Shared \

Repair)"]

A.7 Mathematica Input File for Section 8.2

ClearAll[Evaluate[Context[] <> "*"]];

SetDirectory[

"C:\\My_Mathematica_Work"];

maxSampleSize = 100000;

(*Functions*)

(*Mathematica needs (gamma) to calculate for (1-gamma) CL.*)

calculateNumSamplesLowerFailure[pointEstimate_, upperLimit_,
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confLevel_] :=

Module[{z, x1, x2, x, r, resultApp, resultExact},

z = Quantile[NormalDistribution[0, 1], (confLevel)];

x = pointEstimate/upperLimit;

x1 = (x*(-1 + z*z) + x*x*(1 + z*z) -

2*Sqrt[(x*x*z*z*(-1 + x + x*z*z))])/(4*(1 - 2*x + x*x));

x2 = (x*(-1 + z*z) + x*x*(1 + z*z) +

2*Sqrt[(x*x*z*z*(-1 + x + x*z*z))])/(4*(1 - 2*x + x*x));

resultApp = Floor[Max[x1, x2]];

resultExact =

r /. FindRoot[

InverseCDF[ChiSquareDistribution[2 r], confLevel]*x/2 == r, {r,

resultApp/2, resultApp*2}, Method -> Brent];

(*KM:Why the divided by 2 in InverseCDF[ChiSquareDistribution[2 r],

confLevel]*x/2*)resultExact = Floor[resultExact];(*To Do:If[

resultExact<1,];*)

If[resultExact > maxSampleSize, resultExact = maxSampleSize,];

Return[resultExact]];

calculateNumSamplesUpperFailure[pointEstimate_, lowerLimit_,

confLevel_] :=

Module[{z, x1, x2, x, r, resultApp, resultExact},

z = Quantile[NormalDistribution[0, 1], (confLevel)];

x = pointEstimate/lowerLimit;

x1 = (x*(-1 + z*z) + x*x*(1 + z*z) -

2*Sqrt[(x*x*z*z*(x - 1 + x*z*z))])/(4*(x - 1)*(x - 1));

x2 = (x*(-1 + z*z) + x*x*(1 + z*z) +
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2*Sqrt[(x*x*z*z*(x - 1 + x*z*z))])/(4*(x - 1)*(x - 1));

resultApp = Floor[Max[x1, x2]];

resultExact =

r /. FindRoot[

InverseCDF[ChiSquareDistribution[2 r], (1 - confLevel)]*x/2 ==

r, {r, resultApp/2, resultApp*2}, Method -> Brent];

resultExact = Floor[resultExact];(*To Do:If[resultExact<1,];*)

If[resultExact > maxSampleSize, resultExact = maxSampleSize,];

Return[resultExact]];

calculateNumSamples2sidedFailure[pointEstimate_, halfWidth_,

confLevel_] :=

Module[{rhat, rpre, d1, cl, x1, x2, x3, r1, r2, ans1, ans2, result},

rhat = 50; rpre = 0; d1 = pointEstimate/4/halfWidth;

cl = confLevel;

While[Abs[rhat - rpre] > 1, rpre = rhat;

x1 = Quantile[ChiSquareDistribution[2*rhat], (1 - cl)];

x2 = Quantile[ChiSquareDistribution[2*rhat], cl];

x3 = d1 (x2 - x1); rhat = Floor[Abs[x3]];

rhat = If[rhat > maxSampleSize, maxSampleSize, rhat];];

(*ans1=r1/.FindRoot[pointEstimate/2/r1*InverseCDF[

ChiSquareDistribution[2*r1],(1-confLevel)/2]==(pointEstimate-

halfWidth),{r1,1,2*rhat},Method->Brent];

ans2=r2/.FindRoot[pointEstimate/2/r2*InverseCDF[

ChiSquareDistribution[2*r2],1-(1-confLevel)/2]==(pointEstimate+

halfWidth),{r2,1,2*rhat},Method->Brent];

Print[ans1,ans2];
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result=If[NumberQ[ans1]&&NumberQ[ans2],Floor[Max[ans1,ans2]],

rhat];*)Return[rhat]];

calculateNumSamplesUpperCoverage[pointEstimate_, lowerLimit_,

confLevel_] :=

Module[{pe = pointEstimate, ll = lowerLimit, z, x1, x2, x3, r,

resultApprox = 1, resultExact = 1},

z = Quantile[NormalDistribution[0, 1], (confLevel)];

If[pe < 0.1, pe = 1 - pe];

x1 = 3*pe - 3*ll + 2*z*z - (pe + ll)*z*z;

x3 = 2*z*

Sqrt[(3*pe - 3*ll - 3*pe*ll + 3*ll*ll +

z*z*(1 - pe - ll + pe*ll))];

x2 = 4*(pe*pe - 2*ll*pe + ll*ll);

resultApprox = Max[Floor[(x1 - x3)/x2], Floor[(x1 + x3)/x2]];

resultExact =

r /. FindRoot[

InverseCDF[ChiSquareDistribution[2 (r - r*pe + 1)],

confLevel]/(2 (1 - ll)) == r, {r, 1, resultApprox*2},

Method -> Brent]; resultExact = Floor[resultExact];(*To Do:If[

resultExact<1,];*)

resultExact =

If[resultExact > maxSampleSize, maxSampleSize, resultExact];

Return[resultExact]];

calculateNumSamples2SidedOP[var_, hw_] :=

Module[{t, rhat, rpre, gamma = 1 - (1 - .95)/2},
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t = InverseCDF[NormalDistribution[0, 1], gamma];

rhat = Floor[(t*Sqrt[var]/hw)^2];

rpre = 0;

While[Abs[rhat - rpre] > 1, rpre = rhat;

t = Quantile[StudentTDistribution[rpre], gamma];

rhat = Floor[(t*Sqrt[var]/hw)^2];

rhat = If[rhat > maxSampleSize, maxSampleSize, rhat];

rhat = If[rhat < 1, 1, rhat];]; Return[rhat];];

(*By Recursion *)

(*By Recursion *)

(* A = (\[Lambda]1+\[Lambda]2)/(\[Mu]1 + \[Mu]2); \[Alpha] = \

\[Lambda]2/(\[Lambda]1+\[Lambda]2) ; x0 = \[Mu]2*\[Lambda]1/\[Mu]1; \

*)

(*N1 = 100; g1 = 3;

\[Lambda]1 = 40; \[Mu]1 = 0.5;\[Mu]2=0.5; *)

generateTimeToEvent[pointEst_, numObsUsed_] := Module[{x, tempRate},

tempRate =

RandomReal[GammaDistribution[numObsUsed, pointEst/numObsUsed]];

x = RandomReal[ExponentialDistribution[tempRate]];

(*Print["point est is ", pointEst, " rate is ",tempRate,

" and random number is ",x];*)

Return[x];

];
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model2compsharedrepair[paramValuesArray_, paramSampleSizeArray_,

outputFileName_] :=

Module[{t, z, z1, z2, z3, sojourn1, sojourn2, sojourn0, ssavail,

numstate0, numstate1, numstate2, temp, temp1, sortedssavail,

combinedList, numAvails, CDFSSAvail, lambda, mu, lambdaSamples,

muSamples},

ssavail = Array[, 2000];

lambda = paramValuesArray[[1]];

mu = paramValuesArray[[2]];

lambdaSamples = paramSampleSizeArray[[1]];

muSamples = paramSampleSizeArray[[2]];

For[i = 1, i <= 2000, i++, t = 0; z = 0;

z1 = 0; z2 = 0; z3 = 0;

sojourn2 = 0; sojourn1 = 0; sojourn0 = 0;

numstate2 = 0; numstate1 = 0; numstate0 = 0;

(*lambda=10;

mu=50;*)While[t < 1, Label[state2];

(*Print["state is 2"];*)numstate2 = numstate2 + 1;

z = generateTimeToEvent[2*lambda, lambdaSamples];

sojourn2 = sojourn2 + z;

(*Print["Total sojourn time in 2 ",sojourn2];*)t = t + z;

(*Print["t is now ",t];*)If[t > 1, Break[]];

(*Now in state 1*)Label[state1];

(*Print["state is 1"];*)numstate1 = numstate1 + 1;

z1 = generateTimeToEvent[mu, muSamples];

z2 = generateTimeToEvent[lambda, lambdaSamples];

If[z1 < z2, numstate2 = numstate2 + 1;
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sojourn1 = sojourn1 + z1;

(*Print["Total sojourn time in state 1 is ",sojourn1];*)

t = t + z1;

(*Print["t is now ",t];*)If[t > 1, Break[]];

Goto[state2];, numstate0 = numstate0 + 1;

sojourn1 = sojourn1 + z2;

(*Print["Total sojourn time in state 1 is ",sojourn1];*)

t = t + z2;

(*Print["t is now ",t];*)If[t > 1, Break[]];

Goto[state0];];

Label[state0];

(*Print["state is 0"];*)z3 = generateTimeToEvent[mu, muSamples];

sojourn0 = sojourn0 + z3;

(*Print["Total sojourn time in state 0 is ",sojourn0];*)

t = t + z3;

(*Print["t is now ",t];*)If[t > 1, Break[]];

Goto[state1];];

ssavail[[

i]] = (sojourn2 + sojourn1)/(sojourn2 + sojourn1 + sojourn0);

(*Print["ssavail is ",ssavail[[i]]];*)(*Print["state 2 ",

numstate2," times; state 1 ",numstate1," times; state 0 ",

numstate0," times"];

Print["Total Sojourn Times are - state 2 : ",sojourn2,

" state 1: ",sojourn1," state 0: ",sojourn0];*)

];

(*For[i=1,i<=20,i++,Print["i is ",i," ssavail is ",ssavail[[i]]];]*)
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combinedList = Array[, {2000, 2}];

sortedssavail = Array[, 2000];

sortedssavail = Sort[ssavail];

numAvails = Length[sortedssavail];

CDFSSAvail = Array[, numAvails];

temp = Array[1 &, numAvails];

temp1 = Accumulate[temp];

For[j = 1, j <= numAvails, j++,

CDFSSAvail[[j]] = temp1[[j]]/numAvails;

combinedList[[j]] = {sortedssavail[[j]], CDFSSAvail[[j]]};

WriteString[outputFileName, FortranForm[sortedssavail[[j]]], ",",

FortranForm[CDFSSAvail[[j]]] , "\n"];

];

(*Print["Sorted Avail is ",sortedssavail];

Print[" CDF is ",CDFSSAvail]; *)

(*combinedListArray[[m]]=combinedList;*)(*Print[

"CombinedListArray is ",combinedListArray[[m]]];*)

(* *)

Return[combinedList];

];

paramFileName = InputString["Enter the Input Parameters file name"];

(*To get all the input parameter names,include the all the parameters \
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in a separate file using the syntax:bind parameterName \

parameterValue.*)

Print["ParamFileName is ", paramFileName];

paramNames =

ReadList[paramFileName, Record,

RecordSeparators -> {{"bind "}, {" "}}];

numParameters = Length[paramNames];

Print["Num Params is ", numParameters];

paramValues = Array[, numParameters];

paramSampleSize = Array[, numParameters];

sNum = OpenRead[paramFileName];

For[i = 1, i < numParameters + 1, i++, Skip[sNum, {Word, Word}];

paramValues[[i]] = Read[sNum, Number];

Print["Param Values is ", paramValues[[i]]];];

Close[sNum];

(*Calculate the number of samples*)

(*From input*)

(*Details file name must be in the form of ParameterName 0-for \

coverage,1-twosided,2 upper one sided,3 lower one sided,confidence \

level,half width or lower or upper limit*)
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detailsFileName =

InputString["Enter the filename where the details are stored"];

ipSampleSize = 0; numCParameters = 0; numFParameters = 0; covParams =

Array[, numParameters]; j = 1;

k = 1; l = 1; m = 1;

numDParameters = 0; detParams = Array[, numParameters];

numFParameters = 0; fParams = Array[, numParameters]; dummyParam = 0;

lambdanumobs = 0; munumobs = 0;

For[i = 1, i < numParameters + 1, i++,

x = Read[detailsFileName, {Word, Number, Number, Number}];

y = x[[4]]; z = x[[3]];

(*Print["The Values read are ",x[[1]],x[[2]],x[[3]],x[[4]]];

Print["The parameter Value is ",paramValues[[i]]];*)

paramSampleSize[[i]] = Switch[x[[2]],

0, calculateNumSamplesUpperCoverage[paramValues[[i]], y, z],

1, calculateNumSamples2sidedFailure[paramValues[[i]], y, z],

2, calculateNumSamplesLowerFailure[paramValues[[i]], y, z],

3, calculateNumSamplesUpperFailure[paramValues[[i]], y, z],

4, dummyParam++];

(*Identify which parameters are coverage parameters by storing the \

value i,i.e.the parameter number in array,

covParams.Also keep a counter to track how many parameters are \

coverage parameters.*)

If[x[[2]] == 0, numCParameters++; covParams[[j]] = i; j++;

(*Print["This is a coverage Parameter",paramNames[[i]]];*)];
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If[x[[2]] == 4,(*Print["Parameter is Deterministic ",x[[1]],x[[

2]]];*)numDParameters++;

(*Print["Num D Params ",numDParameters];*)

detParams[[k]] = i;

Print[i, "th param is ", k, "th deterministic parameter ",

" detParams[[", k, "]] is ", detParams[[k]]];

k++;

(*Print["Value of deterministic parameter is ",paramValues[[i]]];*)

Print["Deterministic parameters name is ", x[[1]]];

Print[" k is ", k];];

If[x[[2]] == 1, Print["Parameter is Rate ", x[[1]], x[[2]]];

numFParameters++;

(*Print["Num F Params ",numFParameters];*)(*Print[

"ith param is mth rate parameter",i,m];*)

fParams[[m]] = i;

Print[i, "th param is ", m, "th failure parameter ", " fParams[[",

m, "]] is ", fParams[[m]]];

m++;

(*Print["Value of deterministic parameter is ",paramValues[[i]]];

Print["Raqte parameters name is ",x[[1]]];*)];

If[x[[2]] == 2, Print["Parameter is Rate ", x[[1]], x[[2]]];

numFParameters++;

(*Print["Num F Params ",numFParameters];*)(*Print[

"ith param is mth rate parameter",i,m];*)fParams[[m]] = i; m++;

(*Print["Value of deterministic parameter is ",paramValues[[i]]];

Print["Rate parameters name is ",x[[1]]];*)];

If[x[[2]] == 3,(*Print["Parameter is Rate ",x[[1]],x[[2]]];*)
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numFParameters++;

(*Print["Num F Params ",numFParameters];*)(*Print[

"ith param is mth rate parameter",i,m];*)fParams[[m]] = i; m++;

(*Print["Value of deterministic parameter is ",paramValues[[i]]];

Print["Rate parameters name is ",x[[1]]];*)];

(*Get a running max of number of smaples from input across all \

input params*)ipSampleSize = Max[ipSampleSize, paramSampleSize[[i]]];

Print["Sample Size for param is ", paramNames[[i]],

paramSampleSize[[i]]];

(*Get number of observations of lambda and mu.

Lambda is teh first element in params array*)

];

Print ["lambdanumobs is ", lambdanumobs, " and munumobs is ",

munumobs];

Print["paramSampleSize array is ", paramSampleSize];

(*Number of failure parameters are numFParameters and coverage are \

numCParameters*)

(*For[g=1,g<numDParameters+1,g++,Print["detParams is \

",detParams[[g]]];];*)

Print["Num Failure Params ", numFParameters,

" and Coverage Params are ", numCParameters];

Print["Num Deterministic Params are ", numDParameters];

Close[detailsFileName];

Print["Param Names are ", paramNames, " param point est. are ",

paramValues];
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(*Since now we know which params are coverage,Store the coverage \

parameter names,values and num samples in different arrays*)

(*parameterValue=Quantile[GammaDistribution[paramSampleSize[[j]],\

paramValues[[j]]/paramSampleSize[[j]]],tempQuant]*)

(* parameterValue = \

RandomReal[GammaDistribution[paramFSampleSize[[i]], \

paramFValues[[i]]/paramFSampleSize[[i]]]];

*)

(* Pass on paramNames, paramVlues, paramSampleSize *)

(*Comment out for now.For now just consider input parameters*)

(*sampleSize=Max[ipSampleSize,opSampleSize,40];*)

Print["Sample Size is ", sampleSize];

(*Run sharpe sampleSize-40 number of times*)

(*For now*)

(*sampleSize=1;*)

combinedListIntrusive = Array[, {2000, 2}];

Print["Sample Size is ", sampleSize];

outputFileName = OpenWrite["SimulFig827Intrusive.out"];

combinedListIntrusive =

model2compsharedrepair[ paramValues, paramSampleSize,

outputFileName];

Close[outputFileName];
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ListPlot[combinedListIntrusive, Axes -> {True, True},

AxesLabel -> {"Steady State Availability (2-Component System with \

Shared Repair)", "CDF"}, AxesOrigin -> {0.6, 0},

PlotStyle -> {AbsoluteThickness[1]},

BaseStyle -> {FontSize -> 14, FontWeight -> "Bold"}, {PlotJoined ->

True}, PlotLabel ->

"CDF of Steady State Availability by Intrusive Uncertainty \

propagation"]
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